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Preface

.,

This Technical Memorandum is an interim product of OTA's assessment, "Com-

puterized Factory Automation: Employment, Education, and the Workplace." The assess-

ment is examining the nature and development of automation technologies (such as

robotics, computer-aided design and manufacturing, and automated materials handling,

storage, and retrieval). The assessment is also evaluating the structure and competitive

conduct of industries producing and using programmable automation technologies. Final-

ly, the implications of the productin and use of programmable automation for labor

and for education and training activities are being examined ..The Joint Economic Com-

mittee, the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources, the Senate Committee

on Commerce, Science, and Transportation, and the Subcommittee on Labor Standards

of the House Committee on Education and Labor requested the assessment. i

This Technical Memorandum discusses procedures for evaluating potential emPloy-

menrchange associated with automation, and outlines associated problems. It also pro-

vides descriptions of the nature and modes of delivery of education, training, and retrain-

ing for persons holding or seeking employment in manufacturing industries. The material

draws in part on the products of a fitly 1982 OTA *workshop on labor markets and

industrial relations and an August 1982 survey commissioned by OTA of education,

training, and retraining activities and trends.

OTA is grateful for the assistance of the assessment advisory-panel, the Lakor Mar-

kets and Industrial Relations Workshop participants, the contractors, and the many

others who provided advice and information. However, OTA assumes full responsibility

for this technical memorandum, which does not necessarily represent the views of indi-

vidual members of the advisory panel.
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Chapter 1

introduction and Concepts

OVERVIEW

Programmable automation technologies are at-
tracting attention as outgrowths of the evolution
of computer and communications technologies
and as instruments of potentially far-reaching
change in the operations, structure, competitive-

. ,ness, and hiring patterns of many industries, par-
ticularly in manufacturing. While popular recog-
nition of prdgrammable automation seems to be
confined mostly to one of its forms (robotics),
programmable automation compriges other types
of hardware, software, and systems.* The fami-
ly of programmable automation technologies, as
applied in manufacturing, is the subject of an
Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) study,
"Computerized Factory Automation: Employ-
ment, Education, and the Workplace," which is
scheduled to be completed in late 1983. This
technical memorandum, which isan interim prod-
uct of that assessment, presents a set of concepts
and background materials that are fundamental
to the analysis of the labor and education and
training implications of programmable automa-
tion technology.

The OTA assessment is examining the develop-
ment and production of programmable automa-
tion technologies and their use in discrete product
fabrication and assembly. It is examining the ap-

o plication of programmable automafion to the en-
tire manufacturing process, from design through
production. The assessment is concerned in part
with the economic and social aspects of the pro-
duction and use of programmable automation,
including:

impacts on the types and mix of products
manufactured,
the structure and competitive behavior, of
manufacturing industries,

Bestdes robotics, programmable automation includes computer-
aided design (CAD) and manufacturing (CAM), computer-aided
process planning (CAPP), automated materials handling (AMH),
and automated storage and retrieval syssems (AS/RS).

the numbers and skill mix of people
employed in manufacturing, working condi-
tions in manufacturinjobs, and
the education and training requirements im-
plied by growth in the production and use
of programmable automation.

Although it addresses the potential of program-
mable automation for the manufacturing sector

_as a whole, the assessment highlights implications
for the transportation equipment, industrial
machinery, and electronics industries, where the
greatest impacts may occur in the next lb to 15
years.'

Early work on this assessment revealed that
analysis of employment change depends critical-
ly on methodology, while analysis of instructional
requirements demands appreciation of the existing
nature of, and delivery system for, education and
training. These fundamental issues are the sub-
jects of this technical memorandum. The remain-
der of this introduction provides a brief review
of the evolution of programmable automation and
sets out several factors that influence the social
and economic consequences of new technologies.
The lahor chapter (ch. 2) discusses methodology
and provides background material useful for eval-

ua ting employment and working environment
changes. It draws on the products of a workshop
held by OTA in July 1982, where questions Con-

, cerning the analysis of labor markets and in-
dustrial relations were debated. The education and
training chapter (ch. 3) examines the current status
of education and traininwovided by schools,
labor, industry, and others to persons holding or
aiming to hold jobs in manufacturing industries.
It draws on the results of an August 1982 survey
conducted by an OTA contractor.

,Exploratory Workshop on the Social Impacts ofRoboticsA
Background Paper (Washington, D.C..: U.S. Congress, Office of

Technology Assessment, February 1982), OTA-BP-C1T-31.

1 0
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PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES

Programmable automation may be viewed as
the latest development in a long process of en-.
hancing and augmenting human labor with vari--,

ous devices. Throughput history, people have
combined human effort and skill directly with the
cutting and shaping abilities of tools. With the
development of machine$,people drew on me-

. chanical and other externam sources of power,
reducing the amount bf human effort, and to some
extent skill, needed for production. Automation,
in turn, represents an advance over simple ma-
chines consisting of a transfer of skins and efforts
for operating and controlling equipment and sys-
tems from people to machines. Conventional
automation has improved production efficiencif
where automated machinery has been tailored to
specific applications and devoted to the produc-
tion of single products produced in large quan-
tities. Programmable automation, which weds
computer and data-communication's capabilibes
to conventional machine abilities, increases the
amount of process control possible by machines
and makes possible the use of single pieces of
equipment and systems for multiple applications.
This flexibility may make programmable automa-
tion m6re economical than conventional aut-oma-
Hon across a range of applications from large yol-
ume production, to production, of small batches
of prcidutts. Consequently, differences between
large-sCa e, batch, and even custom production
teChni u s may diminish anciTtaditional ways of
thinki g about manufacturing may ultimately

0- chang . I

Programmable automation technologies are not
new, t least in concept; they have been intro-
duced nd refined over the past two to three dec-
ades. Ililany date the launch of programmable
automatipn to the mid-1950's, when numerical
control (NC) for machine tools (currently consid-
ered as part of computer-aided manufacturing)
was developed and commercialized. The interven-
ing years have seen growth in the capabilities and
use of NC, the,introduction of industrial robotics
in ths, 1960's, and the initial applications of com-
puter technology to manufacturing design, pro-
duction, planning, and analysis in the 1960's and
1970's. During this period, capabilities and appli-

cations for programmable automation have
grown, while associated unit costsat least for
the computer aspectshave declined.2 The tech-
nologies and their potential markets appear to
have developed/sufficiently to lead many manu-
facturing industry analysts to anticipate sub-
stantial growth in the production and use of pro-
grammable automation in the 1980's and 1990's.
However, current use of programinable automa,*
tion is limited. For example, while the Robot Insti-
tute of-America reports that less than 5,000 robots
were believed to be in use in the United States in
1981, the National Machine Tool Builders' Associ-
ation reports that over 2.6 million machine tools
were in use in U.S. metalworking industries alone
by the late 1970's.3

At this time it is possible to identify four attri-
butes of progra mable automation, as coMpared
with conventio al automation, that maythave
major ramific ions for labor and for education
and training:

capacity for information processing as well
as physical work, in connection with such
processes as planning, routing, design, fabri-
cation, assembly, monitoring, and diagnos-
ing process problems;
capacity for quality enhancement, through
reliability, precision, and acraptiiie -control of
the production process;
capacity for application to the production of
a diverse mix of products, through repro-
grammability; and
capacity for integrating procluclimA equip-
ment and systems with each other and with
.0esign, analysis, inventory, and other aspects
of the manufacturing process.

These attributes will influence: 1) the types and
the range of human skills and othepabilities that
can be replaced by machines, 2) the types of new

2"SME Golden Anniversary Issue71932-1982. A Review of Manu-
facturing and the Society Which Guides Its Progress,"Manufacturing
Epgineering, January 1982.

'Worldwide Robotics Survey and Direcirary (Dearborn, Mich./
Robot institute of America, 1982).

'Economic Handbook of the Machine Tool Industry (McLean,
Va.. National Machine T1 Builders AssOciation, 1982-83).
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,
applications within which both men and machines
can be combined, 3) th types of skills required
to produce programma le automation, 4) the
types of products (existi g and new) for which !
programmable automati n may be used, 5) the'
costs of producing givr quantities of different
product?, and 6) the or anization nd manage-;
ment pf the manufacturi g proc s. Consequenti
.ly, they may give rise to jchanges in the numbers
and types of people e ployed, and therefore
changes in requirements for education, training,
and retraining. Distinctive attributes of program-
mable automation will also influence the work-
ing environment of people eMployed in manufac-
turing. How much, and in What ways employ-

.

1

DIMENSIONS OF TCHNOLOGI
It is possible to relate theeilerging capabili es

of.' programmable autatnatiOn technologies to
changes in employment, and therefore education
and training requirements, in the abstract. How-
ever, the effects of progr,ammable automation on
labor overall, as well as the experiences of specific
groups of people, depend on how programmable
automation technologies are implemented. The
development and implementation of programma-
ble automation, or other new technologies, can

, be appraised according to three factors: 1) the rate
of technological change, 2) the nature Of the
change, and 3) the pattern of technological diffu-
sion associated with programmaf)le automation.

.These factOrs, which reflect a combination of tech-
nologic4,and industrial/lconomic factors, are
central tO ssessments of the social and economic
impacts of new technology. They are reviewed
,brieflY below.

Rate of Technologic"al C MIN
There areAwa,tomPonents to the rate of tech-

nological change, the rate at which new technol-
ogies are crdated and the rate at which they are
adopted by users. For appraising the impacts of
technology on employment and related education
and training needs, the rate of adoption is key;
it deterinines whether changes in requirements for

ment patterns and working environments cgange
will depend on how automated equipment and
systems are designed and implemented.

Conventional automation and other types-Of
manufacturing technologies have traditionally af-
fectedboth positively and negativelythe em-

.ployment and working environment of manual
workers. Because of its capacities for, performing
information processing' work anal8r integrating
the manufacturing process, programmable auto-
mation may also have significant impact oNother
types_of workers, the so-called white- and gray-., collar workers, including managers.

V.

.CHANGE'
different-types of labor affect primarily existing
or future/prospective employees. Although new
technologies may be created at varying rates, the
conventional view among economists is that the
use of new technologies spreads relatively slow-
ly. It is commonly assumed that firms adopt new
technology in a rational fashion, meaning that
they strive to use the,m6st affordable proces'ses
to avoid the costs of prematurely Scra ing.facil:

This view implies that, since firm typically
ities and to adapt technologies to their dividual
needs.
do not adopt each technological advance as soon
as it is developed and since firms experience some
normal level of employee turnover, eniPloyees are
not (repeatedly) subject to catastrophic displace-.
ment. 4 more elaborate presentation Of this view
and a discussion .of supportiqg research can be
found in a paper by L. lacobson and R.'L'evy, ap-
pendix C. t

Although the notion that there is a lag between
the intrOduction of a new technolvy and its wide-
spread use is commonly recognized, there is dis-
agreeinent as to whether recent innovations based
on microelectronics technology have or will con-
tinue to spread as slowly as Previous ones. For
example, innovation and associated employment
change in the printing inddstry have preceeded
quicker than the conventionarview might lead one
to expect.

12
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In West Germany, for example, employment
among printers dropped by 21.3 percent between
1970 and 1977, while productivity per hour rose
by 43.5.percent . . . .5

There is also evidence that the use of computers
has spread relatively rapidly, a phenomenon that
ha4 prompted many scientists and engineers to
take steps to refine their skills. A discussion of
technological diffusion and its impacts on scien-
tists and engineers is foiind in a paper by W.
Cooke, appendix C, Additional material on engi-
neering education is presented in chapter 3 of this
technical memorandum.

, -
A central question for an analysis of the social

and economic impacts of programmable automa-
tion is whether programmable automation is like-
ly to spread especially rapidly among firms and
industries, and why. Answering 'that questionre-
quires appraising the influence of the international
nature of markets producing and using program-

, inable automation and theAnfIttence of cyclical
and structural change in the U.S. -economy on the
rates of adoption and production of progiam-
mable automation in the United States.

Nature of Technological Change

The way in which technological change affects
employment and instructional requirements de-,
pends on the nature of the technology. The aspects
of the technology that are relevant to an examina-
tion of labor impacts fall into three categories:.

1. process v. product technology,
2. embodied v. disembodiedtechnology, and
3. capital intensity of technology.

Process technologies are technologies of pro-
duction, while product technologies pertain to the
attributes of a finished product. Programmable
automation, which comprises a set of goods and
services used by businesses to make other prod-
ucts, has elements of both, but, is primarily re-
garded as process technology.

The product-proc& distinction is important
because, historically, proCess changes have been
more likely to affect employment-adversely than

'Colin Norman Microelectronics at Work Productivity and Jobs
in the World Economy, Worldwatch Paper 39, October 1980.

have product changes. New products (such as pro-
grammable automation equipment and systems)
create new markets and new sources of employ-
ment (although net employment growth depends
on whetherand whennew product's replace -

older ones). New processes, however, are often
adopted because they are considered efficient,
using fewer resources than older processes to yield
a' product of given quality.* If the conserved re-
source is labor, a company adopting a more effi-
dent process will need fewer employees for a fixed
output level. If the company faces a mature mar-
ket for its end product (i.e., sales volume is not
'likely to grow significantly), overall employment
will fall, but, if the company faces a growing mar-
ket, it mi&htexperience stable or growing employ-
ment. Also, some new processes may be adopted
to improve product quality without necessarily
diminishing company employment. Discussions
of programmable automation in the trade and
business press typically note its potential for both
efficiency and quality enhancement. These discus-
sions, whiCh separate quality gains from cost
reductions, recognize that process improvements
may facilitate'output growth but.do not assure
that companies can sell 'larger volumes of output.

Embodied technologies are associated with
physical entiti8 such as pieces of equipment. For
example, mechanical adding machines and elec-
tronic calculators embody different technologies
to perform the same functions. Disembodied
(sometimes called soft) technologies constitute
ways of organizirig and managing production that
are not locked into tangible items. An example
is the just-in-time system of inventory manage-
ment, wherein-stippliers deliver Materials for vir-
tually immediate use (rather than interim storage).
The contrast between embodied and disembodied
technologies is important for appraisal of pro-
grammable automation because the spread and
the ultimate utility of programmable automation
is linked to associated changes in the organiza-
tion of production and the structure of companies
and industries.

In evaluating embodied technologies used in
manufacturing and elsewhere, it is important to

*Sometimes this characteristic is referred to as productivity im-
provement, since productivity refers to the amount of output derived
per unit of input to production.
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recognize that disembodied technologies can often
complement or even sdbstitute for them. For this
reason, comparing counts of different types of
equipment (e.g., robots) used by different coun-
tries may be misleading. As comparisons of auto-
mobile production in the United States and abroad
reveal, it is possible to produce the same product
using equipment and systems that differ in sophis-
tication under different prindples of organization
and management. Also, because embodied and
disembodied technologies are combined in pro-
duction, simple attributions of employment or
working environment variations to changes in
equipment and systems are hazardous; they ig-
nore the role of management, organization of pro-
duction, and other "soft" factors.

Capital intensity refers to the amount of invest-
ment in plant.and equipment needed to produce
a given level of capacity, relative to the amount
of other inputs, such as. labor. A capital-using
change in technology is defined to be one that re-
quires more investment to produce a unit of prod-
uct than the original technology; a capital-saving
change, one that tequires less investment; and a
caPital-neutral change, one that requires the same
investment per unit of product.

Generalizations about how programmable au-
tomation may affect capital intensity in different
manufacturing applications are difficult to make
at this time because of limited experience with the
technologies and uncertainty about the evolution
of the technologies and their markets. However,
an understanding of the capital intensity aspects
of programmable automation is important for
understanding the long-term employment and
wage impacts of programmable automation. In
brief, capital intensity affects the flexibility em-
ployers have for accommodating different em-
ployment and wage levels, given company levels
of sales volume and of output per worker.* The
ramifications of varying levels of capital intensity'
are examined in a paper by E. Appelbaum, appen-
dix C.

*Capital intensity may Aso affect the distribution of wealth gener-
ated through productiona shift to capital using technologies may
for example, be associated with growth in profits (return on c'apital)

relative to wages Changes in the distribution of wealth in turn may
affect employment and wage levels because those realizing income

as profits may spend and iovest indifferent markets than those realiz-

ing income as wages. '

,

:

.4.

Pattern of Technology Diffusion

The impacts of programmable automation tech-
nologies will depend on where they are used as
well as when. New technologies may spread with-
in industries among all firms, among firms in only
certain industry segments, or among large or lead-
ing firms only. They may ,be used in isolated in-
dustries, interdependent industries, and/or in in-
dustries in different sectors of the economy. The%

impact of progammable automation technologieS

on employment (and therefore on instructional
requirements) in the United States will depend,
in particular, on global trends in the production
and use of programmable automation, since the

, markets for automation and for many products
made with it are international.

Preliminary observations presented by industry
and labor representatives and technology analysts
at the 1981 OTA Exploratory Workshop on the
Social Impacts of Robotics and elsewhere indicate
that programmable automation-may eventually
be diffused more broadly than conventional auto-
ination.6 While conventional automation has been
applied primarily in large-volume or mass-pro-
duction manufacturing industries, programmable
automation offers potential value to use in small-

er volume, batch manufacturing applications,
which are the majority of manufacturing applica-
tions.7 Whereas conventional automation is de-
voted to production of single products, program-
mable automation equipiment and systems can be
adapted, through reprograming, for production
of multiple products, each of which may be de-
sired in limited quantities. Since production equip-
ment and systems themselves are often manufac-
tured in small-quantity batches, their manufacture
may be automated.

Finally, equipment and systems similar (and in
some cases identical) to those used for program-
mable automation in manufacturing are being

adopted in nonmanufacturing settings, with multi-

ple pa s on employment opportunities. A pos-
si le co sequence of the spread of office automa-
tion, for example, is a decline in the growth rate
of clerical employment. On the other hand, large

'Exploratory Workshop on the Social Impacts of RoboticsA
Background Paper, op. cit.

'Ibid.
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investments in office automation equipment and
systems imply potential employment gains in
manufacturing industries supplying office automa-
tion, although who benefits from such employ-
ment gains depends on the extent to which office

lo

'.. /

automation equipment is imported. The implica-
tions of the pattern of technology diffusion for
employment in different sectors of the economy
are discussed in a paper by E. Appelbaum, aiSpen-
dix C.

y
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Chapter 2 .

Labor Markets and Working,Environment

INTRODUCTION

The use of computers in manufacturing has
aroused concern since the late 1950's and early
1960s, when awareness of the potential of com-
puter technology began to emerge and when ap-
plications of more conventional automated manu-
factunng were accelerating. During that period
public interest in the social ramifications of
automation and computers was greater in Europe
than in the Unifed States. However, official WS.
concein led to the formation in 1965 of a special
Federal study commission, the National Commis-
sion on Technology,,Automation, and Economic
Progress, charged with the tasks ofr 1) assessing
the effects, role, and pace of technological change;
2) describing changes in employment- demands
and working conditions associated with techno-
logical change; 3) defining "unmet community and
human needs." that technology can helP to meet;
and 4) identifying policy options for implement-
ing new technologies. After meeting for a year,
the Commission issued a report that foreshadows
contemporary discussions of job displacement,
changing working conditioris, and instructional
needs.

From the 1950s through today, labor-related
concerns associated with automation and com-
puters have tended to fall into three not-wholly-
distinct categories: 1) labor markets or employ-
ment, 2) working environment (job content and
occupational safety and health), and 3) industrial

,

:

or labor-management relations. Of these three
categories, labor market issues have been most
salient in pOpular (and political) discussions of
automation, because employment is widely seen
as reflecting the economic vitality of a country
or region. By contrast, workingenvironment is-

sues may be more subtle and more likely to be
appreciated by those groups of people in direct
contact with specific working environments. Fi-
nally, industrial relations both infligice and are ,

influenced by changes in labor mar reri-and work-
ing environments that are associated with new
technology and other factors.

In order to analyze the labor market implica-
tions of-Programmable automation, it is necessary
to be able to measure and forecast the degree and
types of changet in employment that may accom-
pany the spread of this technology. The variety
of claims as to the eventual employment impacts
of programmable automation that are being publi-
cized by the media suggests that such evaluations
are straightforward. However, there appears to
be no accepted methodology for making such em-
ployment forecasts reliably, a problem that was
emphasized in debates among participants of the
OTA Labor Markets and Industrial Relations
Workshop. This technical memorandum points
out some of the shortcomings of many publicized
forecasts and some of the requirements for satis-
factory forecasts:'

POTENTIAL FOR OCCUPATIONAL CHANGE: AN OVERVIEW

A first step in measuring or forecasting how
programmable automation or other new technol-
ogies may affect employmentr-by occupation and
industryis to assess: 1) how programmable
automation affects the activities performed by
people working in user industries and occupa-
tions, and 2) what types of activities may be per-
formed by people engaged in producing auto-
mated equipment and systems. Unfortunately,

there are few empirical data describing relevant
activities. Moreover, what data may exist (e.g.,
in case studies) may haveVile general value-
because early programmable' automation applica-
tions have been limited in number compared to
applications'of other types of equipment and sys-
tems, and they have been tailored to individual
company needs. Early applications also are like-
ly to be different from later applications involv-

16 1
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ing more sophisticated equipment and systems,
especially since future applications are expected
to feature greater computer integration of produc-
tion and other company activities.

At this time it appears that the range of activ-
ities undertaken by manufacturing firms and vul-
nerable to change in connection with programma-
ble automation is not limited to the fabrication
and assembly of products. Employment that may
be directly affected by the production and use of
programmable automation is associated with a
wide range of activities, including research and
development; the desigr, fabrication, assembly,
distribution, and servicin of products; and man-
agement:

Production Activities. The types of new ac-
tivities associated with yfroduction of program-
mable automation, as c mpared with production
of conventional factory equipment, are those that
pertain to its computerization aspects, namely the
"development, distribution, and/or adaptation of
computer hardware and software. Computeriza-
tion, or more broadly a shift to microelectronics
from mechanical or electromechanical compo-
nents, may also alter other activities associated
with production of programmable automation.
For example, the use of microelectronic com-
ponents affects fabrication and assembly tech-
niques, in part because individual microelectronic

components can often do the work of multiple
mechanical ones.1 Finally, like the production of
conventional equipment, production of prograin-
mable automation also entails applications engi-
neering, technical support, installation, sales, and
clerical activities.

Use Activities. Activities associated with the
use of programmable automation are broadly
similar to those associated with the production
of programmable automation, since both produc-
tion and use of programmable automation are
manufacturing endeavors. Nevertheless, variation
among user industries (including users who also
produce programmable automation) by size and
by nature of product will determine the specific
types of tasks and occupations affected among
users. The types of tasks that may be created with
the use of programmable automation also pertain
to computerization (e.g., programing, mainte-
nance of electronic equipment, and data base
management). The types of tasks that may be
elirniqated are those tasks sensitive to the internal-
ization of information flows (e.g., for certain cler-
ical operating and supervisory tasks), or to the
replacement of physical labor (e.g., for welding,
assembling, materials handling, and drafting).

'Roy Rothwell and Walter Zegveld, Technical Change and Em-
ployment (New York. St. Martin's Press,,1979).

OCCUPATIONAL CHANGE FORECASTING

Historically, attempts to forecast detailed
changes in occupational employment have met
with limited success. As the Bureau of Labor Sta-
tistics' (BLS) has noted in evaluating its own
forecasts, it is easier to predict directions of change
for broad categories of employees than magni-
tudes of change for relatively specific groups. This
situation is unfortunate, since the more detailed
the occupational differentiation, the more precise
may be the evaluation of employment variation
amcwroccupatioes and ind4tries and therefore
the identification of people who may benefit or
be(harmed by technological change.'

'Max L. Carey and Kevin Kasunic, "Evaluating the 1980 Projec-
tions of Occupational Employment, Monthly Labor Review, July
1982.

Note that in practict,vely detailed occupational analyses may
be less accurate than Map aggregated analyses because of nonsam

The occupations of people who may be direct-
ly affected by the spread of programmable
automation include professional specialty; exec-
utive, administrative, and managerial, technicians
and related support, machine operators, assem-
blers, and inspectors, precision production, craft,

. and repair, and handlers, equipment cleaners,
helpers, and laborers. Table 1 contains the full
current and prior lists of major census occupa-
tional groups. While this set of categories can be
used to describe the occupational mix of any in-
dustry and die labor force as a whole, it is too
broad to describe more than gross shifts in oc-

eltv

plmg errors in occupational title classification and analysis. See
Harvey Goldstein, "Occupational Employment Projections for Labor
Market Areas. An Analysis of Alternative Approaches'. (Washington
D.C.. U.S. Department of Labor, 1981), R&D Monograph 80.
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Table 1.A Comparison of 1980 and 1970 Decennial Census Occupational Categories

1980 1970

Broadost groupings
Managerial and professional specialty
Technic*, sales, and administrative support
Service
Precision production, craft, and repair
Operators, fabricators, and laborers
Farming, forestry, and fishing
Major occupational groups
Executive, administrative, and managerial
Professional specialty
Technicians and related support
Sales
Administrative support, including clerical
Private household
Protective service
Service, except private household and protective service
Brecision production, craft, and repair
Machine operators, assemblers, and inspectors
Transportation and material moving
Handlers, equipment clea ers, helpers, and laborers
Farming, forestry, and fis ing

White-collar
Blue-collar
Service
Farm

Professional and technical
Managers and administrators, except farm
Sales
Clerical
Craft and kindred
Operatives, except transport
Nonfarm laborers
Private household
Other service workers
Farmers and farm managers
Farm laborers and supervisors

y-

SOURCE John E Bregger. "Labo Force Data From CPS to Undergo Revision In January 19E3," Monthly Labor Rennow, November 1982

cupational proportions. Within each category,
hundreds of occupations can be differentiated.
Aggregating occupational categories may result
in uncertainty about future change in such detailed
occupations as "robot technician," where the
specific designation falls within a broader cate-
gory, such as science and engineering technicians.
Another cost of aggregation is gemeralitythe
average pattern of change within an industry may
not correspond to actual changes experienced by
individual companies or people, in part because
individual companies vary in their use of employ-
eevwith very specific skills, as well as in their use
of production technologies. However, even .a de-
tailed occupational breakdown may mask changes
in job content that may arise with new technol-
ogy.

Most analyses of employment change use ag-
gregated occupational descriptions because collec-
tion and manipulation of more detailed occupa-
tional data are costly, and beCause the most de-
tailed descriptions fall easily out of date. Many
experts believe that analysts have been handi-
capped by the kinds of data available. For exam-
ple., the most recent edition of the Dictionary of
Occupational- Titles (DOT), which describes
200,000 occupations, was published 6 years ago
in 1977(the previous edition was published in

1965). The DOT does not contain an entry for
"robot technician," and the most similar entry,
"automated equiliment engineer technician," refers
to an individual who works with machinery pro-
ducing items from paper or cardboard stock (as
opposed to metal, plastic, or other materials with
which robots or other forms of programmable
automation might be used).

How can the effects of programmable automa-
tion on employment levels and distribution'aiiiiing
occupations be gaged? Already, there are many
estimates of the overall and occupational employ-
ment impacts of programmable automation ap-
pearing in the trade, populai., and business
presses. Examples include the following.

Automotive industry sources say the general
formula is that'll jobs are lost for every robot
introduced.'

"Automation will cause a 20 to 25 percent de-
clme in the.factory work force over the next dec-
ade," says Thomas G. Gunn, managing director
of Arthur D. Little's Computer integrated manu-
facturing group. An internal study done by GE
shows that it is now technologically possible for
the company to replace half of its37,000 assem-

'Joyce Pnce, -With Robots On the Way, GM Workers Worry,"
The (Baltimore) News American, Sept. 27, 1982.
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bly workers with machines. Company officials
are quick to point out that they have, no plans
to do that and where GE is automating existing
plantsat Erie, for instanceit is retraining the
displaced workeii. Sometimes extensive automa-
tion also creates new jobs even as it destroys
others. The new automated parts factory in
Florence, Ky., for example, will allow Yamazaki
to expand production at its manned machine-tool
assembly plant nearby; 100 workers will be hired
to fill the new jobs.*

Experts estimate thaf on the order of 45 nulhon
existing jo'bo--45 percent of all jobs, since there
are about 100 million people at workcould be
affected by factory and office automation. Much
of the impact will occur before the year 2000. .

The United Auto Workers, one of few unions that
tries to-anticipate automation expects its auto in-
dustry membership .to drop to 800,000 from 1
million between 1978 and 1990, even assuming
a 1 8 percent armual increase in domestic auto
sales . . Harvey L. Poppel, a senior vice-
president with Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc., esti-
mates that 38 million of more than 50 million ex-
isting white-collar jobs eventually may be af-

_fected by automation. Paul A. Strassmann, vice-
president of strategic planning for Xerox Corp.'s
Information Products Group, predicts that 20
million to 30 million of these jobs will be affected
by 1990.s

Forecasting is, at its best, imprecise. However,
the impact of robotics will definitely mean the
elimination of some blue-collar jobs and the crea-
tion of jobs that didnt exist as recently as 10 years
ago. It's estimated that there are currently 10,000
workers involved in robotics in some form or an-
other throughout the world. That includes eyery-
one from assembly line workers to designers, en-
gineers, company presidents, clerical help, main-
tenance people and all of the support necessary
for a_young, developing.industry.'

The aboVe Sources have derived their estimates
through various means. The estimation proce-
dures used appear to fall into two categories.
"engineering" and "economic." Both categories
derive labor requirements from other phenomena:

'"Tbe Factory of the Future," Business Week, Sept. 6, 1982.
5"Changing 45 Million Jobs," Business Week Aug. 3, 1981.
!Joel Weber, "Can Robots Do a Better Job?" D&B Reports, Janu-

ary/February 1980.

equipment in the former category, and demand
for finished products in the latter. These proce-
dures are reviewed below to illustrate how limited,
current understanding and modeling of program-
mable automation employment impacts really are.

1

Engineering Estimates

Engineering estimate is the term used in this
report to refer to an estimate based more or less
exclusively on technical aspects of technological
change. Although engineering analyses may be
used to support economic analyses of employment
change, they are frequently used on their own.
Most of the employment (or, in particular, unem-
ployment) estimates cited in popular discussions
of programmable automation seem to be of this
type.

Engineering estimates are made by describing
the capabilities (for physical and mental work) of
new automation technologies, projecting capabili-
ty improvement over time, comparing the capabil-
ities to tasks performed bY humans, relating hu-
man tasks to different occupations, and deriving
the number of jobs, by occupation, that could be
assumed by new and future improved types of
equipment. This is done by comparing guesses as
to the percentages of work that could be trans-
ierred to programmable automation with counts
of the numbers of people currently doing that
Work. For example, the employment impact of a
welding robot might be estimated by identifying
the types of welds the robot can perform, measur-
ing the number of welds the robot can perform
in a given period of time, and calculating the
number of "jobs" that might be displaced by com-
paring the number of rob:As needed to achieve
a given volume of welds with the number of hu-
man welders who could achieve the same volume
of welds, given contemporary hiring patterns.
Projected improvements in robot welding, or
other changes in tbe basic assumptions can,be ac-
commodated by modifying the calculations.

Similar calculations are used to derive the em-
ployment requirements for producing the supply
of robots necessary to achieve a given level of
displacementestimate the type of tasks required
to produce robots, the number of tasks of each
type required per robot, the allocation of robot-
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production tasks between humans and ent,
and combine with the numb robots desired
in a given period erecast producer employ-
ment re ents.

,

Shortcomings of Engineering Estimates

The engineering approach is easily understood,
adaptable to different assumptions, and useful as
a first step in estimating the potential employment
impacts of programmable automation. However,

it has many limitationsin its application, if not
its conceptwhich are largely functions of the
narrowness of the technological and/or economic
assumptions chosen. Shortcomings of engineering
estimates may include some or all of the follow-

ing:

These estimates are easily confounded by er-

rors in projecting future technological
capabilities. Although providing a range of
assumptions may improve the usefulness of
the estimates, there remains a problem of hi-
ability.to foresee all possible developments,
espedally in new technologies.
Both the development and the analysis of
automation technologies (conventional and
also programmable) often rely heavily on
point-by-point coMparisons of electronic and
mechanical capabilities with human capabil-
ities, an orientation that lends itself to
calculations of how and where automalion
equipment and systems may replace or sub-
stitute for human activities. See table 2.

, Howe:ver, this orientation fails to capture the

potential for programmable automation ei-

ther to perform jobs in ways other than sim-
ulation of human behavior, or to perform
jobs that are-poorly done or not done at all
by humans because of human limitations.
This failure may lead to overestimation Or
underestimation of job disPlacement.
Engineering estimates may be misleading be-
cause they tend to yield a "technically" ideal
mix of humans and equipMent, while the ac-
tual mix may reflect complex management
and implementation considerations.that are
independent of the capabilities of specific
equipment or systems. For example, mana-,
gers may teznotivated out of risk aversion

to provide redundant capabilities in the form
of "extra"wOrkers (or overskilled workers)
to provide manual performance backup or
monitoring services, at least in the short term
when programmable automation is relatively
unfamiliar. Varying assumptions about the
mix of humans and equipment would ease
this problem. .

Engineering estimates are freRuently based on

curre t or recent labor force characteristics.
1This p actice assumes that users will buy and

use pr grammable automation to serve rela-
tively1l constant production needs, and that
workers will seek different jobs at constant
rates. HoWever, the job displacement and
creati n consequences of programmable au-
toma ion will depend not only ozi how pro-
gram able automation affects the number
and ype of tasks per worker, but also ,on
how Sales volume and the mix of products
which determine the total number of tasks
done at allchange. These quantities may

vary in response to factors other than tech-
nological change, such as shifts in consumer
tastes. In addition, the employment conse-
quences of programmable automation will
depend on the numbers and types of people
willing and .able to work at different types
of jobs, which also may vary independently
of technology.

Engineering analyses are useful for identifying
the types of people (excluding, perhaps, managers)
who may be affected by programmable automa-
tion. As currently used, they are often too simplis-

tic to provide realistic estimates of industry or
economywide employment change. The chief
problem with available engineering estimates of
national emplOyment impacts seems to be a lack
of consideration for variations in economic con-
ditions, trade patterns, and labor supply, although
these factors probably could be accommodated

.., by engineering analyses. Nevertheless, the engi-
neering approach provides a framework that can
be used to evaluate the employment consequences
of alternative strategies for implementing pro-
gratninable automatiorr, and a mechanism for
evaluating specific variations in production proc-

esses. -

20 ,
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Table 2.Comparison of Robot v. Human Skills and Characteristics
Robota

Human
A Action and manipulation
1 Manipulation abilities
a. One or more arms Automatic hand changeos

possible.
b Incremental usefulness per each additional arm can be

designed to be relatively higher than in humans
Requires the same amOunt of feedback throughout
operation

Movement time related to distance moved by speed,
acceleration and deceleration, and will increase with higher
accuracy requirements

a Brain and control
1. Computational capLability
a Fast, e g , up to 10K bits/sec for a mall minicomputer control.

b Not affected by meaning and connotation of signals.
c No valuation of quality of information unless provided by

program
d Error detection depends on program
d Very good computational and algorithmic capability by

Computer
Negligible time lag.
Ability to accept informatiOn is very high, limited only by
the channel rate.

h Good ability to select and execute responses

No compatibility limitation.
I. If proorammablenot difficult to reprogram.
k Randob prbgram selection can be provided.

Command repertoire limited by computer compiler
or control scheme

2 Memory
a Memory capacity from 20 commands to 2,000 coinmands,

and can be extended by secondary memory4such as CaSsettes.
b Memory partitioning can be used to improve efficiency.
c. Can forget completely but only on command.
d "Skills" must be specified in programs.

3 Intelligence
a No judgment ability of unanticipated events
b Decisionmaking limited by computer program.

E Miscellaneous factors

3 Training
a Requires training by teaching and programing by an

experienced human
b Training doesn't have to be Individualized.
c No need to retrain once the program taught Is correct.
d Immediate transfer of skills ("zeroing") can be provided.

4. Social and psychological needs
None

5. Individual differences
Onlyjf designed to be different.

a.

b.

Two armstwo legsmultipuroose hands.

Two hands cannot operate independently.

Feedback requirements (type and quantity) cha gp with
practiceInitially relatively higher than robot; vi Uri! feedback
dominates other sources of feedback.
Movement time and accuracy governed by Fitt law. High
precision movements may interfere with calculat on processes.

Slow-5 bits/sec

Affected by meaning and connotation of signals.
Evaluates reliability of information.

Good error detection/correction at cost of redundancy.
Heuristic rather than algorithmic.

Time lags increased, 1 to 3 sec.
Limited ability to accept information (10 to 20 bits/sec).

Very limited response selection/execution (Usk); responses
may be "grouped" with practice.
Subject to various compatibility effects (RR, SR, SS).
Difficult to reprogram.
Various sequence/transfer effects.
Command repertoire limited by experience and training.

a. No indication of capacity limitation.

b.
C.

d.
e.

Not applicable.
Directed forgetting very limited.
Memory contains basic skills accumulated
SloW storage access/retrieval.
Very limited working register 5 items.

by experience.

a Can use judgment to deal with unpredicted problems.
b. Can anticipate problems.

a. Requires human teacher ,

b.
c."
d.
e.
f.

Usually' individualized is best.
Retraining often needed due to forgetting.
Zeroing usually not possible.
Very costly.
Not everyone can be taught.

a. Emotional sensitivity to task structuresimplified/enriched;
whole/part.

b. Social value effects.

100 to 150 percent variation may be expected.

2RobOt parameter values are cited from durrentty available Industrial robot literature
SOURCE' Nof Knight ancTSalvendy, "Effective Utilization of Industrial RobotsA Job and Skills Analysis Approach," AllE Transactions, vol 12, No. 3, Septembr 1980
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Economic Estimates
Economic estimates is the term that will be used

in this technical memorandum to refer to projec-
tions based on macroeconomi models. Economic
estimates are better than engneHtg estimates for
projecting aggregate changes in ployment pat-
terns because they are inherently more com-
prehensive. On the other hand, economic esti-
mates may not be .practical or useful for gaging
possible employment change at the company level
because they tend to be highly aggregated.

Economic estimates are made by explicitly eval-
uating several factors, in addition to technology,
that impinge on employment demands. For exam-
ple, prices and produttion levels of goods and
services are typically considered, taking into ac-
count, in turn, the forces that affect these factors,
such as international trade and projected shifts in
the relative strengths of different sectors of the
economy. Economic estimates place substantial
emphasis on descriptions of employers in terms
of different sectors of the economy and different
industries within sectors. Theilrely on engineer-
ing analyses for descriptions of alternative effects
of technologies on industry requirements for such
production inputs as labor (by occupation), equip-
ment, and materials.

Economic estimites of employment change are
made using mathematical models of production
functions, which describe how different inputs to
production are combined to yield a given level
of output. Some models pertain to single indus-
tries, while other, more elaborate models also take
into account the interactions among industries.
The most detailed economic estimates come from
large-kale models, in particular those based on
so-callepnput-output (I-0) models, which en-
compass entire (regional, national, or global)
economies. Technologies are defined in 1-0 mod-
els as the structurenumber, type, and propor-
tionsof inputs associated with the production
of a unit of output of a given product.

The employment forecasts (total and by occu-
patio,n) of the BLS draw on large-scale economic
modeling. They are generated with an I-0 model
of the U.S. economy in combination with other
models that forecast change in the labor force and

98-.951 0 - 83 - 4

in the level and pattern of economic activity. Also
included are descriptions of staffing patterns (the
mix by proportion of different types of workers) .
for each industry included, obtained from periodic
surveys. Since the BLS estimates are widely used,
and since the procedures are substantially similar
to procedures used by others who forecast with
large-scale economic models (indeed, other models
often use the same data), a description of the out-
lines of BLS forecasting procedures can serve as
a description of economic employment forecasting
procedures in general (although individual models
and procedures do differ in their details).*

Figure 1 shows the different computational ele-
ments that contribute to BLS forecasts. The first
set of procedures is the projection of labor force
characteristics. The second set of procedures is the
projection of overall economic activity and result-
ing gross national product. These projections re-
quire estimatiOn of the types and volumes of
goods and services the economy can produce or
supply in both private and public sectors, and
those that will be demanded by the public and
private sectors. The third set of procedures trans-
lates overall economic projections into projections
of industry activity, allocating estimated consum-
er spending among product groups and allocating
products to producing industries. Estimated gross
private domestic investment is in turn allocated
between changes in business inventories and in-
vestments in construction (residential and nonresi-
dential) and producer-durable goods (e.g., ma-
chinery and tools). The fourth set of procedures
translates projections of industry output into pro-
jections of industry employment. This is done by
a combination of procedures for estimating labor
productivity (defined as output per unit of labor
input) and weekly hours of work for each indus-

try.

The final set of procedures yields projections
of pmployment by occupation and by industry.
It combines descriptions of staffing patterns ob-
tained by periodic surveys with estimates of the

*Note that BLS has recently contracted with Chase Econometrics
Associates, Inc., to use the Chase macroeconomic model to develop
projections of aggregate economic activity, using assumptions and
vanables chosen by BLS. This arrangement will supplement in-house
BLS-modeling and analysis.

22
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Figure 1.Bureau.of Labor Statistics Employment
Projections System
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number of jobs per industry. All of these proce-
dures are described in detail in the BLS publica-
tion, BLS Economic Growth Model System Used
for Projections to 1990, April 1982.

Shortcomings .of Economic Estimates

As the descriptiiin of the BLS procedures shows,
large-scale economic models can take into account
the groWth and decline of different industries, the
likelihood that individual industries adopting new
technologies may maintain or increase output lev-
els, and the responsiveness of industry employ-
ment levels to industry technology change. This
framework prevnts overattributing employment
changes to single influences such as technology
change, as it shows the consequences of combina-
Hons. of influences. In their detail, 'however, the
validity of the projections generated depen6 on
the assumptions that underlie the formulation and
operation of each aspect of the model and the inte-
gration of the different aspects. Moreover, the use
of large-scale economic models carries the risk of
oversimplifying complex proCesses and conveying
an impression of greater analytical thoroughness
than may actually exist.

Several questions have been raised about the
assumptions used in large-scale economic forecast-
ing models. The following list of some of the
shortcomings of economic estimates reflects con-
cerns raised by participants at the OTA Labor
Markets and Industrial Relations Workshop, who
debated whether economic models could ade-
quately evaluate the impacts of programmable
automation on employment. It also reflects con-
cerns raised by others regarding economic mod-
eling in ,general and modeling of technological
.change impacts in particular.

Labor Supply. The growth of the labor force
and change in labor force participation rates
of specific groups depend in complex ways
on demographic and economic fa.ctors. These
relationships may not be captured in eco-
nomic mOdels which project labor supply and
industrial output profiles separately.* Also,
variations in the quality, rather than the
quantity, of available labor may be beyond

*BLS is currently working to improve its treatment of demographic
and economic influences on the labor force.
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the scope of contemporary large-scale eco-
nornic models. Consequently, the output of
large-scale economic models may best be
viewed as projected demands rather than
employment levels, per se..

Technological Change. It is unclear how well
large-scale models account for changes in
equipment technologies. Although the com-
mon practice of projecting future capital
stock by extrapolating from past use of plant
and equipment and past descriptions of in-
dustries and products suggests that economic
models may be unable to capture the impacts
of nontraditional equipment, experts disagree
as to whether measures of specific new tech-
nology attributes are necessary for deriving
economic,estimates of eMployment change.
See papers by L. Jacobson/R. Levy and F.
Duchin, appendix C. In addition, economic
models typically are constructed using the
assumption that technological change is
adopted to reduce unit costs, although it may
also be adopted for other reasons (e.g., to
meet health or pollution standards) leading
to cost increases.
Staffing Patterns. Employment change due
to reorganization of production associated
withprogrammable automation may not be
captured where occupational employment is
projected using staffing patterns derived from
prior practices. Similarly, changes in occupa-
tional content may not be accounted for.
BLS, for example, has found that many of
the largest errors in its past estimates of occu-
pational employment "resulted primarily
from misestimates of industry-occupational

staffing patterns.":
quate staffing patt
quire engineerin
count possible

e development of asie-
s would appea-Ao re-

alyses that take into ac-
nations in the implementa-

tion of programmable automation, alterna-
tive levels of integration of manufacturing
activities, and alternative approaches to ac-,
commodatmg existing company work force&

Like engineer* estimates, economic estimates
have several shortcomings. However, while engi-
neering estimates tend to highlight job displace-
ment impacts of new technology, economic esti-
mates are better suited for evaluating whether per-
sons displaced from particular industries maytfind
job opportunities in other industries, requiring
their skills, and therefore whether job displace-
ment is likely to be associated with unemploy-
ment. How well they do this depends on how well
they capture the different components of the econ-
omy and their interactions. Similarly, while engi-
neering estimates may establish new needs for in-
dividuals with certain skills, economic estimates
may more readily provide perspective on econ-
omywide demand for such individuals and there-
fore whether demand for certain skills or occupa-
tions is likely to exceed or fall short of supply.
These differences arise because economic analyses
as a rule model the interactions among segments
of the economy,,,while engineering analyses do
not, even though they may apply to the nation-
wide use of a technology. However, valid infer-
ences regarding future unemployment and labor
shortages require that engineering analysis, eco-
nomic and industry analysis, and labor supply
analysis be considered together.

'Carey and Kasunic, op. cit.

BEYOND HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE:
OTHER FACTORS TO BE CONSIDERED

In general, satisfactory projections of the mag-
nitude and distribution of employment shifts asso-
ciated with programmable automation should
take into account a variety of factors that contrib-
ute to the direct and indirect effects of the new
technology. Among these are changes in the orga-
nization of production, in the level of output
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among industries, and in the ot.tgall mix of em-
pl9yment opportunities in the economy. These
changes will reflect the liasic parameters described
in the introduction (rate, riature, and diffusion
pattern of technological change) and also the in-
fluence of institutional factors such as labor-man-
agement agreements and norms, which affect the
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rate and manner of application of new technol-
ogies. Lab9r-management relations are examined
in appendix B.

Organization of Production

Change in the mix and volume of activities'
among users of programmable automation will
depend on alteration of the organization of pro-
duction (and concomitant changes in product
lines) that may occur as a result of its use. As
discussed in chapter 1, it is anticipated that the
spread of programmable automation will involve
both technologies embodied in automated equip-
ment and systems and disembodied technologies
in the form of organization and management
changes. These changes may be most pronounced
in small-volume or batch production settings.

For a long time the functional layout in batch
production, that is, all machines of the same kind
are gathered in groups, has been as natural as the
transfer line in mass production, Through the
functional layout, machine utilization can be kept
high, but at the expense of complex routing of
parts through the shop and large buffers and in-
ventories. . . . In the new manufacturing meth-
ods tbe main principle is to organize the factory- according to product-oriented layouts. All ma-
chines needed to produce ohe product or one set
of products are grouped together in a "subfac-
tory," sometimes with its own administration.
Each worker in product-oriented layouts attends
several machines. In the functional layout we can
with some simplification say that the materials
wait for the machines while the Machines in the
product-oriented layout wait for the materials.
The lead time (defined as the total time needed
for material to be processed into a finished prod-
uct) can thereby be reduced dramatically.'

Production may also be reorganized between
facilities, "as programmable automation facilitates
regional and even international reorganizitibn of
productiam activities. For example, Ford Motor
Co.'s Erika project (which resulted in the Escort
and Lynx caliAn the United States and similar cars
in other markets) used "the largest collection of
computer design hardWare under one roof" to

"The Prornotioh of Robotics and CAD/CAM in Sweden," report
from the Computers and Electrcinics Commission, Ministry of In-
dustry (Sweden), 1961.

pool U.S. and European product designand anal-
ysis efforts, eliminating separate parallel efforts
on different continents.' Although there has been
much speculation among technology and industry
analysts about potential employment effects of
production reorganization, little reorganization
appears to have taken place, in part because busi-
ness management failed to undersand
or resisted such ch g , and in part because the
integration aspects of programmable automation
appear insufficiently developed.'"

Output Level

The employment consequences, of programma-
ble automation production and use depend pot
only on the mix of manufgcturing activities, but
also on production volume,for both automation
and end products made with it. Since program-
mable automation will be sought by both new
users and customers previously using other tirpes
of equipment, production volume should be eval-
uated by taking into account possible reductions
in volume of other, older technology equipment
and systems. This offset problem is generally
recognized in evaluating the impacts of microelec-
tronics-bawd (and other) tectmologies found in
both new products and new production processes.

(I)t is clear that microelectronk technologies
will create jobs in those industries manufactur-
ing novel electronic products. The $4 billion now
being lavished on electronk watches, calculators,
games, and other microelectronic products has
spawned a whole industry that did not even ex-
ist a decade agp. According to a projection by
. . . Arthur D. Little, the manufacture of these
items, together with computers and other elec-
tronkAuipment, could create about 1 million
new jobs between 1977 and 1987 ill the United
States and Western Eurtpe combined. About 1.5
million people are now employed in the electron-
ics industry in the United States. But these jobs
will not represent net additions to the work force,
forthey Oill be offset to some, extent by job losses
in the manufacture Of goods with which the new
microelectronics-basal-products are competiAg."

',Automotive kews, Feb. 15, 1980.
°See for example: Bela cold, "CAM Sets New Rules fgrProdtic-

lion," Harvard Business Review, November-December 1982.
"Cohn Norman, :Microelectronics at Work: Productivity and

Jobs in the World Economy," Worldwatch Paper 39, October 1980.
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The \net effects of programmable automatioh
on user \employment will depend 'on the effect it
has on end-product prices and on foreign trade,
product pecia1ization, and otherxwditions in
user mar ets in the United States -and abrbad.
These fact rs, together with technology and gen-
eral econo ic conditions, determine growth in
domestic c mpany sales volume.

EmpIoyiient Opportunity Mix
-

Overall, employment effects of programmable
automation will also depend on changes in em-
ployment opportunities throughout the economy.
Economywide changes in employment activities
depend in part on theyattern of diffusion of pro-
grammable automation and in part on the pat-
-tea/of change in'the mix of products available.

LABOR SUPPLY

While ernployment demands may change be-
cause of the characteristics of programmable auto-.
matipn technologies and of inclustrieskroducing
and using them, change in employment (and un-
employment) patterns also depends on the charac-
testies of the supply of labor( who is available
to do the work offered by employers, how able
people are to do different types of work, and
whether there are too many or too f,ew people
with different abilities to do the ivork oikereek The
foihSwing is a brief overview of labor supply at-

.

tributes and concerns.

liemography
The number of people willing and able to work,

usually counted between the ages of 16 and 65,
depends on sever0 factors, including naturalpop-
ulhtion growth, 'immigration afid emigration pat-

' terns, public health conditions:the age structure
it of the population (the proportions by age), and

the willingness of people to work, given the levels
of available waged and 'salaries and alternative
sources of income. The overall size, growth rate,

'Natural population growth reflects mortality kid in paiticular
fertility (childbearthg) rates, both of which may vary geographically,
and among subgroups."'

.0

Thus, although the apparent long-g decline in
the manufacturing share of total U.S. employment
.(which began prior to widespread use of program-
mable automation) reflects the adoption of labc4:-

saving technologies, the slow long-term growth
in the absolute leyel of U.S. manufacturing em-
ployment illustrates the importance of sales vol-

ume and market grAth (including the introduc---/.
tion of new propjet . It can be misleading to
evaluate the Rniplo ent impacts of new proc-
esses ,from the p ective of a constant mix of
finished products because the number as wel
the mix of goods and'services provided to bo
pro ucers and consumers istlynamic. Such evalu-
atioir e comMon, however, because the existing
!nix of products is known, while future product
arrays are not. 4

C.
and age structure of the population are important
measures of the availability of people in gross
numbers to do work using particular technologieg

' to support a given level of economic activity. At-
titudes toward work and other social factors,
which vary among geographic areas and ethnic
groups; contribute to the actual numbers and
types of people participating in the labor fake.

Age structure and fertility patterns are paFticu-
larly important influences on the makeup of the
labor force. Fertility patterns, in combination' with
economic conditions and social norms, influence
the labor force participation of women as wellas
theage structure of the population. The earlier
and more frequently women giVe birth, for ex-
ample, the younger the population is.likely to be
and the greater the (eventual) influx of new en-
trants to the labor force. Delays in and decreases
in the incidence of marriage and childbearing over
the past two decades have been causing the U.S.
population tb age by reducing the proportion of
children. The age structure, in turn, influences;
1) the groportion of the p tion which is too
young andfor too old to w and therefore de-
pendent on the economic activity 6f the working-
age population, 2) the overall rate of fiopulalion
growth, and 3) the numbers of new entrants to
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the labor force. Consequently, differences in age
structure among countries influence national dif-
ferences in employment patterns, preferences, and
policies. The Japanese, for example, are reported
to have shoWn early interest in programmable
automation in part because "aging" of their popu-
lation limited the supply of young workers."

The composition of the American population
has shifted toward older age groups more slowly
than that of the Japanese population, but the sup-
ply of new entrants to the labor force iS expected
to begin a long-term decline in the 1980's. Federal
projections of the U.S. population through the
year 2050 show the number of teenagers to peak
in 1980. The U.S. elderly population is expected
to growlrom the 1980 level of 25.7 million to' 67.1
million by 2050, increasing from 11 to 21.7 per-
cent of te population." Unless the propensity of
the elderly to work increases dramatically, this
population shift will reduce the overall exposure
of the U.S. labor force to job displaeement, and
it may eventually increase demand for labor-
saving technologies.

Qualitative Attributes

Other characteristics of the labor force impor-
tant to understanding employment trends are
qualitative. They include level, type, and quality
of education or training; skills; and preferences
regarding different types of work. Education and
training are important determinants of skills and
therefore of the types of work individuals can do.
However, educational attainment is an imprecise
measure of the qualities of workers, since skills
can be obtained through means other than for-
mal instruction. A discussion of education, train-
ing,. and retraining can be found in chapter 3.

Occupational Structure

The characteristics of the labor force, together
with the array of jobs av ilable, contribute to the
occupational structure of an economythe distri-
bution of workers amcng occupations. Labor

"G. K. Hutchinson, "Flexible anufacturing Systems in Japan"
(Milwaukee, Wis.: University of Vyisconsin Management Research
Center, November 1977).

"Robert Pear, "Population Drot) Predicted in U.S.," New York
Times, Nov. 9, 1952.

force attributes, and occupational structure in par-
ticular, change over time with changes in demog-
raphy and with changes in social norms, both of
which reflect economic conditions. For example,
the absolute and relative growth in service sec-
tor employment has been associated 'with the
growth in female labor force participation.

Key attributes of the 1980's labor force in the
United States include growing proportions of old-
er workers, relatively large proportions of women
and minorities, relatively large proportions of
college-educated workers, and declining numbers
of people willing to work in low-level occupa-
tions," Tables 3 and 4 display basic characteris-
tics of the U.S. labor force.f

It'is important to note that, as long as different
groups don't radically change their propensities
to seek*employment, it is relatively easy to de-
scribe the physical characteristics of the labor
forde 10 to 15 years into the future since these peo-
ple have already been born. However, describ-
ing future occupational preferences and distribu-
tion is less straightforward, since.there are many
pathsnot all measurablefor moving into dif-
ferent jobs and occupations and many alternative
paths into, out of, and through the labor force.

Adaptability of La

A key issue in evalua frig the adaptability of
the labor force to changing labor demandsand
therefore the 'likelihood of urtemployment as a
consequence of technology changeis the willing-
ness and ability of people to perform different
types of jobs if the jobs they have held, or would
prefer to hold, become unavailable. Because this
flexibility depends in part on "objective" worker
traits spch as specialized skills, arid in part on
"subjective" iraits, such as personal preferences
for certain kinds of jobs, it is difficult to evaluate
the true fit between labor supply and labor de-
mand in the wakg of circumstances such as tech-
nology change that alter employment require-
ments. A poor fit may be revealed in under-

"See, for example, Howard N. Fullerton, "How Accurate Were
Projections of the 1980 Labor Force?"MonthlyLabor Review, July
1982.
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Table 4.-Wage and Salary Workers In Nonagricultural Establlshments, 1929432
(thousands of persons; monthly data seasonally adjusted)

1

Total

Year ot i "age
month 1 orialy

i wOckers

Manufacturing

Construe.,,,,'-
Transpo4

tation
and

Public
utilities

Whole.
sale
and

retail
trade

Finance

'''''
and

'
estate

Serves

-Government

I ,,
Total Duf.."'"

goods

Non.
durable
goods

Minn
Federal

State
and
local

1929 31,324 10,702 1,087 1,512 3.916 6,123 1,444 3.425 533 2.532
1933 23,699 7.397 711 124 2,672 4;755 1280 2,861 565 2,601
1939 _30.603 10.278 4,715 5.564 854 1,165 2,936 6.426 1,147 3,502 905 3.090
1940 32.361 10,925 5,363 5,622 925 1,311 3,031 6.750 1,485 3.665 996 3206,
1941 36,539 13,192 6.968 6,225 957 1,811 3274 7210 1.525 3,905 1.310 3220
1912 40,106 15.280 8.823 6,458 992 2.198 3,460 7,118 1,509 4,066 2,213 3,270
1943 42,434 17.602 11.081 6.518 925 1,587 3,617 6,982 1,411 4,130 2.905 3,175
1944 41,861 17,328 10,856 6.472 292 1,108 3,129 7458 1,461 1.145 2,928 3,116
1945 40,374 15,524 9,074
1946

441;ti/ 11.7541 1 78:7321947

6,450

.-1965,29

836

Ni
1.147

1:6493

3,906

1:rel

7,314

1:375

1,411

1:972i

4,222

:ti.9275

2408 3,137

ii951 3:111
1948 44,8.66 15.582 ! 8,326 7.256 994 2,198 4.189 9,272 1,800 5.181 1,863 3.787
1949 43,754 14,441 1 7,189 6,953 930 2,194 4,001 9,264 1.828 5,240 1,901, 3,941
950 45,197 15,241 1 8,094 7,147 901 2364 4,034 9.316 1,818 5,357 1,928 4.098
951 47,819 16,393 : 9,089 7.301 929 2,637 4,226. 9,742 1,956 5,547 2,302 4,087
952 18 793 1 16,632 1 9,349

953 11:0 1 176:311 1 73:113954

7.284

77:1g

898

-5t1

2,66i

i:Ill
4,211

::244°

10.004 2,035

Igill iill
5,699

3.1

2,120 1.188

41 1:51°3
955 50,611 ' 16,812 9.541 7.341 792 2,839 4.141 10.535 2.298 6210 2,187 4,727
956 , 52,369 17,243 9,833 7,411 822 3.039 4,244 10,858 2,389 6.497 2209 5,069
957 52,853 ; 17,174 9,855 7,321 828 2,962 4,241 10,826 2,138 -6,708 2,217 5,399
958 51,324 1 15,945 8,329 7.116 751- 2.817 3,976 10:750 2,481 - 6.765 2,191 5,648
959 53.268 16,675 9,373 7.303 732 404 4,011 11,127 _2,549 7,087 2,233 5,150

1960 54,189 16,796 9,459 7,337 712 2,926 4,004 11,391 2,629 7,378 2270 6,083
1961 53,999 16,326 9,070 7,256 672 2,859 3,903 11,337 2,688 7,620 2,279 6,315
1962 55,544 16,853 9.180 7.373 650 2.948 3,906 11,566 2,754 7,982 2,340 6,550
1963 56.653 i 16,995 9,616 7,380 635 3,010 3,903 11,778 2,130 8,277 2,358 6,868
964 58,283 17.274 9,816 7,458 634 3,097 3,951 12,160 2,911 8.660 2,318 7,248

I 965 60,765 18,062 10,405 7.656 632 3,232 4,036 12,716 - 2,977 9,036 2,378 7,696
966 63,901 19,214 11,282 7.930 627 3.317 4,158 13.245 3,058 9,494 2,564 8.220
967 652103 1 19:147
968

11:1396 1:fil:es 613 . 3:248 44:ig 1134:61;91 323 is:(51 i,,;i; g,ig
969 70:384 20.167 11,895 8,272 619 3,575 4,112 14,705 3,512 11,169 2,758 9,437
970 70,880 19,367 11,208 8,158 623 3.588 4,515 15,040 -3,615 11,548 2,731 9,123
971 71,214 18,623 10,636 7,987 609 3,704 4,476_ 15,352 3772 11,797 2,696 10,185
972 73,675 19,151 11,019 8,102 628 3,889 -8,1 15,949 3,908 12,276 2,684 10,619
973 76,790 20,154 11,891 8,262 612 4,097 4,656 16,607 4,046 12,157 2,663 11,068
974 78,265 20,017 11,925 8,152 697 4.020 4,725 16,987 4,118 13.441 2,724 11,446
975 . , 10.688 7,635 752. 1,525 4,542 17,060 4,165 13.892 2,748 11,937
976

,

79 382 18,997 11,077 7,920 779 3,576 4,512 17,755 4,271 14,551 '2,733 12,138
977

.1

82,471 19.682 11,597 8,086 813 3,851 1,713 18,516 4,467 15,303 2,727 12,399
978 86,697 20,505 12,274 8,231 851 4.229 4,923 19,542 4,724 16252 2.753 12,919
979 89,823 21,040 12,760 8.280 958 4,153 5,136 20,192 4,975 17,112 2,773 13,174

980 90,406 20,285 12.187 8.098 1.027 4,316 5,146 20,310 5,160 17,E90 2,866 13,375
981" 91,105 20,173 12,117 8,056 1,132 4,176 5,157 20,551 5,301 18,592 .2,772 13253
982' 89,619 18.849 11,114 7,735 1,122 3.912 -5,057 20,547 5,350 19,080 '2,733 13,051

981
Jan 90,909 20,171 12,120 8,051 1.102 4,315 5,139. 20.310 5252 18,352 2,798 13,400
Feb 90,913 20,148 12,097 8.051 1,113 4.240 5,145 20,422 5,261 18,382 2,789 13,410
Mar 91,014 20,197 12.113 8,054 1.124 1,267 5,153 20,438 5.270 18,411 2,780 13,371

Xy 3112 igi733 1031 1:14.1 378 :24 ',IU ii°438 ki.it INV i:77; 13:3,1
June 91,286 20,331 12,246 8,088 1,137 4.185 5.162 20,590 5,302 18,556 2.777 13243
July I 91,396 20,379 12266 8.113 1,161 1.175 5,168 I 0 -5-21{ 18,615' 2,775 13.189
Aug 91.322 20.311 12,228 8,083 1.180 4,146 , 2% 20,650 5,319 18,654 2,769 13,125
Sept 91 363 20,2 7 1 , 8,02.3 1 1 5,181 20,660 5,328 18,707 2.761- 13,140
Oct I 91224 20,097 12.059 ,195 4,101 20,654 5,325 -11,773 2,757 13,160
Nov 90,996 1,202 4,071

_5.162
5,150 20,623- -5,321 18415 2,749, 13,159

Dec , 16 1,724 7,952 1,206 4.026 -5,128 20,524 5,331 18231 2,756 13,161

Jan 90.460 19517 7,895 1,201 3.966 5,125 20,630 5,326 18,831 2,741 13,123
Fett 90.459 19, 54

_11,622
11,575 7,879 1203 3,971 5,115 20,670 5,326 18,867 2,737 13,113

Mir 90,304 19,319 11,490 7,829 1,197 3,931 5;100 20,655 5436 18,901 2,736 13,123

tgy. 99311,1 Bill 113733 ;:7711 1:11 3:111 .,e181 EN :3343 4369 i5311 BIN
June 89,839 , 12,,930 11,203 7,727 1,124 3,940 5,078 20.595 5,352 18,988 2,739 13,093

Juty 89,535 18.813 11,133 7.680 1,100 3,927 5,614 20,615 5,359 19.012 2737 12,198
Aug 19,312 18,672 10,993 7,679 1,086 3,899 5,025 20,550 5,360 19,018 2,739 12,933

Zgt 220' 11,3721 10:r6 77:6g 1:011 3236 NI 22g:449421 git; 1,111 i.,7131 illit
Noy , 88,684 18,183 -10,555 7,628 1,051 3,848 4,994 20,390 5,362 19,125 2,726 13,005

Zee' , 81.518 18.131 10,533 7,601 1,036 3,818 4,979 20,297 5276 19,143 2,72i 13,007

_ Source Depirtment of tabor. Bureau of Ubor Statistics
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employment* and unemployment, and in labor
shortages.

Labor shortages exist where a sufficient number
of particular types of people arg unavailable for
work at prevailing wages. Concern his been ex-
pressed by people in industry and in government
about the economic effects of shortages in highly
skilled craft and technical occupations, from ma-.
chinists to certain types of engineers."* Alleged
shortages have been cited as a motivation for in-

For example, according to BLS many college graduates during
the 1970's took jobs not requiring college degrees.

"The extent of current and possible future labor shortages that
may aftect the development or diffusion ofprogrammable automa-
bon is unclear. Among the reasonsthat shortages are hard to measure

are the following: 1) Federal programs do not collect occupational
shortage statistics (due to cost and data reliability problems),
2) available data do not accurately captuie employee mobility within
and between occupations, 3) occupational c/assifications among firms
and-Federal statistical programs are inconsistent, and 4) employer
and union surveys terd to be statistically unrehable. A recent analysts
by BLS found after evaluating data from several sources than
machinist shortage could be neither established nor disproved "

"Neal H. Rosenthal,- "Shortages of Machinists: An Evaluation
of the Information," Monthly Labor Review, July 1982.

WORKING ENVIRONMENT

Introduciion
Programmable automation may change not

only the numbers and types of people working
in manufacturing, but also the circumstances of
workwhat may be called the working environ-
ment. The ways in which programmable automa-
tion is applied will determine how it affects the
working environment. This discussion of the
potential implications of programmableautoma-
tion for the working environment will address
some of the issues concerning worker safety and
health, human factors, job c9ntent, and structure
of work.

Expressions of concern about the effects of tech-
nology on theconditions of work have increased
in the United States over the past two decades.
,For a long time it was assumed by management
that the benefits of more efficient production
athieved throUgh the introduction of new technol-
ogies far outweighed any negative effects on the
work force. In other words, the assumption was

98L951 0 - 83 - 5 .

vestments in autoniatidn, and also in retraining.
While retraining can ease shortages by increas-
ing the supply of skilled workers, raising wages
is another Tethod of stimulating supply, although
employers are often unwilling or unable to do this:-
Note that, for skills that take years to develop,
instituting training programs (or rjising wages)
will not eliminate a shortage immediately.

A satisfactory analysis Of labor supply issues
associated with programmable automation should
address such issues as contrasts in the composi-
tion of the U.S. labor .force with that of other
countries producing and using programmable
automation, and-the extent to which the prodc-
tion and use of programmable automation_ are in-
fluenced by labor shortages. Such issues are fun-
damental -to the identification of components of
the U.S. labor force that may be particularly
helped-or harmed by the spread of programmable.
automation, and the determination as to whether
antpated changes in the U.S. labor force are
likefy`to cushion or exacerbate impacts that might 7
arise from programmable-automation.

that people coiild always adapt in some way to
the requirements imposed by the technology.16

As in other countries, concerns -abOut work-
place conditions contributed to the growth of the
labor movement iiiithe-United States. Since the
'mid-1960's, changing social and economic envi-
ronments, characterized by an emerging aware-
ness of individual rights.and well-being, increased
worker dissatisfacfion-, and declining productivity,
have increased the importance of the working en-
vironment to both management and government,
as well as lalzor. Workplace issues in manufac-
turing are currently being addressed in a number
of ways, such as: 1) emphasis on human factors
in the design of manufacturing equipment; 2) in-
novations in the structure of work; 3) increased
cooperation between management and labor in
solving workplace problems; and 4) a variety of

"Joel A. Fadem, "Automation and Work Design in the United
States," in International Comparative Study on Automation and
Work Design, International Labour Office, Geneva. January 198,

P; 25.
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experiments in worker participatiort (such as qual-
ity control circles and quality of working lif4ro-
grams) intended to give workers greateiiz:_tt into
decisions directly affecting their jobs. able

5. These developments have met with liarying
degrees of success and commitment from manage-
ment and labor. Nevertheless, they are part of the
backdrop to the spread of programmable automa-

1.

Table 5 -Labor-Management Committees on industrial Relations Issues, Safety, and Productivity by Industry
(agreements covering 1,000 workers or more, Jan. 1, 1980)

All agreements

Labor-nianagement committees on-
Industrial relations

- issues Safety° Productivity°
Industry Agreements Workers Agreements Workers Agreements Workers Agreements

All Industries ....... 1,550 6,59A800 60 245,400 572 2,867,850 81
Manolacturing 750 4024150 39 144156 413 1,834550
Food, kindred products 79 234,200 6 25,500 35 140,400 5
Tobacco manufacturing 8' 21,800
Textile mill products a..44 11 28,850 1 - 1,200
Apparel 31 207,909 1 1,000 -
Lumbel wood products 11 17,100 4 4,850 7 9,950 1
Furniture, fixtures 17 23,100 1 1,000 7,400 1

Paper, allied products 42 65,000 1 1,100 18 27,650 1
Printrng and publishing 15 31,600 1 1,000 3 10,800 2
Chemicals 36 61,700 1 1,200 21 30,850 1-
Petroleum refining 15 25,500 10 18,900
Rubber and plastics 14 '68,850 4 29,250 14 68,850
Leather products 11 23,100 2 3,200
Stone, clay, and glass 35 93,600 1 1,000 26 66,550
Primary metals 88 460,600 7 40,150 76 429,700 33
Fabricated metals 41 97,000 2 3,200 25 66,150 3
Nonelectrical machiney 81 242,150 4 10,350 48 141,800 2
Electrical machinery 83 323,750 3 8,200 42 130,300
Transportation equipment 112 957,100 3 20,000 68 656,150 7
Instruments 11 27,650 1 1,350 4 16,700
Miscellaneous

manufacturing 9 14,600 8,000 ___

NonmanulacturIng 800 4564650 21 97,250 159 1,032,300 23
Mining, crude petroleum,

and natural gas,
Transportationd

16
62

169,050
469,550

2
1

6,000
9,000

13-
22

161,200
289,400

3
1

Communications 80 620,000 4 45,000 37 316,050 1

Utilities, electric and gas 81 210,700 2 4,300 35 108,050 2
Wholesale trade 12 23,900 2 3,950 1 1,050 -
'Retail trade 123 405,200 2 2,200 10 19,050
Hotels and restaurants 31 148,300 1 10,000
Services 66 323,450 5 22,100 6 8,800 2
Construction 327 1,195,000 3 4,700 34 118,700 3
Miscellaneous

nonmanufathuring 2 - 3,500

Workers

1,0 1,350

300
,700

41000
4000
1 200

100
000

6 450

1441050

1
1,1430

2 ,350
Ir,50

,900

3,650
17,590

aA tabor management committee on Industrial relations Issues Is a joint committee which studies issues, for example, subcontracting, seniority, and wage incentives,
away from the deadlines of bargaining and makes recommendations to the negotiators It also may be referred to as a 'prebargaining or ' continuous bargaining
committee It should not be confused with labor management committees which meet periodically to discuss and resolve grievances and inplant problems.

bA tabor management safety committee Is a joint committee which meets periodically to discuss safety problems, to work out solutions, and to Implement safety
programs In the plant,

cA tabor management committee on productivity Is a joint committee which meets periodically lo discuss inplant production problems and to work out methods of
Improving the quantity and quality of production

dExctudes railroads and Wines
NOTE NonaddItIve

SOURCE U S Department of Labor, "Characteristics of Major Collective Bargaining Agreements, January 1, 1980 "

a) 3
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tion, and will influence how these technologies
are implemented and how they'affect the overall
conditions of *work.

Occupational Safety and Health

Occupational safety and health issues may be
clearer than others associated with programmable
automation. For,example, the application of ro-
bots to pamting\ and welding tasks is widely
acknowledged as a measure that reduces worker
exposure to occupational hazards by removing
workers from the hazards. However, the use of
robots and other forms of programmable automa-
tion may give rise to workplace hazards that are
new and perhaps unanticipated.

The hazards,,associated with programmable
automation are likely to be similar to those asso-.
dated with industrial machinery, video display
terminals (VDTs), and other types of equipment.
With the introduction of programmable automa-
tion, there may be a shift of occupational safety
and health concerns in madufacturing away from
those directly involving machinery towardtVDT-
related issues. VDTs will become more nun*rous
in manufacturing, and one possible outconie of
the spread.of programmable automation is an in-
crease in the percentage of manufacturingwOrkers
using VDTs and a decrease in the percentage
operating machinery. The eyestrain, stress, and
back, neck, and shoulder problems recently docu-
mented by the National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health among workers who use VDTs
for extended period; of time may become a prob-
lem for those using computer-aided design and
manufacturing (CAD/CAM) systems."

Unlike many older manufacturing technologies,
programmable automation technologies are being
developed in an era of greater awareness of occu-
pational safety and health issues. Part of that con-
text inchides a body of Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) standards as well
as a sophisticated set of nongovernmental techni-
cal standards. The applicability of current OSHA
standards to the we of programmable automa-
tion will depend on the type of industry or nature

"'i-lealth Hazards for Office Workers: An Overview of Problems
. and Solutions in Occupational Health in the Office," Working

Women Educational Funct 1981, p. 22.

of the operation involved. kis unclear whether
or not programmable automation may give rise
to a need for further OSHA standards.

Human Factors

Programmable automaliOn may change the
way job performance is evaluated in manufactur-
ing. The computer and communications capabil-
ities of programmable automation permit the re-
cording and Monitoring in remote locations of
many aspects of equipment and system utilization,
such as the niimber of operations performed per
minute or per hour. Such monitoring would pro-
vide management with more information than
individual piece counts conducted at the end of
a day or week and other traditional meaSures of
performance. Although sophisticated monitoring
functions are not a necessary feature of program-
mable automation products, their possible use
may reduce worker discretion in performing tasks
and raise levels of stress am ng workers. Such
results have been observed w ere office automa-
tion has beeri implemented' 'th sophisticated
monitoring features, such as tabulation of key-
stroke-per-minute rates." On the,other hand, if
programmable automation requires fewer workers
per machine, it may reduce the amount of direct
personal supervision required.

Many of the effects, both physical and psycho-
logical, of programmable automation on people
in the workplace will depend on the care and
thought that go into the basic design of automated
equipment and systems, and on whether the de-
signers are concerned about human factor's issues.
Consideration of human factors involves first ana-
lyimg the roles people will play in a working envi-
ronment using programmable automation, and
then ."examining such human factors engineering
issues as design, procedurization, and protec-
tion."" Design engineers who do not work on the
shop floor or in other manufacturing settings may
not be sufficiently sensitive to the physiological

"Judith Gregory, Testimony for 9 to 5, National Association of
Working Women, Hearings, House Subcommittee on Education and
Labor of the Committee on Education and Labor, June 23, 1982,
p. 10.

"H. Mclivaine Parsons and Greg P. Kearney, "Hunian FactOrs
and Robotics. Current Status and Future Prospects," Human Re-
sources Research Organization, Alexandria, Va., prepared for U.S.
Army Human Engineering Laboratory, October 1981, p. 13.
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rand
psychological needs of the user. Whether or

not the user is involved in the design process may
determine to what extent the human needs of
manufacturing personnel will be translated into
equipment and systems designs."'

'Although worker involvement in the design
1 process would seem logical on the surface, it may

also present a dilemma for manufacturing employ-
, ees. While on the one hand their parti.cipation

; could improve the consideration of human fac-
tors, it could also facilitate the design of equip-
ment that may eliminate jobs. This dilemma may
inhibit the full participation of many workers in
sudi activities as quality control circles and qual-
ity of working life programs.

Job Content

Programmable autoMation may affect job con-
tent in a number of ways and its impact on skill
requirements is likely to be highly variable. By
design, automated equipment and systems may
alter Ihe skills required for certain aspects of the
production,process, but the implications for spe-
cific jobs (e.g., in terms of the number and vari-
ety of tasks comprised) depend on how program-
mable automation is implemented. The impacts
of programmable automation on skill levels are
uncertain. While some jobs clearly will require a
higher level orskill, others may require a lesser
level, largely because much of the process-control
decisionmaking may be incorporated into com-
puter-controlled equipment and systems. It is
unclear(at this time whether the effects on skill
levels are inherent in the programmable automa-
tion technology, or the extent to which innovative
use provides Fhoice. Whether programmable
automation wifi provide jobs that are more stimu-
lating and satisfying overall than those in tradi,
tional manufacturing environments is uncertain.
However, it is unlikely that all programmable
automation jobs will provide more challenge,
variety, and responsibilitynor does everyone re-
quire it." There will probably always be monoto-

"Fadern, op. cit., p. 51.
"Eric Trist, 'The Evolution of Socio-Technical Systems A Con-

ceptual Framework and an Action Research Program," Occasiohal
Paper No 2, Ontario Quality of Working Life Center, June 1981,
p. 32.

nous jobs, and many workers accept this in refurn
for such other benefits as fair wages and job
security.22

Depending on how tasks are organized, prn- .

grammable automation may allow an increase in
the variety of tasks a worker performs.

Themis also a close relation between the man-
ufacturing technology chosen and the organiza-
tion of work. However, technology is not the
sing.e determinant, so there is no specific organi-
zation corresponding to the use of a CAD/CAM
system. Organizational philosophy has a pre-
dominant role, for example if one believes in
complementary specialization of skills or in
overlapping skills. The CAD/CAM may be a
loyal servant to any work,gaization, provided
that those who design ai8 adapt the system knor
whO they want."

A restrncturing of work in which both technical
and human considerations are given equal treat-
ment could offset the negative effects of chang-
ing skill requirements that may arise where old
patterns of work organization persist.

, Programmable automation may lead to chang-
ing roles and responsibilities at all levels, affect-
ing both the nature of jobs and the distribution
of power. The difficulties of reorganizing com-
panies are well recognized. For example, change
in the hierarchical structure (and thus control)
brought about by the introduction of new tech-
nology may meet with resistance from those who
might lose some authority.r4 Consultants and
trade and professional associations concerned
with programmable automation have devcited
much attention to the management challenges of
successful use of programmable automation over
the past few years. Clearly, management plan-
ning, practices, and policies will be key factors
in how the introduction, implementation, and
operation of programmable automation affects
the overall working environment.

"Sar A Levitan and Clifford M. Johnson, Second Thoughts on
Work (Kalamazoo, Mich.: W. E. Upjohn Institute for Employment
Research, 190, p. 212.

"'Me Promotion of Robotics and CAD/C/0%4 in Sweden," report
from the Computers and Electronics Commission, Ministry of Indus-
trY (Sweden), 1981.

"Robert Schrank, Ten Thousand Working Days (Cambridge,
Mass.: The MIT press, 1978), p. 221.
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Chapter 3

Education, Training, and Retrainittg

INTRODUCTION

At various stages in U.S. history, changes in
workplace operations and procedures in all sec-
tors of the economy have resulted in changes in
education, training, and retraining requirements
for those employed or preparing for employment.
Changes in instructional requirements for manu-
facturing-related work have been particularly
dramatic. In some instances, they have been so
extensive and widespread that they have triggered
changes in the structures of institutions .and
organdations engaged in the delivery of educa-
tion, training, and retraining services or the
emergence of new instructional providers. For ex-
ample, new production techniques introduced
during the Industrial Revolution had much to do
with the creation of a system of free public educa-
tion, since large-scale production and continued
industrial expansion required a literate work force
capable of functioning on production lines, super-
vising manufacturing operations, keeping admin-
istrative records, and performing other functions.
During this period, both industry and the labor
movement became involved in the design and im-
plementation of instructional programs to address
short-term and special needs they felt could not
be met either within a system. of general instruc-
tion or through the public and private vocational
programs that were emerging.'

Another era of substantial industrial change
occurred in the 1960's, when the aerospace/de-
fense industry underwent tremendous expansion
and mechanization as a result of a concern over
national defense and a national commitment to
manned spaCe-exploration. Under provisions of
the National,Defense Education Act,2 an exam-
ple of legiSlation that led to the establishment of
national policy for certain forms of occupational

'For additional informatiim on the history of education.and train-
ing in the United States, see Informational TecIznology and Its Im-
pact on American Education (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Congress,
Office of Technology Assessment, November 1982), OTA-CIT-187.

'National Defense Education Act of 1958 (Public Law 85-864, Sept.
2, 1958); National Defense Education Act Amendments, 1964 (Public
Law 88-665).

instruction, U.S. educational institutions were
charged with coordinating efforts to prepare
thousands of individuals for careers in science,
engineering, and related fields.,Training in these
fields was considered necessary in order to
develop the expertise and the technological base
essential to creating a strong system of national
defense and to meeting the challenges of space.
Rapid technological change in aerospace/defense
and other industries affected by these nationwide
efforts required the continued involvement of
business and labor in specialized instruction, to
ensure that skill levels advanced at the same rate
as applications of new machinery. However,
when national priorities changed, this cross-sector
commitment to linking advances in.technology
with the upgrading of skills within aerospace/de-
fense and related industries disappeared. Since
that time, the development of the human resource
for these industries has been approached in more
parochial ways by business, labor, educators, and
government.

In these and other instances of changing educa-
tion and training requirements, three factors have
impeded the development of a coordinated, flex-
ible system for occupational instruction in the
United States. First, the absence of long-range,
public and private projections of skill require-
ments, particularly those that highlight changes
in skill levels and in core skill requirementswithin
occupations, has hindered the development and
delivery of instructional programs before indus-
trial demand reaches critical proportions.* For ex-
ample, the Electronic IndustrieOssociation re-
ports that within the software technology field,
certain highly specialized skills possessed by elec-
trical e gineers and computer scientists are inter-
chang able. Althdugh not captured in more for-

*There are those who would argue that establishment of a coor-
dinated, flexible system for occupational instruction in which pro-
jections of national' as well as regional demand are taken into ac-
count is not the best approach and that actual rather than projected
demandivithin local labor markets should determine public and pri-
vatefiector human resource.development activities.
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mal projections, this interchangeability will affect
recruitment strategies and, in turn, supply within
both occupational groups. The net resultmay be
that current and projected shortages of computer
science graduates may also be seen in electrical
engineering and yet may not be reflected in for-
mal occupational projections.* Second, a history
of responding to changing industrial skills require-
ments as crises arise has perpetuated a fragmented
approach to education and training: Little or no
planning or coordination of efforts takes place
among traditional educators, business, labor, gov-
ernment, and others. Third, rapid technological
change has placed great strain on educators as
they attempt to adapt instruction to the require-
ments of new technology, while at the same time
they address other changes in instructional needs.

The application of programmable automation
in manufacturing operations has the potential to
trigger widespread changes in education and train-
ing requirements. Robots and other forms of pro-
grammable equipment and systems may change
the organization of the manufacturing process, the
character of the production line, the occupational
mix, and the human-machine relationship. Tile
utilization of programmable automation, depend-
ing on its impact on employment levels within
specific occupations, may also necessitate the
retraining of individuals for occupations in other
sectors.

This section of the technical memorandum ex-
amines ths changing role of education, training,
and retraining in the United States; describes how
industry and labor engage in instructional services
delivery; presents some current views held by rep-
resentatives of industry, labor, and the educa-
tional community concerning changes in instruc-
tional requirements and providers; and outlines
selected critical issues for those engaged in instruc-
tional design and delivery, in light of possible
widespread use of programmable automation.
This picture of education, training, and retrain-

!Alternatively, It could be argued that electrical engineers, given
an adequate supply, could be recruited to fill computer science jobs
and eliminate projected shortages for that occupational group, but
not in ways that could be foreseen by current methods of formal
projection In addition, recruitment for computer science jobs from
the ranks of individuals with liberal arts training suchas music and
foreign languages, a practice that has proven quite successful, is not
caPtured in formal projections of demand for those disciplines.

.
ing, when viewed in light of present and future
trends in the labor market, should facilitate the
identification of new opportunities, problems, and
issues in education and training policy.**

Changing Role of Education,
Training, and Retraining

Formal instruction has always been viewed as
an important part of the human development
process in the United States. Since the colonial
period, a variety of institutions and organizations
have been established to deliver education and/or
training services to the general public or to special
segments of the population. Some of these institu-
tions and organizations consider the provision of
instructional services their primary mission;
others, such as corporations and labor unions,
view education and/or training as one of a num-
ber of activities in which they are engaged. The
recent OTA study, Informational Technology and
Its Impact on American Education, found that
today, instructional services are available from
an even wider variety of sources, including elec-
tronic-based services delivered directly to the
home.3

As U.S. economic and social conditions have
changed over the years, the role of education and
training in the lives of all citizens has changed as
well. Formal instruction was once viewed as a lux-
ury that was unavailable to a large percentage of
the population. Then, after a system for public
education was established, the role of instruction
became the initial preparation of young people
to assume responsibilities as productive numbers
of society. In the 1980's, instruction has come to

**,A number of Investigations are now underway in the private
sector that coutd considerably improve the understanding of chang-
ing education, training, and retraining requirements in general and
requirements related to the utilization of programmable automa-
tion in manufacturing-in-particularne-such effort is a survey of
education and training representatives in 1,000 corporations, con-
ducted by Training Magazine, designed to identify current instruc-
tional needs and in-house program content. A second survey, ini-
tiated by the Society of Manufacturing Engineers (SME), has been
designed to elicit from a sample of the SME membership, as well
as from selected educators, views on instructional requirements that
may stem from the application of computer-aided design (CAD) and
computer-aided manufaduring (CAM). Knowledge derived from
these investigations and others in progress will be incorporated into
the final report.

'Informational Technology anti Its Impact on American Educa-
tion, op. cit.
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be seen as a lifelong process that enables in-
dividuals of all ages to cope with economic and
social change.

Questions concerning who receives instruction,
who determines the content, who provides the in-
struction, what modes of delivery are utilized,
how much instruction costs, and who pays for
it have received considerable discussion through-
out modern U.S. history and have served to shape
national education and training policy. Education
and training for work and who should provide
them have been controversial subjects since the
Industrial Revolution.

Participation in Instructional Programs

Due to a variety of forces, including the ac-
celerating rate of technological change and growth
in foreign trade, some workers, especially those
in manufacturing environments, are finding that
their skills are not adequate either to continue to
perform their current jobs or, if they are displaced,
to secure new jobs. Others may find that they are
overskilled for their positions, due to the introduc-
tion of computer-based equipment and systems
as well as other workplace changes. Changes in
skill requirements and skill levels are affecting all
manufacturing occupations, from the production
line worker to the professional engineer. In
response, many individuals are seeking additional
training in order to keep pace with technological
and economic change, although it.is unclear from
available data which occupational groups they
may represent and whether they are predominant-
ly white- or blue-collar. The relative quality of
the instruction, and therefore its usefulness, is also
difficult to determine from the available data. The
Current Population Survey's Special Survey of
Participation in Adult Education revealed that
over 21 million persons 17 years old and over,
or some 13 percent of the adult U.S. population,
participated in adult education programs in 1981.
An analysis of enrollments in 37,381 courses re-
vealed that approximately 60 percent had par-
ticipated for job-related reasons. In 9,260 cases,
courses were provided by employers; in another
12,287 cases, employers paid enrollment fees for
Courses delivered outside the company. Profes-
sional and technical workers comprised the largest
percentage of those enrolledsome 30 percent

98-951 0 - 83 - S

(there is no distinction made in the survey as to
whether respondents are salaried or hourly em-
ployees). About 54 percent of the participants
were under 35 years of a e; 12 percent were over
55.4

Industry and Labor as
Instructional Providers

Since the mid-19th century, both business and
the labor movement have contributed to or par-
ticipated in the design and delivery of instructional
programs. Formal, in-house instruction is more
common in larger business and labor organi-
zations. At present business and labor both spon-
sor a variety of employee education and training
activities, such as secondary-level remedial
courses, traditional apprenticeships, and postsec-
ondary degree and nondegree programs.

The American Society for Training and Devel-
opment estimates that-U.S. industry now spends
approxiMately $40 billion annually on education
and training programs for employees. The esti-
mate excludes instructor fees or other adminis-
trative costs, such as equipment and enrollee
travel expenses. Although rather dated, the results
of a study of corporate-based training and educa-
tion conducted by the Conference Board in 1974-
75 indicated that in 1973-74, 75 percent of the 610
firms responding provided some in-house courses,
89 percent had tuition aid or refund programs,
and 74 percent sponsored the enrollment of
selected employees, usually managers and profes-
sionals, in courses offered outside the company
during working hours.* The Conference Board
estimated that in firms with 500 or more employ-
ees, with a combined employee base of 32 million,
about 3.7 million, or 11 percent, were enrolled
in in-house courses during working hours and
another 2 percent (or 700,000) were enrolled dur-
ing nonworking hours. Participation was more
common for salaried than for hourly employees.
The sprvey also showed that firms with less than
1,000employees relied more on hiring trained in-
dividuals and on informal, on:the-job training.5

'Participation in Adult Education, May 1981," National Center
for Education Statistics E3rly Release, June 1981

*Roughly 1.3 million employees in responding companies were
taking advantage of tuition assistance programs.

'Seymour Lusterrnan, Education in Industry (New York. The Con-
ference Board, Inc., 1977), pp. 11-12.
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This finding is consistent with other evidence that
firms with up to 500 employees depend on infor-
mal, on-the-job training for all types of staff, since
formal instruction programs are often too expen-
sive for businesges of this size.6

Labor unions and labor organizations are also
active sponsors and providers of employee educa-
tion and training. Historically, unions have pro-
moted liberal arts education in addition to more
narrowly focused occupational education. Labor
unions and labor organizations have been a strong
force in shaping the popular view of education
as the key to social and economic advancement.7
Like some companies, unions sponsor 2- and
4-year degree programs at community colleges,
colleges and universities, as well as single courses
in labor studies. Unions also cosponsor appren-
ticeship programs with industry, providing spe-
cialized training in a skilled trade, craft or occupa-
tion at the worksite, and on-the-job instruction.

According to Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)
figures, at the close of 1979 there were 323,866
persons enrolled in apprenticeship programs. Un-
published BLS estimates of apprenticeship enroll-
ments are 320,000 persons in 1980, 316,000 in
1981, and 287,000 in 1982. While the drop in en-
rollment reflects reduced public and private fund- .

ing levels, unions report there is no evidence to
suggest that interest in apprenticeship has de-
clined. Reductions in U.S. Employment and
Training Administration apprenticeship and
preapprenticeship grants to individual labor
unions, labor organizations such as the AFL-CIO's
Human Resources Development Institute, and
community-based organizations such as the Na-
tional Urban League, have diminished recruitment
for and enrollment in apprenticeships. Deteriorat-
ing economic conditions within industries pro-
viding apprenticeship opportunities may be
another factor in declining enrollments.

Manufacturing-Related Instruction

Management and labor have been the major
providers of employee instruction beyond initial

"Interview with Jerome Pthquin, Chairman, Technical and Skills
Training Special Interest Group, American Society for Training and
Development, July 1982.

'Paul E Barton, Worklife Transitions The Adult Learning Con
nection (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1982), ch. 7.

occupational preparation, since public sponsor-
ship of training and retraining of noneconomically
disadvantaged adults has been limited. The extent
to which individuals working in manufacturing
participate in ethreation, training, and retraining
programs offered by industry, labor unions, or
other private or public providers is unknown.
However, within corporate-based instruction as
a whole, fewer courses are designed specifically
for production line workers (xeluding apprentice-
ship) than any other occupahonal group. Train-
ing industry representatives suggest that corporate
instructional efforts have not previously concen-
trated on technical training other than in programs
provided for engineering or data processing per-
sonnel.* This situation may change as U.S. manu-
facturing firms become familiar with new design
and production technologies.

Another reason that technical and skills train-
ing do not receive more emphasis in corporate-
based instructional programs may be their relative
complexity, which requires demonstration of skill
as well as knowledge transfer. This implies that
technical, courses and programs must emphasize
hands-on practice and include a performance test
to ensure mastery of skills.8 Technical and skills
training also require instructors with an under-
standing of .eurrent manufacturing processes as
well as in-depth knowledge of the subject mat-
ter. These requirements result in high costs for
establishing and maintaining an instructional pro-
gram. In nonunion facilities, work-related instruc-
tion may depend on the advantages companies
see in providing continuing education experiences
in-house or through tuition reimbursement plans.

Different views exist as to how much emphasis
unions place on instruction beyond apprentice-
ship. Some suggest that such instruction has
heretofore not been a great concern of union
members who therefore have addressed it in labor-
management agreement-S in only a general way,
through tuition reimbursement provisions, How-

*Technical training is the term commonly used to describe work-
related instruction for individuals who perform technical procedures
or who work in environments where technologies have been applied.

'Stanley J. Holden, "Business, Industry and Labor. Linkages Eje-
tween Training and Employment," in Job Trairung for Youth, Robert
E. Taylor, Howard Rosen, Frank C. Pratzner (eds,) (Columbus,
Ohio. The National Center for Research in Vocational Education,
The Ohio State University, 1982), p. 360.
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ever, since the late 1960's, layoffs in auto, steel,
and other industries have given rise to agreements
featuring education and training benefits. One in-
dicator of expanded worklife learning may be

future emphasis on education and training benefits
in labor-management agreements.9

'Barton, op. cit., pp. 125426.

TECHNOLOGY AND MANUFACTURING: CHANGES IN
INSTRUCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Discussions of the impacts of automation on
education and training for the American,worker
tare hardly new. The National Commission on
Technology, Automation, and -Economic Prog-
ress (hereafter "Automation Commission"), in its
1966 report, noted shifts in skill requirements oc-
curring during that decade." The report cites rap-
idly increasing employment levels of the highly
skilled, as manifested in a technical work force
that had grown from 6.6 percent of the total in
1947 to 12.2 percent of the total in 1964, and sig-
nificant shifts during the same period from manual
to white-collar work. The Commission report
notes the trend toward more formal schooling,
particularly higher education, as well as the grow-
ing education gap between the skilled and the un-
skilled. The Commission observed:

Th rice encouragemen f an adaptable labor force
fostered tkrough eduda ion and training is second
in importance only to the provision of adequate
employment opportunities in the facilitation of
adjustment to technological and other change . . .

We wish to emphasize at the onset that we regard
the goals of education as far transcending eco-
nomic objectives. These goals go beyond eco-
nomic progress to the development of individuals
as persons and as responsibile citizens. A clear
division of education into its "economic" and
"noneconomic" aspects is impossible.... . From
the purely economic point of view, education has
three principal effects: 1) it can increase the ver-

---7-satility-and adaptalAty of people with respect to
change; 2) it can open up increasing opportunity
to persons who miOt otherwise have difficulty
in finding and holding employment; and 3) it can
increase the productivity of workers at any level
of skill or ability. Though education is much more
than a means of economic progress, it is a decisive

lOTechnology and the American Economy: Report of the National
Commission on Technology, Automation and Economic Progress,
vol. 1, February 1966.

factor in the economic advancement of any coun-
try."

Commission members acknowledged growth in
corporate-based employee instructional promms,
and they considered widespread basic skills defi-
ciencies ari impediment to future economic
growth. Amag their recommendations were:

provision of quality eompensatory education
to all who need it;
improvement of "quality and quantity" of
primary and secondary education, especial-
ly in economically depressed areas, in order
to achieye equity of access and equity of
opporfunity;
universal high school graduation;
deferral of vocational training until after high
school, tà ensure that individuals receive a
general education to prepare them for subse-
quent occupational education and to instill
an appreciation for education as a continu-
ing Proress " . . . indispensable for continued
adaptability in a changing World . . .

availability of education, tiaining, and
retraining to individuals throughout their
lives.

The Commission also proposed a nationwide sys-
tem of public education lasting 131...dears with
direct links between high school curricula drid
those of community colleges and technkal schools
designed to prepare individuals for technical and
paraprofessional careers.12

Education, Traini,tig, and
Economic Growt

The concerns of the Automation Commission
have reemerged in various forms. While the

"lbid, pp. 45-47.
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Automation Commission's report focused on the
role of education and training as a complement
to technological change in stimuWing national
economic development, more recent studies focus
on eduqation and training and new technology as
factors in regional, State, and local economic
growth A 1982 study published by the Northeast-
Midwe t Institute cites basic skills deficiencies as
a critic problem already depressing economic
growth rates in the Northeast and Midwest and
threate dig U.S. participation in international
market . That study recommends a unified policy
for trai ing, retraining, and skills upgrading for
all wo ers."

Oth observations on the relationship between
educati n, training, and economic growth are
being ade on the State level, as public and
pnvate groups explore the relationship of human
resourse development and continued economic
advancement in their respective geographic areas.
A Connecticut Business and Industry Association
study has 'found that an appropriately trained
work force is the strongest influence on location
decisions of advanced technology companies and
'is oritical to expanding that State's electronic
'economy. That study recommends: 1) dIverting
resources within Othmecticut education institu-
tions to programs that graduate individuals qual-
ified to enter.high technology industries, as well
as. 2) publicizing existing, in-State continuing
education prdgrams for working, corporate-based
professionals." Another study, conducted for the
Nep York State Science and Technology Founda-
tion, found that univericaties could participate in
State economic develoPMent througll cooperative
university/industrial education programs, coop-
erative university/industry research and develop-
ment.programs and improved responsiveness to

4 unique industry needs.'

In a series of recent papers on higher education
and technological innovation, the New Erigland

''Pat Choate, Retooling the American Work Force. Toward a Na-
tional Traming Strategy (Washington, D C Northeast Midwest In-
stitute, July 1982).

.1

14Ann Wingate and H Craig Leroy, Higb TeclipoiRgy Industries
and Future Jobs in Connecticut (Business and Industry_a,m,
December 1981), p. 10.

"Special Report V: The Higher Education System in New York
anti Its Potential Rok in Economic Deyelopment, prepared for New
York State Science and Technology Foundation by 'Battelle-
Columbus Division, April 1982.

Board of Higher Education responded to charges
of unresponsiveness made by business leaders and
others concerned about changes in occupational
supply and demand by redefining thejiniblem as
a need on the part of educators for:`1

. . . hard numbers on the regional supply of
trained personnel, and correspondingly, projec-
tions,of demand based on reasonably firm busi-
ness plans . . . , a clearly assumed responsibility
for the regular collection of such statistics and for
the underwriting of expenses associated with con-
tinuing projects of this nature, (and) an organiza-
tional structure whose mission is to gain consen-
sus from leaders of the business, education and
governmental communities on the regional
needs . . . and on the appropriate goals and
strategies by which they can be attained. Plans
for implementation would, ideally, include a clear
demarcation between short- and long-term
issues."

)1'

Techriological Literacy

It is possible that the United States is entering
an era in which the potential for meckanization
in the factory and the office yrill dramatically alter
work force skill requirements. This will require
employees and individuals preparing to entecthe
jo t. market to enhance skills and/or,to develop
new ones. The OTA study, Informational Tech-
nology and Its Impaft on American Education,
found that irr order to function as citizens in an
information-based society that is driven in large
part by technological iinnovation, individuals
must have knowledge of the computer as a tool
for managing and providing access to massive
amounts of information. This need to understand
the applications of computer technology has re-

I suited in a-modified definition of basic litera
that includes familiarity with the computer.
"Technologicalliteracy" is now a common term
used to describe a level of understanding of tech-
nology in its various forms that goes beyond a
familiarity with the computer. Experts suggest that
technological literacy will soon be required of all
member of the work force, agl?roader and more
extensive-applications of information technology
are made in offices,and plants. Widespread tech-

(-0

tvingineenng and Technological Education in'New England
Part II. Alternatives for the Eighties," Issues in Planning and Policy-
making, December 1981.
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nological literacy may be hard to achieve, how-
ever, since about one-fifth of the U.S. population
has yet to master the basic skills ot reading, writ-
ing, and arithmetic."

Industry representatives have expressed grow-
ing disillusionment with the lack of employabili-
ty skills in entry-level workers with educational
preparation through thwaduate level. They de-
fine employability as an individual's understand-
ing of the basic rules of the workplace, including
the need to reportjor work, to arrive on time,
to stay with, a job for a reesonable period, .and
to demonstrate competence in the basic skills. This
has led many companies to increase their involve-
ment in education on the local and even national
levels and to,establish more in-house corporate
education and training systems." Labor unions
and labor organizations have also been vocal in
their concernS about basic skills deficiencies in

'Ahead. A Nation 41111iteratesr U S NeWs and World Repori
May 17, 19827 Kationa Center for Education Statistics.

'+James Campbell, Employers Expect the Best," repnnteSfrom
Vocational Education Journal of the American Vocational Associa-
tion, v61. 55, No. 8, October 1981.

NEW TYPES 0--F INSTRUdTPNAL

As a result of research performed to date,
has identified,several instruetional programs To

..prepare individuals to function in computer-auto-
mated manufacturing environments. It is too eerly
to say whether or not the establishment of these
programs constitutes the beginning of a trend, or
to make qualitative.evakations, but the existence
.of these programs does indicate ,that some busi-
ness, labor, and government representatives are
await of a skills gap in manufacturigifirms where
programmable automation has already been ap-
plied: itt is irtiportant to note, however, that these
programs are scattered; by no means do they con-

- stitute a coordinated attempt by the'public and
private sectors to address the problem of a poten-
tial widespread skills gap. At this stage in the in-

ovesdgation, it appears that the evolution of these
-and similar programs is occurring in traditional,
uneven fashion, and that the capacities of educa-
tional institutions and other instructional pro-
viders would fall severely short of the potential

those see ng apprenticeships. One union educa-
tional re resentative has found weak communica-
tiOns anc reasoning skills common among trainee's
today. Iany union locals establish close work-
ing telat nships with school districts to improve )
basic skills, while national and international labor
organizations address these problems by work-
ing with national education groups.

Although many elementary and secondary
schools, both public and private, are placing
renewed emphasis on basic skills development.,
and many adult education programs offer re-
modial courses in math, reading, and writing,
these programs reach only some of the individuals'
who need, this type of instruction. ,In addition,
public school systems are hampered in modify:*
ing and strengthening curricula as a result oflov
levelS of Federal funding and reduced State'anda
local tax revenues in many areas. These:cone/.
tions coinplicate the process of develok4kr.pg = .,
basic skills and technological literacy among thost-,..2
preparing for entry into, and the* d1rsady in, .the

1 J., r k r°
work force.

PROGRAMS
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demand for *ills development sand,iipgraditigithat:
may be associated with the widespread-klopfion 1

of programmable automation... , $',
:.';'

Secondary-Level Programs

Since 'the establishment of a Oblic'edueitIon
system, local school districts.hatte &Wein/Ad to r 4

develop secondary-level programi. That
two distinct ,ends: 1) thipreparatioi) o tOtne '
dividuals for direct efitiyiwo ate work io;rce irrt-
mediately after graduation; and '2) the prepaCa:..
tion of otherg plantrig to enter colle.ge
quire a strong fouri tion of knOtledge4-Which'; -:-.

to base more advanced instrucfion Sind. Breopg
learning is likely to becomkneces:sary for all rnen't:-
bers of die labor forCe, these objectives; arebe- '
coming blurred. For exampk irt &re lifgh
schools serving areas where piograminable antq,-
mation is now being produced or used in manu-: . -
facturing, there are indications that studeptino
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going on to college are receiving more. attentiOn
than in the past, and that career exploration for
high technology careers is recognized as impor-
tant for all students, regardless of their postgrad-
uation plans.

The State of Michigan, due to its economic de-
pendence on auto and truck manufacturing; has
been hit hard by massive layoffs over the past few
years. With high unemployment among manufac-
turing workers in the region, some local, high
schools in southeastern Michigan have been look-
ing for new career opportunities for which they
can begin to prepare their students.

Several MiOigan school systems, including
Oakland County, have added introductory robot-
ics courses to their curricula. These courses give
students an opportunity to learn first-hand about
roboticstechnology and to explore career oppor-
tunities within this manufacturing:related field.
Students learn to operate simple, tabletop, elec-
tric robots, which are provided to the school
systems by local robot manufacturers, or build
their own robots. In some cases, courses include
site visits to jocal auto manufacturing plants to
observe robot applications in welding and paint-
ing. There are no prerequisites for juniors and
seniors who wish_ to enroll. It is important to note
that these courses do not purport to develop
entrY-leyel job skills in students, but are offered
simply as an opportunity to develOp some meas-

-Aire.of career awareness in high technology. Also,
there are no formal placement services provided
and at present no links to more advanced robotics
technology instruction.

An experiment is underway in Oakland Coun-
ty, where segments of a successful summer high
school robotics course have been incorporated
into the curricula of several regional vocational-
technical Centers. Courses offered through these
centers are open to high school students as well
as adults who wish to explore interests and career
options in the field of robotics.

Retraining for Skilled and
Semiskilled Occupations

Unions'and others concerned about the poten-,
'Hal social impacts of the use of programmable

automation have been active in promoting the

need for retraining programs for skilled and semi-
skilled occupations. They regard education and
training as tools for strengthening the job security
of and alternative job opportunities for their mem-
bers. Through collective bargaining and other
means, unions are looking for ways to influence
who is trained and what is taught in retraining
programs. In particular, unions are looking at
ways to have more control over in-plant train-
ing to upgrade skills and to modify standard tui-
tion refund programs to provide members with
more opportunities to participate in education and
training programs outside the workplace." This
.position is in keeping with provisions included in
selected agreements of the 1960's, when earlier
forms of manufacturing automation were applied
in steel, electronics, and aerospace firms.2°

The United Auto Workers (UAW) and the In-
ternational Association of Machinists (JAM) are
among the most active unions in promoting tech-

nology-related education, training, and retrain-
ing opporttmities for their respective member-
ships. Within 1982 agreements UAW reached with
Ford Motor Co., General Motors, and interna-
tional Harvester, there are provisions for train-
ing and retraining programs for current employees,
as well as those laid off. In addition, each con-
tract calls for the establishment of a joint union-
management employee development and training
committee through whiCh special instructional as-,
sistance will' be provided to members who are dis-
placed by new technologies, new techniques of
production and . . . shifts in customer pref-
erence." Employeesboth skilled and semiskilled
are covered under other provisions of the agree-
Rents. They are eligible to participate in upgrade
training designed to sharpen job skills and to pro-
vide updates on the state of the art of technology
being utilized in their plants.21 22 23

""Retraining: The Need for Flexibility," in Silicon, Satellites and
Robots. The Impacts of Technological Change on the Workplace
(Washington, D C Department for Professional Employees, AFL-

'CIO, 1979), pp. 44-45. ,

"See Recent Collective Bargaining and Technological Change
(Washington, D.C. U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau Of Labor
Statistics, March 1964), BLS Report No. 266.

""Programs Set Up for Training and Retraining," UAW-GM Re-
'port, March 1982, p. 11'.

"'Training, Retraining'Plan to Cover Ford Workers," UAW-Ford
Report, February 1982, P.. 7.

"UAW-International Harvester: Highlights of the New Agree-
ment-1982-1984 (Detroit, Mich.: UAW Agricultural Implement De-
partment, April 1982).

.
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The Ford agreement called for the establishment
of a National Development and Training Center,
where staff on loan from the union and the com-
pany will promote training, retraining, and other
skills development opportunities for current and
displaced workers.* Two projects were launched
by the Center in August 1982: a National Voca-
tional Retraining Assistance Plan, which provides'
prepaid financial assistance of up to $1,000 per
year to workers on layoff who wish to undertake
self-directed, formal education or retraining; and
Targeted Vocational Retraining Projects, highly
specialized retr ng activities designed to
develop skills fo 'n new or existing occupa-,
tions in which the#e are documented worker short-
ages. The VocatiaNal Retraining Projects would
be limited to geogiiphic areas where established
educational institutions and vocational training
programs are not already providing such instruc-
tional opportunities. The Center also hopes, to
stimulate similar, publicly funded efforts in areas
of the country where Ford workers are on layoff

-and_mighthe_eligible_ to participate "

IAM initiated in the 1950's an annual electronics
industry conference, known since 1968 as the Elec-
tronics and New Technology Conference, during
which national staff and representatives of IAM
union locals discuss issues that arise from the use
of manufacturing technologies. In 1960, IAM
began the practice of preparing a manual of model
contract language that included provisions for use
in dealing with in-plant technological change.
1AM model contract language on training benefits
calls for instruction during working hours at com-
pany expense and at prevailing wage rates. It also
states that senior employees should have first
claiin on training opportunities and suggests that
manageMent should be required to train employ-
ees for jobs not necessarily associated with new
technology, in cases where " . . . either the new

0 technology requires substantially fewer workers
or present employees are not capable of successful

*The Center, temporarily located at Ford World Headquarters
in Dearborn, Mick, will move to its permanent headquarters at,

i Henry F,6rd Commullity College (Dearborn) in 1983.
"'National Vocational Retraining Assistance Plan and Other Proj-

ects for Certain Employees on Layoff," UAW-Ford Employee De-

I\

velopmen and Training Program Bulletin, Aug. 20, 198F:

..-

retraining."25 At an IAM-sponsored Scientists and,
Engineers Conference, held in the union's Placid
Harbor Training Center in June 1982, members
expressed concern that training and retraining pro-
visions in contracts address instructional pro-
cedures as well as Content.

Retraining the Displaced

A comprehensive review of documentation rep-
resenting over 20 years of plant-closing experience
revealed that retraining programs are of greater
benefit to displaced workers who are younger,
have slightly more formal education, and have
achieved some level of financial security. Even
among displaced individuals who possessed these
characteristics, only about 15 percent particiVated
in retraining, die to inadequate financial assist-
ance during the training period." These findings
suggtst that some new approaches to retraining
the displaced should be developed that increase
the utility of instruction and its availability to
workers of all ages, with varying amounts of for-
mal edUcation anddiff&ent degrees brfinantial
security.

Although the public perception is that industry
is one'of the chief sources of sponsorship for re-
training of displaced workers, in the past it has
sponsored few retraining efforts. In some cases,
the communities surrounding plants lacked alter-
native career opportunities for which instruction
could be provided; in others, workers expected
to be called back to their old jobs and resisted tak-
ing advantage of instructional and placement op-
portunities; in still other cases, economic condi-
tions that led a company to close a plant made
the cost of retraining prohibitive. Although
retraining activities authorized under the Com-
prehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)
and the Trade Readjustment Assistance Act (TRA)

"Leslie E. Nulty, "Case Studies of IAM Local Experiences With
the Introduction of New Technologies," in Labor and Technology:
Union Responses to Changing Environments (University Park, Pa
Department of Labor Studies, Pennsylvania State University, 1982),
pp. 115-139.

"feanne P. Gordus, Paul Jailey, and Louis A. Ferman, Plant Clos-
ings and Economic Dislocation (Kalamazoo, Mich W E. Upjohn
Institute for Employment Research, 1981).
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have been criticized,' these Federal programs repre-
sent the majority of resources that have been uti-
lized to prepare displaced workers for new ca-
reers.*

Two recent examples of retraining efforts
.funded under CETA illustrate the potential for
retraining some of the displaced for new, tech-
nology-related occupations. The first, a pilot proj-
ect made possible through a $30d,000 Department
of Labor discretionary grant to UAW, is designed
to retrain 400 displaced auto workers for occupa-
tions in demand within the aerospace/defense in-
dustry. The first phase of the project, an atsess-
ment of the potential for skills transfer from jobs
performed within the auto industry to the nevf
positions within aerospace/defense, has already
been completed. Other products of the grant in-
clude two retraining programs, which will be de-
veloped by combining components of existing re-
training.packages.27 Although the project does not
train individuals solely for technology-related
positions, a UAW spokesperson indicated that
many of the new aerospace jobs involve working
with automated equipment and therefore related
S'Idlls requirements will be addressed in the retrain-
ing packages to be developed. Implementation of
the training process now awaits Federal funding
or sponsorship by the aerospace/defense industry.
A second CETA-funcled project, initiated by the
Warren County, Mich., prime sponsor, is a 40-
week robotic technician program, which qualifies
18 displaced auto workers, machinists,, and others
who completed the course to assmne new careers
within the auto industry, in local robotics firms,
or in other companies using robots.**

*The recently enacted Job Training Partnership Act, which re-
places CETA, authorizes the expenditure of Federal funds for em-
ployment and training of dislocated workers. CETA will operate
during fiscal year 1983 at a $2.8 billion.funding level, while pro-
grams authorized under the Training Partnership Act are established
(Employ ent and Training Reporter, Nov. 19, 1982).

ment of the. Reemployment Opportunities for Unem-
tomobile Workers in the Aerospace, Defense Industry,
repared for the U S. Department of Labor by the United
kers, 1982.
dated in Public Laiv. 95-529, CETA amendments of 1978,
nsor may be . . . a State, a unit of general local govern-

h has a population of 100,000 or more . , a consor-
ts of general local government ; program giant-
rural areas having a high level of unemployment .
it of general local government previously designated as

onsor under the provisions of this Act . . , regardless
ion decline."
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InstrualOradr Technician-Level
Occupations

Although technicians emerged as an occupa-
tional group within the field of engineering in the
1920's, the avOlability and application of tech-
nology in manufacturing has increased the de-
mand for and the popularity of this occupation.
Technicians who are trained in the use of corn-
puter-aided drafting systems are now in great de-
mand within aerospace and other industries.21
Technician instruction is typically a 2-year
associate degree prograM, Although other, more
concentrated approaches to program delivery are
becoming more common, such as the one initiated
in Warren County, Mich. The electromechanical
technician curriculum, which combines two for-
merly distinct engineering spedalties, is viewed
by some educators and industry representatives
as an exCellent foundation for careers that require
knowledge of programmable automation.

Community colleges in vanous areas of the
country are currently offering electromechanical
technician programs, sometiines called robotics
technician programs by the institutions in order
to capitalize on general public awareness of this
form of programmable automation. The State
Georgia began offering an electromechanical cur-
riculum in its community colleges in 1982. Several-
community colleges in Michigan have offered elec-
tromechanical programs for the past few years.
In general, curricula are designed to prepare
enr011ees to perform installation, maintenance,
repair, and programing functions. At present,
however, no standardized performance criteria
exist for electromechanical technicians, so the con-
tent and emphasis of these programs vary con-
siderably.

Engineering Education

The utilization of programmable automation
has had an observable effect on initial and con-
tinuing education for engineers. CAD, which en-
ables faster design and analysis, is now common
in the aerospace and auto industries. Selected
engineering schools are working with industry to

"'The Engineering of a Revolution: Computer Now Designer's
Tool," The Atlanta Constitution, Oct. 24, 1982.
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add CAD initruction to their curricula. Boeing
Commercial Airplane Co. in Seattle, Wash., has
established at the request of local universities (e.g.,
Washington State) CAD laboratories adjacent to
engineering school campuses. These labsplovide
students with opportunities to work with Boeing
aircraft data bases when they are not being utilized
by Boeing personnel. The program is voluntary,
but students receive university credit for Tar-
ticipating.

On the national level, a 1981 grant from the
National Science Foundation's Directdrate for

Science and Engineering Education (now the
Office for Science and Engineering EducationY

established the College CAD/CAM Consortium
as a nonprofit gxoup dedicated to the development

of CAD/CAM curriculum and the improvement
of CAD/CAM instruction. Twelve engineering
schools, including Carnegie-Mellon University

and Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, were found- -

ing members."

"The College CAD/CAM Consortium: An Overriew (Charlottes-
ville, Va.. University of Virginia, School of Engineering and Ap-

plied Science, January 1981).

SURVEY OF CURRENT VIEWS OF EDUCATION, TRAINING,

AND RETRAINING REQUIREMENTS

There has been little or no information gathered

on how representative; of the key groups involved
in or affected by the manufacturing automation
processproducers of the equipment and sys-

--terns; users of the equipment and systems; and
various groupsin the work forceview the poten-
tial retooling of the operations with which they
are associated. InNaddition, no national readings
have been taken of cugent views held by these
groups on education, training, and retraining re-
quirements associated with the use Of program-

! mable automation.ln order to supplement avail-
able information of this type, and in so doing 'get
a better sense of the climate in which automation
is occurring, OTA commissioned structured tele-
phone interviews with a sample of representaiives
of firms within the electric and electronics equip-
ment, industrial machinery, and transportation
equipment industries (industries in which firms
are espedally likely to use programmable automa-
tion). OTA also contacted producers of program-
mable automation equipment and systems, as well

as educators and others familiar with the instruc-
tional design prOcess. A total of 506 interviews
were completed in JUly and August 1982.* In this
section of the technical.memorandum, a summary
of selected survey findings is presented. A descrip-

'The term users refers to firms applying programmable automa-
tion, the term producers refers to firms producing programmable
automation; and the term others refers to educators and others in-

voNed with education and training.

98-951 0 - 83 - 7 4 4

tion of the survey methodology and sample size
are included in appendix A.

Education and Training:
Users and Producers

The survey found that 40 percent of the repre-
sentative manufacturing plants contacted utilized
some form of programmable automation, and of
this number, only 22 percent sponsored or con-
ducted education and training for new technol-

ogy. Among plants currently not offering educa-
tion and training of this type, only 18 percent in-
dicated any plans to implpnent programs in the
future. Low benefits relative to costs was by far
most commonly cited by user firm representatives
as a barrier to the establishment of instructional
programs for new technology. The low levels of
current and anticipated direct involvement in ed-
ucation and training for new technology is par-
ticularly notable in light of the nearly unanimous
view expressed by users, producers, and others
that the users should bear the costs for new tech-
nology instruction. This seems to indicate that
while users may be willing to payI or instruction
delivered by vendors, educational institutions,
and others, few are planning to establish their
own, in-house programs. Another possible inter-
pretation of the low levels of in,house instruCtion
among users might be that changes brought about
through the utilization of programmAle automa-

.
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tion thus far have not been sufficient to warrant
the establishment of formal instructional systems.

Instruction Available Through Producers

In contrast to the low proportion of users who
sponsored and conducted education and training
for new technology, a very high proportion of
producers (93 percent) provide such instruction
for their cugomers. Manufacturers within the in-
dustry groups polled appeared to depend on pro-
ducers for design and delivery, of new technol-
ogy-related instruction. Results indicate that ven-
dors or producers of ,programmable automation
equipment were more heavily used for mstruction
than were training industry, management consult-
ants, traditional educational institutions, proprie-
tary schools, unions, aril government-sponsored
instructional programs such as CETA.

The nature and scope of instruction currently
offered by producers, however, seems to be quite
limited. Over 80 percent .provide only single
courses, and few proyide series.bf courses. Fur-
thermore, only about one-third of the producers
felt that vendors or manufactuters of cogiputer-
automated equipment and systems were currently
ready to provide the necessary education and
training. One can speculate that the producers
who work closely with new technology under-
stand-the education and training implications of
implementing their technology, but are currently
only providing part of what they consider is re-
quired. Producers May be providing limited serv-
ices for a variety of other reasons including cost
factors, customer demand, and their views of the
responsibilities of other institutions (particularly
users) in providing additional training.

Occupational Coverage and
Content Coverage

Both users and producers reported generally
broad occupational coverage in the instructional
programs on new technology that they provided,
although there was considerable variation in the
extent to which bccupations were covered. The
majority of both users and producers sponsored
or conducted programs for various types of shop-
floor staff (e.g., assemblers, handlers, loaders,
equipment operators), repair and maintenance

staff, engineers, programers, and supervisors or
managers. Apparently, the impact of program-

mable automation on a wide array of occupations
is recognized by industry.

Broad octupational coverage was not accom-
panied by breadth in instructional content. The
primary content of current education and train-
ing programs appears to reflect traditional topics
addressed in technical training, e.g., machine
operation, safety procedures, and maintenance.
Current instructional programs focus least on the
basic skillsreading, writing, and arithmetic
and basic physical science. The survey results sug-
gest that manufacturers assume that these needs
shouldbe met in Ways other than in instructional
programs they devise.

Government Role in Ne
Technology Instruction

Survey results show a lack of receptivity to
government involvement in instruction for new
technologyby_both-users-and-producers.--As noted
earlier, government-sponsored instructional sys-
tems such as CETA were generally considered not
ready to provide such training and were not ex-
pected to become ready within 10 years. When
asked about possible sources of funding for educa-
tion and training for new technology, only about
half of the respondezits in both groups indicated
that Federal or State and local government fund-
ing was desirable, while funding from all other

, sources, particularly private sector user industries
and foundations, was endorsed by at least three
quarters of the respondents. In contrast, a great
majority of the others (the group that included
educators and Federal and State officials) endorsed
government as a funding source.*

*It is not clear whether these responses reflect popular political
views, attitudes toward government intervention in general, or actual
preferences for private control of instruction for high technology.
In any case, it is unlikely that respondents had in mind all forms
of Federal, State, or local support (e.g., funding of colleges, uni-
versities, and research efforts), although ft is not possibleto deter-
mine this from the present data. Nevertheless, the consistency of
responses in the user and producer groups may provide some guid-
ance for determining the naticre of the government role in irvtruc-
tion.f or computer-automated manufacturing. It is hkely that indirect
or less visible forms of government intervention would be more ac-
ceptable to industry than more direct forms of intervention, such
as the provision of education and training services (e.g., CETA pro-
grams) or direct subsidies to industry for worker retraining.
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SELECTED CRITICAL ISSUES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMING

Current views of representatives from industry,
labor, the educational community and govern-
ment are consistent with other indicators discussed
earlier in this technical memorandum in suggesting
that training and retraining requirements for pro-
grammable automation are, at this point, poorly
defined. Even within specific geographic areas,
programs initiated to address changing instruc-
tional requirements do not in the aggregate repre-
sent a coordinated approach to defining instruc-.
tional needs associated with new industrial proc-
esses. While it is too soon to know how wide-
spread applications of programmable automation
will be, there is little evidence that any sector
induding private industryis seriously consider-
ing the long-range implications of possible wide-

leg

spread use on occupational skills requirements and
current instructional capacities.

There are a number of pressing issues facing
those who operate instructional systems, in the
event that widespread utilization of program-
mable autoMation occurs. Among them are:

1. how and by whom the need for technologi-
cal literacy will be addressed,

2. types of short-range and long-term counsel-
ing and instructional systems,

3. initiation of appropriate curriculum design
processes, and

4. funding sources for curriculum design and
implementation.

4 6
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Appendix A

Survey Methodology

Introduction and Overview

In support of the Automation and the Workplace
study undertaken by the congressional Office of Tech-
nology Assessment, Westat conducted a survey to
identify education and training requirements inherent
in the use of programmable automation in manufactur-
ing settings. The survey describes current levels of uti-
hzation of programmable automation, as well as exist-
ing instructional opportunities focused on this form
of technology, and elicits various opinions related to
current and anticipated education and training needs
resulting from applications of computer-based automa-
tion.

Survey data were collected by the Westat Telephone
Research Center on three samples: 1) users, 2) pro-
ducers of, computer-automated technologies in manu-
facturing, and 3) a diverse sample of knowledgeable
others. The surveys used structured instruments devel-
oped for the study. Data were collected by telephone
interviews over a 2-week period in August 1982.

Methodology

This section briefly describes the methodology used
for the survey.-The first part describes sampling pro-
cedures, the second describes data collection instru-
ments and methdology, and the third describes data
analysis procedures.

Sample

Three groups were contacted for this study users
and producers of computer-automated equipment and
systems, and others, a diverse group of individuals in-
volved in instruction for employees in computekauto-
mated mamifacturing environments or for indWiduals
preparing for careers in such settings. Formal sampling
procedures were used only for the user group, andfor
a subset of the others. Details of the procedures are
described below.

4 e.

USERS

Sampling Frame.The sample of users was cot*,
posed of manufacturing establishments from industries
identified as currently using or likely to use computer-
programmable equipment and systems in the near fu-

,i ture. An establishment was defined as an individual
location of company. This location might constitute

a division, subsidiary, plant, branch, or the entire
company.

Three major manufacturing industries were repre-
sented. transportation equipment manufacturing, elec-
tric and electronic equipment manufacturing, and in-
dustrial and metalworking machinery manufacturing
For each of these three major industries, specific stand-
ard industrial classifications (SIC) were selected based
on two criteria. 1) proportion of total employees in
industry accounted for by establishments within the
SIC cbde, and 2) likelihood of establishments within
the SIC code using computer-automated technology
SIC codes meeting the second criteria were selected
based on judgments of project staff, as well as OTA
Automation Study Advisory'Panel members. The se-
lected SIC codes for the transportation equipment in-'
dustry account for 76 percent of the total iorkers
employed in the industry; SIC codes in elec ric and

_electronic equipment manufacturing accoun for 59
percent of the total employees; and the SIC odes in
industrial and metalworking machinery ace' 'tint for
41 percent.

The data source for constructing the framei for the
three user samples was National Business List4(NBL),
a firm whicirtompiles a national list of most tpes of
establishments, including manufacturing and commer-
cial. The NBL lists rely heavily on the Dun St Brad-
street directory of establishments, supplemented by
NBL2-9-own sources.

Sampling MethodoIogy.A probability sa pie of
users in the three industries was selected from t eNBL
lists using a two-stage sampling approach. is sam-
pling procedure involved stratification by sizqand re-
gional location, and includea as selections witiVaertain-
ty a small number of establishmaits known to use
computer-automated equipment for manufacturing.
These were included to assure a minimum of current
users within the sample to provide an adequate basis
for analysis of this subgroup.

The first step in a two-stage.sampling procedure en-
tailed compiling a list of approximately 5,000, estab-
lishments from the NBL master file in the three major
industry groups specified earlier. The purpose of "over,
sampling" egtablishments at this initial stage was to
obtain a sufficiently large sample for examining the
size distribution of establishment by SIC group for
subsequent use in deriving appropriate (and more near-
ly optimal) sampling rates. Since larger establishments
account for a larger share of the work force while ac-
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countng..foLa cmaller share of_the total number of
establishments, selection of the initial sample from
.NBL was stratified by establishment size. The size
strata used by the initial sampling were.

Small: 1-99 employees
Medium: 100-499 employees
Large: 500 or more employees

Furthermore, to take these size differences into account
in the sampling, large establishments were sampled at
a higher rate than small ones. Therefore, the initial
sample consisted-of all of the large establishments in
NBL fo l. each of the three industries, one-half of the
medium-sized establishments and one-tenth of the
small establishments. Since the listings of establish-
ments in the NBL file were geographically sorted with-
in each of the three size classes, and the samples were
selected systematically (using a random start), the
method of sample selection simplicity included strat-
ification by geographic region. These proportions
yielded 5,128 total establishments in the initial sample.

In the second stage of the sampling procedure, the
5,128 establishments were further stratified by industry
type, establishment size, and regional location. Re4onal
location was defined by the four regions delineated by
the U.S. Census Bureau (i.e., Northeast, North Cen-
tral, West, and South). In addition to the three major
size straia defined above, the "small" size class was
further subdivided into two classes for sampling (1-20
and 20-99).. This more detailed stratification by size
permitted a more nearly optional allocation of the sam-
ple cases to the various strata. This stratification
yielded 48 different cells in which establishments were
placed for sampling.

To determine the appropriate sampling rates, to se-
. lect the second-stage samPle, three options were con-

sidered:
The sample could be allocated to each cell in pro-
portion to the total number of establishments in
that cell.

2. The samples could be allocated to each cell in pro-
portion to the total employment in that cell.

3. The samples could be allocated to each cell in pro-
portion to some function of employment, say
square root of employment.

The implication of the first option was to have large
numbers of small establishments and few large estab-
lishments since most manufacturing establishments
have fewer than 500 employees. This would be desir-
able for estimation of counts of establishments, but
would not be sufficient for estimation of magnitude-
variables such as employment.

The implication of the second option was to have
large numbers of large establishments and very few
small establishments, since manufacturing 'establish-

ments of 500 or more employees account for most of
the workforce. This would be approximately optimum
for estimation of magnitude variables (in particular,
those correlated with employment), but would be less
efficient for estimates of the numbers of establish-
ments.

The final option, which combines the first and sec-
ond options by sampling with probabilities propor-
tionate to the square root of employment, distributes
the numbers of establishments somewhat more evenly
aCross cells. This last option was selected because it
provided a better basis for making comparisons be-
tween the different size classes, in addition to being
reasonably efficient for estimating both magnitude and
count variables.

Sampling Methodology.Establishments from the
ser sampling frame were screened to eliminate from
the user samples those not meeting the following cri-
teria:

1. establishments must be performing manufactur-
ing functions at the4ocation contacted (piirely ad-
ministrative facilities were dropped); and

2. establishments must be able to identify an indi-
vidual within the first three referrals during the
phone call who can answer selected key ques-.
tions. (Those unable to do so were treated as non-
responses.)

Selection of the second-stage sample, therefore, was
based on theassumption that there would be extensive
dropouts chie to ineligibility and nonresponse. From
the initialisampleof 5,000 user estalgishments, 200
establish
group f
were al

ents were.drawn from each user industry
a total of 600 sample establishments. These

ocated to fhe various size strata in proportion
to the aggregate measure of size based on the square
root f employment. This sample included 18 estab-
lish ents that were selected with certainty in addition
to he 600 selected establishments. The sample alloca-
t. n Of the noncertainties in each user industry group
y size class is shown in Stable A-1.
Detailed records were kept of establishments failing

/ to meet these criteria as well as refusals and nonre-
sponses. Table A-2 shows the distribution of the ini-
tially sampled cases and the final number of completed
interviews by size strata and region.

kRODUCERS

Sampling Methodology.The producer group was
composed of companies who manufacture and/6r sell
programmable equipmentto U.S. manufacturing in-
dustries. The compilation of a list of producer com-
panies was no simple task, since no such lists were

_ readily available. An intensive search to identify com-
y y
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Table-A-1.Sample Allocation for User,Groups

Number of MOS5 based on square
Size class (employment) establishments in NBL root of employment Sample allocation

Transportation equipment %

1-19 2,070

20-99 1,030

100-499 596

500+ 287

5,430
7,050
9,020

14,969

30
40
so
80

Total 3,983 38,469 200

Electrical and electronic machinery
1-19 . 4,520

20-99 2,090

100-499 1,244

500+ 383

Total 8,217

Machinery manufacturers
1-19. 12,620

20-99 3,590
100-499 1,296

500+ 318

11,440
14,510
18,742
14,240

VP 40
50
60
50

58,932 200

30,900 60
22,450 50
19,092 50
12,005

Total 17,824 84,447 200 -
8Measure-ofalze: For a given size class, the aggregate MOS was coMputed as d - l",:i E1, where El is the average employment

size of all establishments in the SIC group and size class based on 1279 County ads/tress Patterns, and whore the summa-

tion extends Over all establishments In the NBL frame *

SOURCE %Mutat.

Table A.2.Stratification of User Establishments
and Costs of Initially Sampled Cases and

Completed Interviews'

Northeast North Central. South West

Transportation region
1-19 4 : 2
20-99 8: 4
100-499 8 : 3
500 or more 12 :6

Electrical/electronic region

8 : 1
14 : 8
26 : 16
42:24

6 : 1
6:3
8:8

16:11

12 : 4
12:4
8:2

10:6

1-19 12 : 3 8 : 3 8 :4 12 : 4

20-99 18 : 9 10 : 4 8 :4 14 : 8

100-499 22 : 11 14 :7 12 : 4 12: 7
500 or more 16 : 9 12 :8 10 :6 12 : 6

Machinery region
1-19 12 : 5 ' 28 : 13 10 : 4 10 :3
20-99 10 : 5 28 : 9 10 : 8 6:2
100-499 10: 5 26 : 10 10 :3 4 : 1

500 or more 8 : 7 20 : 12 0 :6 .4 : 1

arhe number on the /eft in each cell shows the Initial sample count, and the
number on the right shows the number of completed Interviews The number
of comPated interviews shown in this table does not include the nine completed
WWII which were sampled with certainty, since these were not Preassigned to

a size class.

SOURCE: %Mat.

panies who were involved in manufacturing or selling
computer-automated equipment was conducted by
OTA, with assistance from Westat & Hadron, a sub-
contractor. The list used in this study was constructed
from a variety of sources, including rosters of exhibi-
tors at conventions on computer-automated Manufac-

I

98-954 0 83 8
7

t

turing, lists from organizations such as the Robotics
Institute of America, trade publications citing com-
panies involved with such products, and personal con-
tacts with relevant companies. The final list consisted
of 203 producers, and is considered to be a fairly good
approximation Of the actual universe of companies
producing computer-automated equipment for man-
ufacturing in the United States.

Producers were contacted in random order until 101
companies had completed interviews.

OTHERS

sampling Frame.--The others group was composed
of individuals who have had experience in designing
and/or delivering and/or evaluating formal instruc-
tion for employees operating in Computer-automated
or `conventional manufacturing environments. These
others were selected because of their pertinent exper-
tise and/or because they represented institutions (e.g,.,
unions) whose opinions are important to consider in
formulating policy in this area. A list of 280 others was
compiled by OTA. The list was cOmposed of six sub-
groups: ,

traditional educational institutions (e.g., colleges
and universities, community colleges, technical
schools); ,
proprietary educational institutions (private, prof-
itseeldng, trade and techniCal schools tliat operate
on the secondary and postsecondary level);

50
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labor unions and labor organizations;
training industry representatives (individual con-
sultants and training firm representatives);
State and local agency representatives (e.g. voca-
tional education and economic developme agen-
cies); and
miscellaneous others (e.g., Federal Gove ment
and trade assodation representatives, Ind idual
,scholars, and experts).

Sampling Methodology. Representatives o tradi-
\ tiorial educational institutions were randomly pled,

while atteMpts were made to contact all tho n the
other five Aubgroups. The initial goal of obta. ng 25
interviews from the traditional education su oup
.nd 75 fron the remaining subgroups had to e re-
ised, due o nonresponse rates among the fiv other

sti groupS. Actual portion& are presented bel

Fi Sam les and Response Rates

A total o, 506 interviews were completed r the
study There 4w ser9-(405-ifiTia7Zir ion
equipment, 8 in electric and electronic equipment,
and 100 in hdustria1 and metalworking machinery),
101 produr, and 402 others. In the others sample,
there were 'traditional educators, 11 educators from
proprieta educational institutions, 13 union repre-
sentative , 2 representatives of the training industry,
17 repre ntatives of State and local agencies, and 25
"others.

The response rates obtained (defined as the number
of completed interviews plus refusals) were 842 percent
overall, 76 percent for theausers, 89 percent for the pro-
ducers, and 95 percent for the others. The completion

rates (defined as the number of completed interviews
divided by all completes plus all incompletes) were
,somewhat lower, due to unknowledgeable, unavail-
able, or nonlocatable respondents. Table A-3 sum-
marizes the final completion status of the telephone
surveys conducted with further explanations of various
completion statuses in table A-4.

Data Collection Instruments and Methodology

SURVEY INSTRUMENTS .

Three telephone survey instruments (for users, pro-
ducers, and others) were developed for the study. The
instruments were dosed-ended in formati.e., re-
sponse options were provided for most of the ques-
tions. A core set of questions was asked three groups,
along with additional questions designed specifically
for each group. The instruments were designed to re-
quire approximately 15 to 20 minutes per interview.

In general, the instruments were designed to obtain
information about the extent and nature of the involve-
ment of the respondents with programmable automa-
tion technology, their involvement with education and
training itcused on the application of various forms
of programmable automation in manufacturing stt-
tings, and their opinions about a variety of issues re-
lated to such instruction. In addition, questions on
basic background characteristics (e.g., size of the work
force) were also included in the instruments.

Table A-5 presents the major topics covered by the
three survey instruments. The greatest number of ques-
tions were asked of the users, although most topics
were Covered in the three instruments. One major dif-

Table A-3.Final Response and Completion, Statuses of Telephone Surveys

users
Status codes Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 All users Producers Others Total survey sample
Complete 105 98 100 303 101 102 §06Admin Hdqtrs 32 21 22 75 1 76Not working 11 9 11 31 11 42No answer 1 1

At''
12 24 24No new tech 39 39No EST

3 3Duplicate 1 g 3 7 7 17Final refusal 31 28 35 94 12 5 111Not available , 11 13 13 37 23 14 74Not locatable 21 14 35 9 5 49EST knowledge - 1 1 1Response rates' 77% 78% 74% 76% 89% 95% 82%Completion rates° 71% 61% 62% 65% 70%. 81% 68%a
Response rate No completes

x 100 .
(No completes) + (No final refusals)

No. completesCompletlan rate - x 100
(No completes) + (No. nonCompletes)

SOURCE %Neste.
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, Table A.4.Definitions of Completion, Ineligible,
and Nonresponse Status Codes

I Completion
A . Complete (C)completed entire interview A complete

meant alrpertinent questions have been answered.
IL Inellgibility(Yhe following categories of respondents were

.screened out of the survey.)
A. Admit? hdqtrs (I)user establishment is an ad-

ministrative headquarters which does not perform a
manufacturing function.

B. Not working (NW)phone number is-not in service
and, after calling directory assistance, there is no new
listing for that facility.

C. No answer (NA)there is.no answer after three at
tempts at different times on different days.

D. No new tech (NL)producers only; if producer
establishment is not manufacturing or selling new
technology included in the survey.

E. No EAT (S2)otheEs only, if respondent represents
a traditional educational institution, proprietary educa-
tional institution, or a training firm, which does not
have an education and training program.

F. Duplicate (0A)duplicate respondent..
IlL Noncompletion (The following categoriet of respondents

are included in Computation of a completion rete.)
A, Final.refusal(RB)respondent refuses the interview

or breaks off interview.
B. Not available pyrespondent was not available dur-

ing field period.
C. Not locatable (S1)appropriate respondent was not

located after ttlree referrals or the respondent was not
knowledgeable about new technology for his/her
establishment.

sounce Westat

ference should be noted in the questions on education
and training in the three instruments. Users were asked
about the EdirCatiiiiiand trainirprovided to-theirowrr
ertiployees. In contrast, producers and others were
asked about the instruction they provide to customers
or clientele, not their own staff.

The instruments were developed in several stages by
Westat & Hadron staff, in colla ration with OTA.
At the start of the reseach effort 12 in-depth interviews
were conducted, in person and on the telephone by
Westat & Hadron staff, to identify important issues
and develop possible questions and response options
for the instrument. A topic guide was developed for
these interviews.

Based on these preliminary interviews, a list of draft
questions and response options was submitted to
OTA. Comments from OTA staff and further inter-
views by Westat & Hadron staff were used to refine
and shorten the questionnaires.

The instruments were pretested by the Westat Tele-
phone Center on a small number of respondents, and
further minor changes resulted from the pretests.

Data ?dialysis

SAMPLE WEIGHTS

Since disproportionate sampling procedures were
employed in drawing the user samplesi.e., different
sampling ratios were used for the different strata

Table A-5.Topics in Survey Instruments

User Producer Other

Background
Year founded X X X
Gross sales X X X

Work force or clientele characteristics X X X

Computer automation
Use, production, or sale of new technologies X X

Extent of computerization . $
X

CompUterized integration of equipment X

Education and training (E&T)
Presence of general E&T, and E&T for new technology X X X

Priority given to setting up E&T X. X X

Barriers to setting up new technology instruction X X X

Work force/clientele- percentage who received or will need E&T X X

Number of instructors for new technology X X X

Forms of instruction ' X 7( X

Sources for designingldelivering instruction X

Target occupational groups 5
i X X X

Skill and knowledde areas covered X X .X,
Policies and opportunities on E&T outside the company X

Opinions 4

Current and future readiness of institutions to provide instruction X X X -

' Options tor institutional Collaboration on E&T' - X X X

Sources of funding for E&T X X X

sounce Wstai.
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*
Mechanisms to equalize the _differential probabilities
of selection-attached to establishments from the dif-
ferent strata were required. Such weighting adjust-
ments are necessary in cases where generalizations are
made from the sample to a larger sampling frame or
universe, and to take int6 account nonresp6nse.

Weights were\applied only to the user sample and
the others. Weights were not necessary for the produc-
ers, since they did not constitute a sampteirom a larger
universe of such firms. Users were given weights §Uch
that the sample represented an estimated 24,142c-
tive and eligible establishments in the NBL frameT-
and the other sample was weighted to represent the
280 others in the wiginal sampling list. The estimated
24,142 active and eligible user establishments was 61)-
tained by summing up the weig,hts of the responding
establishments in the sample and compares with about
30,000 establishments in the designated SIC groups in
the NBL frame.

The sampling weights for the OTA samples (user
and other groups) were computed from the formula
where

S'4\

= The weight for establishment i in
stfatum h (fofr a particular group).

nh = The- totatriumber of establishments (in
the frame) in stratum h. *

Nh = The number of establishments in stratum,
h that were finally sampled.

n 'h = 'The number of eligible ind responding
establishments in stratum h.

n 'h = The number of eligible but nonresponding
establishments in stratum h.

The factor, (n n 'h)/n 'h, in the above expression
represents an upward adjustmen for total question-
naire nonreswnse. The weight for 'yen establish-
ment depends on the stratum (and group) from which
the establishment was sampled but is uniform for all
responding establishments in a particular stratum,
Weights for the establishments selected with certain-
ty would b91.0 if there were no nonresponding cases,
and otherwise exceed 1.0 by a factor representing an
adjustment pr nonresponse.

'Table A:6.Sampling Weights for Estimation.),

Resp ndent group
Sampling stratum

Certainty < 20 employees 20-99 employees'I00-499 employees 500+ employees
User 1 ( ansportation)
User electric and electronic)
U Ondustrial and metalworking)

thers

2.5 155.2
4.0 248.4
1.0 419.0
1.2 Noncertaintiesa: 4.7

42.8
74.5

136.6
.,

18.4
36.1
52.2

4.8
10.0
c0.3

./aAs Indicated In "Others" section In text, all traditional edUcitors except for educational Institutions were Included In the sample with certainty. Educational institutions/ wore- sampled at a fixed rate of about 1 prior to adjustments for nonyesponse
SOURCE Westat.
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Appendix B'

industiial Relatione

s
Overview /

The activities,,institutions, and circumstances of in-
- dustnal, or labor-management, relations influence the

implementation of new technology .and its conse-
quences within firms and industries. In particular, they
contribute to employment patterns- ahd workplace
conditions that might not arise With technology change
and iparket forces alone. Therefore, an understanding
of industrial relations is necessary for understanding
not only how programmable automation may affect
company and industry employment and wage levels,
buttalso how job content, piomoticin paths, and work-
place corfclitions may change with programmable auto-
-mation, and why empjoyees and management in dif-
ferent companies and industries may gave different ex-
periences with 'technological change. %

N., Despite the important role of industrial relations in
i the U.S. etonomy, the analysis of industrial relation*
t nds to be relatively imprecise and experiential. As +
ó½ participant in the OTA Labor Markets and Indus-'
tri4 Relations Workshop put it, there seem to be more
"ad oc-eries" than true theories for explaining indus-
triaJJ relations phen9mena. Further complicating an
eva uation of industrial relations issues are the differ-
encjs in approach taken by different analyits. For ex-t.

am le, most labor economists and so-called industrial
relationists tend to regaid workers and anagers as
having opposing interests, with worker striving to
minimize work effort and .maximize mpensation,
and managers striving to minimize cost and maximize
production. Most organizational behavioris and or-

\ ganizational development specialists tend contrast, .

to regard morkers and managers as.s aring basically
similar interests that stem from their association with
the same organizations. The former group tends to
focui on the ''setting of wages and ather "economic"
issues, whilb the latter grmip tends to focus on job
satisfaction and performance, supervisory relation-
ships, and job design.'

A final, but critical, factor complicating attempts
at precise analysis of industrial relations issues is the
fact that rhetoric that tends to exaggerate tonfittbe-
tween labor and in;nagement can obscwe the actual
arcumstances of industrial relations, pAticularly in
unionized settings. According to some observer's, rhe-

Teter Fewneand Hoyt N. Wheela, Will the Real Industnal Conflict PleaSe
Stand Up?" in US. Industrial Relations 1950-1980: A Critical Assessment,
Jack Steiber, et al. (eds.) (Madison, Wis.: Industrial Relations Research Asso-.
dation 1981).

Int.

C.

torical hostility between organized labar and manage-
ment has been eipecially high chiring the last few years:

., . (W)e are"witnessing a continuation of this recent
high level of rhetorical hostility between labor and man-
agement compared to the situation thakpreyailed dur-)1ing most of the 1950-80 period. In addi , . . . the,
onesidedness of our (and the traditional finition of,
conflict as worker action shows a tendency to obfuscate
the reabty of conflict between managers.and workert,
for it leads us to reject aggressive action by manage-
men t.? ,

This rhetoric, amplified by the news media irjrthe con-
text of detenorating economic conditions, may bias
public opinion against oranited labor, despite the lack
of objective analysis of the contributions of bOth labor-
and management activities to current economic condi-
tions.

The popular, and even the researa, view'of indus-
tnal relations tends to focus on unionized settings,
since unions (and employee associatiOni that function
similarly) serve to focus ahd articulate the,.concerns
of workers both at the workplace and in the communi-
ty, although only a portion of U.S. companies and
woikers are unionized. The union-nonunion distinc-
tion is misleading, however, because labor-manage-
ment relations fall Mto appectrum that includes inter-
mediate arrangements kpritaining greater and lesser
numbers of pure union-like and nonUnion-like attri-
butes. The principal difference 1,etween the union and-
the nonunion setting ik that in the nonunion setting,
management typically iinposes job descriptions, wage
levels, working conditions, and technological change
unilaterally, while in the union setting, many of the
terms of the workplace are ,jointly set by labor and
management through a negotiation process. Therefore,
leke' role or conduct of labor is as important as that of
management in the unionized setting.

Unions are of particular, but not exclus e, interest
fo a study_of the impacts of prOgra le automa-
tion because workers in many of the occupations and
industries , where programmable automation is ex-
pected to have the greatest impacts are especially likely
to belong to unions. Unions whOse members will be
exposed to programmable automation include those
representing workers in metalworking nianufacturing
industries, such as the United Auto Workers, the In-.

I

ternational Association of Machinists (IAM), the In-
ternational Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,, and
others that are listed in a paper by W. Cooke, appen-

- ...

'Ibid.

.
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dix C Although the median size for national unions
is around 25,000 members, several unions represent-
ing manufacturing workers are among the largest, with
memberships between 100,000 and 1.5 million. See
table B-1. While unions may influence the adoption
of programmable automation and its impacts on their
members, the adoption of prograrnziable automation
may in turn affect the strengths and abilities of unions
insofar as job content, numbers of djfferent types of
workers, wage levels, and job satisfaction levels
change How unions change as,programmable automa-
tion is adopted has implications for both the spread
of automation and the characteristics of industrial
relations.

In addition to unions, and to the various entities that
influence labor-management relations in unionized set-

_ tings (e.g., the National Labor Relations Board, the
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, arbitra-
tors, and the courts), there are other institutions that
shape industrial relations in both tinionized and non-
unionized settings and that may influence the adop-
tion of programmable automation and its impacts.
These include labor-management committees (insti-

'U S Bureau of Labor Stabstics, Directory of National Unions and Em-
ployee Associations. 1980

tuted in both uniontzed and nonunionized settings),
and government regulatory agencies such as the Occu-
pational Safety and Health Administration and the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

The remainder of this section will provide a b
description of the collective bargaining p and
outline some of the issues facing labor' organizations
and management in the context of the spread of pro-
grammable automation. Union and management atti-
'Rides and practices regarding education and training
and working environment issues are addressed else-
where in this report. Industrial relations in nonunion
settings is not addressed in this technical memoran-
dum.

Legal/Regulatory Framework

The central feature of labor-management relations
in the unionized setting is collective bargaining, the
process of negotiating thp terms and conditions of
work that will be codified in a contract that may ap-
ply for a period of 1 to 3 or more years. Guidelines
for collective bargaining governing the processes of
unionization'and selection of worker representatives,
procedures for bargaining and resolving disputes, and

Table B.1.National Unions and Employee Associations Reporting 100,000 Members or More, 1978'

Organization°
!vlembers .

n thousands) Organization°
Members

(in thousands)
Unions: Unions:Continued

Teamsters (Ind.). 1,924 (NAGE) (Ind.) 200
Automobile Workers (Ind.).

09uarnment
1,499 Railway Clerks 200

Steelworkers 1,286 Rubber 200
State, County 1,020 Retail, Wholesale 198
Electrical (IBEV!) ... ........... 1,012 Painters 190
Machinists . 921 Oil, Chemical 180
Carpenters -

Retail Clerks
769 Fire Fighters
736 Transportation Union

---.
'.!...5 . 176

176
Service Employees 625 Iron Workers

---)
175

Laborers 610 Bakery, Confectionery, Tobacco 167
Communications Workers 508 Electrical (UE) (Ind.) 166
Clothing and TextHe Workers 501 Sheet Metal 150
Meat Cutters 500 Transit Union . 154
Teachers 500 4 Boilermakers 146
Operating Engineers 412 Transport Workers 130
Hotel 404 Printing and Graphic 120
Ladies' Garment . 348 Maintenance of Way , 119
Plumbers 337 Woodworkers 118'
Musicians 330 Office 105
Mine Workers (Ind.) . 308 tessOciations:
Paperworkers 284 National Education Association 1,696
Government (AFGE) 266 Nurses Association 187
Electrical (WE). 255 Classified School Employees , 150
Postal Workers- 246 Police 140
Letter Carriers 227 California 105

i-Bassd on reports to the Bureau An unions not Identified as (Inct) are affiliated with the AFL-CIObFor mergers and Changes since 1978, see app A

SOURCE U,S ()apartment of Labor. "Diroctory of National Unions and Employee Associations. 1979 "
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the sanctioning f unfair labor practices on the part
of both management and labor, are found in several

-pieces of Federal legislation: 1) the National Labor
Relations Act (Wagner Act, NLRA) of 1935, which es-
tabhshed the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
for labor practi rulemakmg, investigation, and
dispute-adjudicat on; and 2) its amendments promul-
gated in 1947 (T t-HartleyAAct) and 1959 (Landrum-
Griffin Act).4 statutory framework forxollective
bargaining has r mained unchanged since 1959, al-
though attempts at legal reform were Made unsuccess-
fully in the late 1970's.

\ Labor contracts can have enormous influence on
, how progjammable automation affects existing and
\jtuture workers in unionized firms. What kind of influ-

-ence they have depends on what i, included in the con-
tracts, how the contract's are anistered, and how
NLRB, arbitrators, and courts mterpret provisions sub-
ject to dispute.

The NLRA estahhshed that "wages, hours, and other
termg and conditions of employment" constitute man-
datory bargamingmaterial. NLRB has interpreted this
provision to mean that labor and management may
negotiate over iss es in two categories, one category
of issues for whic bargaining is mandatory, and one
category or issues or which bargaining is permissible
but not mandato . NLRB and court-rulings on the
adoption of (con entional) automation through the
1970's generally i posed a requirement to bargain as
to the effects of a tomation on workers, but not on
the decision of w ether and when to introduce auto-
mation.

Automatiou and the Law

Past NLRB and court rulings have generally treated
the decision to au omate as protected by "managerial
rights" establishe4l in labor contracts. The breadth of
the managerial rihts protection depends on the lan-
guage of the cont act and its interpretation, given man-

- agernent's other bligations. Managerial rights have
been construed t apply (in the absence of proven anti-
union conduct) to the control of the production proc-
.ess, including the making of changes in property,
plant, and equipment associated with production. Al-

-though changes n property, plant, and equipment can .
affect the term and conditionsof employment, and
can, especially n the long term, lead to reductions'in
company empl yment levels, NLRB rulings to date im-
plYthat emplo1yers need not bargain where.new tech-
nology "does not deprive employees of jobs, work op-
portunities, or otherwise cause a real change in work-
ing condition " immediately.' Similarly, arbitration

4.2111S.G sec. 51-167 (1964)
'Joseph Manne lfew Technology and the Law, notes for remarks pre-

.,sented a lAM Ebxronjct and New Technology Conference, Sept. 21, 1982

oi

nilings regarding the interpretation of existing con-_
tracts suggest thaf management is accorded broad dis-
cretion for _implementing new technology, altering
work rules, and reallocating work between employees
in the bargaining unit and others as a result of tech-
nological change, in the absence of specific contract
language governing such changes.*

Both the language of NLRA and past rulings of
NLRB and the courts leave unanswered many ques-
tions regarding the scope and timing of bargaining to
which an employer is obligited regarding the adop-
tion of new teclmolbgy in general and programmable
automation in particular' Consequently, in the ab-
sence of new legislation, the development of .clearer
standards for collective bargaining regarding program-
mable automation would appear to await the passage
of time and the development of precedents through
NLRB and court rulings. The development of prece-
dent, in turn, will depend in part on -the changing
membership of the NLRB which iicomprised of presi-
dential appointees serving 5-year terms Additional
discussion of the role of NLRB may be found in a paper
by W. Cooke, appendix C.

Contract Language

Existing contracts vary greatly in the degree to which
they can influence the adoption of programmable
automation or its effects. The substantive foCus of
most labor contracts has historically been on such mat-
ters as wages and hours, wOrk rules and labor grades,
and procedures for grievance resolution. Indeed, a
gOvernment survey of labor contracts covering at least
1,000 workers that were in effect at the beginning of
1980 indicates concern over only one issue directly
relevant to the adoption of progjammable automation
advance notice of technological change. See table
B-2. The general lack of specificity of past contracts
with respect to technological change suggests that most
unionized workers are preoccupied with the so-called
"bread and butter" issues of wages and hours and that
they may accept management's responsibility to make
and implement decisions necessary to keep the com-
pany financially healthy and competitiveexcept, per-
haps, where those decisiems can be clearly linked to
threats to job security. The infrequency of specific
language regarding technological change may also
reflect a lack of appreciation on the part of workers
of how technological Change may affect employment

'Doris B. McLauedin, 'Ile Impact of Labor Unions on the Rate and Direc-
tion of Technological Innovation," report prepared for the National Science
Foundation (Detroit, Mich.. Wayne State University, institute of Labor and
Industrial Relations, 1979), and Manners, op. cit

"Notes: Automation and Collective Bargaining," Harvard Law Review,
84, 4971.

'Robert S Greenberger, "Reagan NLRB Tilts Toward Management," Wall
Street Journal, Aug. 2, 1982.
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Table B-2.-Major Collective Bargaining Agreements Advance Notice Provisions by industry
(agreements covering 1,000 workers or more, January 1, 1080)

Industry
All agreements

Requiring,advance notice

Total Layoff
Plant shutdown

or relocation Technological change
Agreements Workers Agreements Workers Agreements Workers Agreements Workers Agreements Workers

At I lnduattia 1,550 4511:1,800 78S 4088,100 in 2806,700 ISO 704200 112 1,201,550Manufacturing .. 750 3,025,150 499 2,202,350 431 1,758,750 106 504,950 81 713,950Food, kindred products . 79 234,200 45 159,1;00 36 . 83,030 14 89,903 12 32,850Tobacco 'manufacturing , 8 21,8:0 a 21,800 v. 5 16,100 a 11,500Textile min products . 11 28.850 7 21,000 2 2,300 1 5,000 6 19,800Apparel. 31 207,900 11 118,000 2 8,200 2 , 18,200 8 98,800Lumber, wood products . 11 17,100 4 8,700 4 6,700 1 1,500Furniture, fixtures- 17 23,100 11 13,100 9 10,800 2 2,300PePer, allied products . 42 65,000 20 34,903 10 17,950 9 15,250 9 17,100Printing and publishing . 15 31,800 14 30,800 12 28,400 3 3,300 9 24,800Chemicals 36 81,700 25 38,650 23 34,450 2 3,600 5 9,1330Petroleum refining 15 25,500 9 15,500 a 13,000 a 11,500 1 1,700Rubber and plastics 14 68,850 12 52,500 9 20,250 4 34,050 2 23,450Leather products 11 23,100 5 9,750 3 6,303 1 1,100 2 3,450Storm, clay, and glass 23,600 28 83,050 21 67,750 15 51,150 17,350Primary meta/s 460,600 48 123,603 43 126,550 7 75,650 3 8,800Fabricated metals.. . 41 97,000 87,150 32 79,750 a 11,800
Nonelectrical machinery .. 81 242,150 65 212,103 64 210.900 11 50,150 7 12,650Electrical machinery. , 83 323,750 81 259,850 59 188,300 10 99,700 1 9,000Transportatton eCtsjprnent 112 957,100 78 810,150 74 807,200 5 13,550 9 437,400Instruments 11 27,650 11 . 27,650 11 27,650 3 5,550
Miscellaneous manufacturing . 9 14,600 4 6,200 4 6,200

Nonmanufacturing . 800 3,588,650 297 1,465,750 251 1,229,950 42 204,250 81 487,700
Mining, crude petroleum, and natural gas .... 16 , 169,050 6 148,200 4 133,200 140,000Transportation."... _ 62 469,550 24 128,600 18 . 55,950 10 78.950 5 23,650Communications. . .. ,80 620,000 ea 492,450 61 483,850 3 18,250 7 87,450Utilities, electric, and gas . . , 81 210,700 53 155,800 so 135,350 2 3,750 9 36,450Wholesale trade . 12 23,903 6. 18,250 5 11,200 1 1,550 2 5,500Retail trade 123 405,200 82 304,450 64 228,500 17 48,030 43 146,950Hotels and restaurants 31 148,300 12 51,050 10 12,250 1 1,000 3 21,750Services . 9. -scs 323,450 28 115,600 22 98,150 5 31,500 9 45,950Construction 327 1,195,000 21 72,350 19 54,700 3 21,250
Miscellaneous nonmanufacturing 2 3,500

NOTE: Nonaddttive
sExciudes railroads and airlines.

SOURCE U S oepartment of Labor, "Characteristics of Major Collective Bargaining Agreements, January 1, 19d0," May 1981.

and working conditions, and/or an inal;ility of unions
to negotiate successfully for such language.

Overall, the scope of labor contracts began to ex-
pand beyond traditional provisions in the 1960's in
response to technological change, growth in foreign
competition, and growth in the practice of subcon-
tracting work to both domestic, and particularly for-
eign, firms Clauses in the following areas, which may
be relevant tothe adoption of programmable automa-
tion, have become more common during the past two
decades:

JOb and Wage Security. Retraining (for whom,
who pays); layoff, transfer, and relocation proce-
dures; "red-circling" (maintenance) of wages of
persons transferred to lower paying jobs, sever-
ance payments; early retirement.
Technology Change Advance notice, consulta-
tion; establishment of labor-management advi-
sory committees.

In 1966 the Automation Commission endorsed the
practice of advance notice of technological change as
a measure that the private sector could take to facilitate
adjustments in the labor market, together with explicit

advance planning by companies for attrition and other
internal work force adjustments.' A comparison of
contract scope in the mid-1960's and the early 1980's
is provided in a paper by M. Roberts, appendix C.

Additional areas for labor contract change in con-
nection with programmable automation include modi-
fication of work hours (currently included in some con-
tracts as a means of adapting to periods of slack busi-
ness), specific triggers for reopening negotiations
before contracts formally expire, procedures for reclas-
sifying workers, definition of and assignment of work
to the bargaining unit, and involvement of labor rep-
resentatives in planning, design, and purchase deci-
sions for automated systems. Whether, when, and how
labor contracts accommodate the adoption of automa-
tion will depend on many factors, such as the dura-
tion of the current concessionary bargaining trend and
the weight given to technological change relative to
other concerns by both labor and management. 1AM,
for example, appears to attach great weight to tech-

'Technology and the Amerkan Economy, report of the U.S. National Com-
mission on Tedmology, Automation, and Econorruc Progress, February 1980.
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nological change, especially automation, as a bargain-
ing issue; it has included technological change provi-
sions in model contract language it has developed since
the 1960 S. In 1982, two IAM locals engaged in long-
term strikes over proposed work-rule changes associ-
ated with programmable automation.'°

A key question with regard to the impacts of pro-
grarnmable automation on industrial relations among
unionized firms is whether the collective bargaining
frameworf is adequate for meeting needs of both labor
and management with respect to programmable auto-
mation. At this time, there does not appear to be em-
pincal data suitable for evaluating how programmable
automation may affect industrial relations, and vice
versa. Participants in ihe OTA Labor Markets and In-
dustnal Relations Workshop appeared to agree that
collective bargaining can accommodate new needs

.0assoaated with programinable automation, although
some partiapants maintained that the resiliency of col-
lective bargaining depends in part on how the relative
bargaining power of unions and management changes
in response to new technology and to other factors.
A discussion of relative bargaining power is provided
in a paper by W. Cooke, appendix C.

"Manlyn Chase. WA Rule Changes sought, American Metal Market,
Metalworking News, Oct 25, 1952 ;

Institutional Change

The overall bargaining power of unions relative to
management and the overall role played by unions in
the transition to new manufacturing technologies, in-

' cluding programmable automation, depend on the ex-
tent of union representation and on the response of
unions to specific aspects of programmable automa-
tion (and Other new technologies). FaCtors influencing
union representation and union responses to new tech-
nology are outlined below.

Union representation is largely a function of numeri-
caltstrength. Changes in the numerical strength of the
labor movement as a whole are widely acknowledged
Although membership in labor organizations has
grown, the proportion of the labor force that is
organized and the rate of growth of union member-
ship have both declined during recent decades, and
unions have been less successful in arranging and win-
ning elections. Moreover, unions have become less suc-
cessful in overcoming decertification efforts in the past
few years. See figure B-1.

Factors Influencing Union Representation

The erosion of overall union representation has been
attributed to many factors, including changes in em-

Figure B.1.Change in Union Representaflon Over Time

Chart 1. Membership of national unions, 1930786
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Chart 3. Union membership as a percent of total labor force
and of employees in nonagricultural establishments,
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SOURCE 't) 5 Department ,)1 LatO r, "Directory of National Unkos and employee Associations, 1979 "
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ployer practices (as a factor enhancing employer effec-
tiveness in avoiding unionization), relocation of pro-
duction, structural change in the economy, and prolif-
eration of new p rties to industrial relations activities.
It is uncertain, ho ever, whether the overall economic
strength of unions has declined commensurately.

Modern personnel practices may diminish the incen-
tive of workers to organize where management pro-
vides grievance procedures, complaint channels, corn-
paw information, fair compensation, and other serv-
ices or benefits that unions have been instrumental in
launching at unionized firms Personnel practices have
improved as a result of growth in government regula-
tion of employment conditions, growth in business
school training of managers, increased attention' of
business school curricula to human resource manage-
ment, and other factors " One industrial relations
analyst relates change in employer practices to the
spread among managers of the view that "unions ex-
ist as a reflection of management failures," although
he notes that sucl-1 generalizations tend to be unmer-
ited reflecting doctrine rather than analysis of specific
situations 12 A review of the industrial relations litera-
ture shows that this characterization appears to be ac-
cepted by many academic observers of industrial rela-
tions trends.

The shift.in location of production from unionized
to nonunionized regions in the United States, and from
the United States to other countries, has also dimin-
ished the union presence in the workplace. Locational
shifts occur for many reasons, most related to costs,
and in some cases including a desire by management
to evade unions.'3 Where locational sbifts involve
plant closings, unions can gain political support
through community opposition to closings.* On the
other hand, management develops political support
(though not necessarily at the local level) by relating
locational and other decisions to business strategy for
maintaining competitiveness. Althoughcompetitive-
ness" has become a battle cry in rhetorical wars be-
tween unions and employers, the true extent of the ef-
fect of unions on industrial competitiveness, and the
soundness of that rationale for relocating production
facilities away from unionized areas, are uncertain.

Another important factor in observed erosion of
union representalion is structural change in the econ,-
omy. In brief, growth in 'service industry relative to
manufacturing employment, and growth of public sec-

"E) Quinn Mills, "Managernent Performance," and Fred K. Foulkes, "Large
Non Unionized EmPloyers," in U S Industrial Relations 1950-1980- A Criti-
cal Assessment, Jack Steiber, et al, (eds ) (Madison, Wis. Industrial Rela-
tions Research Assdaation, 1981)

"Ibid
-"Ibid

'Point debateil in 1982 OTA Labor Markets and Industrial Relations Work-
shop

tor relative to private sector employment have in-
creased the proportion of employment opportunities
in occupations and industries with traditionally lim-
ited union representation. See figure B-2. Moreover,
growth in electronics and other so-called "high tech"
industries which have little union representation rela-
tive to traditional manufacturing has also reduced the
proportion of employment in unionized industries (al-
though unionized, traditional manufacturing industries
employ more people than high-tech industries).* The
continuation of these divisions between predommantly
union and nonunion industries and sectors is uncer-
tain.

Finally, several new parties have entered the indus-
trial relations arena in the past two to three decades.
First, the use of consultants who specialize in person-
nel management and in combating unions and the es-
tablishment of labor-management committees have
grown among both unionized and nonunionized
firms." Although the legality of labor-management
committees in unionized firms has been questioned (as
possibly unfair employer interference in the bargain-
ing process), and although some unions regard com-
mittees as conflicting with the bargaining process,
many committees have been established through epl-
lective bargaining, And legal problems are being
resolved.' The long-term impacts of labor-manage-

'A BLS analysis conducted for the Joint Economic Committee notis that %
high-tech industries account for 4,6 percent of total wage and salary employ-
ment By contrast, all manufacturing industry wage and salary lobs com-
prise about 22 percent of the total.

'This point was raised at the OTA Labor Market and Industrial Rela-
tions Workshop and in a roundtable reported in Fortune magazine, Sept 20,
1982

'Point discussed at the OTA Labor Market and Industrial Relations
Workshop,

Figure B.2.Job Growth for Major Occupational
Categories Under Alternative Economic Projections,
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ment committees on union-management relations are
unclear, since existing committees differ in focus (e.g.,
trainmg, quality control) and scope, and since the cur-
rent increase in interest in committees seems linked at
least in part to current economic conditions and im-
port levels.

Second, new regulations and regulatory bodies be-
gan tt- influence labor-management relations in the
areas of occupational safety and health protection and
equal opportunity in hiring and promotion in the
1960's and 1970s, beginning with the 1969 Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act and continuing with the 1970
Occupational Health and Safety Act and the 1972
Equal Employment Opportunity Act." New regula-
tions served to force changes in union practices, includ-
ing contract modification. Some observers believe that
government regulation of hiring, promotion, and occu-
pational health and safety practices may have under-
mined the value of collective bargaining in those areas,
by establishing new complaint mechanisms for work-
ers outside the traditional industrial relations frame-
work, and placing an emphasis on concerns of the indi-
vidual worker rather thln the bargaining unit." Occu-
pational health and safety regulations, in particular,
may also affect unions by promoting technology
change in general and automation in particular. And,

'Pubhc Law 91-173, Public Law 91-596 and Public Law 92-261 respec-
hvely

"Phyths A Wallis and James W DnscolLSipal Issues m Collective Bar-
gaining. in Li $ Industrial Relations 1950-1i A &local Assessment, Jack
Steiber, et al (eds.) (Madison, Wis Industnal Relations Research Associa-
tion, 1981)

as noted earlier, regulations motivaied improvement
in personnel management.

Programmable automation may present opportuni-
ties or liabilit* for labor organizations. How labor
organizations are affected by programmable automa-
tion depends onhow the equipment and systems are
developed and implemented, and on where they are
used. To develop an understanding of how program-
mable automation may affect labor organizations, a
variety of issues should be addressed, such as the
aspects of programmable automation design and im-
plementation that may be fundamental to union (and
other labor) responses to programmable automation,
the degree to which workers consider programmable
automation desigi and implementation characteristics
to be inevitable or negotiable, and, in particular, the
impact of programmable automation on the organiz-
ing base for unions.

While unions are perceived as representing primarily
production workers, the application of programmable
automation to all aspects of the manufacturing proc-
ess, induding nonproduction activities such as draft-
ing and inventory control, may broaden the base of
workers interested in organizing. Already, scientific/
engineering and clerical unions have been formed,
serving constituencies which may be especially vulner-
able to technological change in the future. Whether
nonproduction workers do organize at higher rates,
and if they do, whether they join unions dominated
by production workers or separate labor Organiza-
tions, may be important factors in determining how
labor organizations influence the spread of program-
mable automation and moderate its impacts.
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Appendix C

Papers Prepared for Workshop

The following papers were prepared as background
materials for the OTA Labor Markets and Industrial
Relations Workshop which was held July 27, 1982.
Their content and conclusions are the sole responsibil-
ity of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the
views of OTA.

1. 'The Economics of Technical Progress: Labor
Issues Arising From the Spread of Programmable
Automation Technologies," by Eileen Appelbaum.

2 "Assessing the Future Impacts on Employment of

Technological Change: An, Input-Output Ap-
proach," by Faye Duchin.

3. 'The Effect of Technical Change on Labor," by
Louis Jatobson and Robert Levy.

4. "Programmable Automation: Its Effect on the
Scientific-Engineering Labor Market," by William
N. Cooke.

5. 'Technology and Labor," by Markley Roberts.
6. "Labor-Management Relations in an Era of Pro-

grammable Automation," by William N. Cooke.

THE ECONOMICS OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS: LABOR ISSUES
ARISING FROM THE SPREAD OF PROGRAMMABLE
AUTOMATION TECHNOLOGIES

by Eileen Appelbaum*
Department of Economics
Temple University

July 27, 1982

One of the specific objectives of this workshop is
to place alternative analytic methods which may be
used to make inferences about programmable automa-
tion technologies and labor market issues in perspec-
tive A second objective is to specify the information
requirements associated with the formulation of ap-
propriate policies and legislative initiatives. The two
objectives are related in that the choice of variables
for study as well as the specification of the behavioral
relations among them is dictated by the system of anal-
ysis that is utilized. My remarks are directed to the
second set of questions which this panel will be con-
sidering, subsumed under the heading, 'To what ex-
tent are the production and use of programmable auto-
mation likely to result in unemployment of current
workers and job displacement?" My view is that an
adequate system of analysis is indispensable to an
evaluation of the questions raised in this section and
to the design of studies capable of providing reliable
information.

The first section of this paper is a critique of the
standard economic analysis of technology and employ-

*The author is a member uf the Working Gruup on Reindustrialization
at the University of Massachusetts (Amherst) and participates in its Subgroup
on Microelectronics and Work Process She is indebted to her colkagues for
valuable discussions. though she is solely responsible for the content of thus
paper and any errors in it
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ment. This view pro
the policy communit
are remarkably
to be true, but the an
clusions are not supp
rrients brief, and will
most critical weaknes
and most-important
structive task of devel

bly exercises some influence in
and elsewhere. Its conclusions
e. They may or-may not prove

ysis itself is faulty and the con-
d by it. I will keep my com-

it them to demonstrating the
gs of this approach. In the next
tion I will proceed to the con-
ing the economics of technical

progress to encompa the issues of interest to this
panel. The analysis presented in this section will, I
believe, make clear the existence of important relation-
ships that are not otherwise obvious, and will provide
qualitatively new insights in the analysis of the
employment issues. The final section will indicate the
kinds of studies that will best serve to increase our
knowledge of the effects of this latest round of automa-
tion on workers, jobs, and emproyment.

Critique of the Standard Economic
Analysis of Technology

The analytical methodology employed by econo-
mists to analyze the effects of the introduction of
robots on wages and employment of workers in the
affected industries and upon employment generally

ci
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tends to tnvialize what is a complex question, and of-
fers little policy guidance. This does not appear to
create any difficulties, mainly because the analysis
leads economists to the conclusion that, apart from
a short-term need for retraining, workers face no prob-
Jews. Thus, standard analysis suggests that robotics.
1) will have a positive impact on wage levels, 2) will
probably tend to reduce rather than increase unem-
ployment in the long run, and 3) will stimulate total
employment even in the industry introducing the
robots.' The analysis on which these conclusions are
based can only be characterized as glib and sdperficial.

In analyzing the wage and employment effects of
introducing robots, a typical approach taken by, econ-
omists is to present a hypothetical situation. One
typical presentation compotes the case in which a
widget factory adds one additional worker to its
existing production line and increases output by 4 units
a day to the case in which the firm buys several robots
and hires one additional worker to oversee them, thus
increasing output by 10 units a day. i;kt $20 per widget,
the author concludes that the value of a worker's mar-
ginal product has increaSed from $80 to $200 and that
the firm, which previously would have been unable
to pay any worker more than $80 wilInow be forced
by competition to pay this new worker something near
the $200 figure. This type of example, though com-
mon, is peculiar; an0 the argument behind it is logical-
ly incorrect:

It is strange that in this example the robots do not
replace any previously employed workers (welders,
painters, machinists, etc.), but are simply added to an
existing production process. It's an unusual technol-
ogy, indeed, that simply adds two or three robots to
an existing-process without materially affectirig that
process. As no workers have been replaced, utiliza-
tion of the robots simply increases employment by one
skilled worker because the robot requires maintenance
and oversight. Economists making this argument
sometimes conclude that the worker hired will be a
skilled worker. Now, robot-fixer may be a more skilled
job than painter or welder, but robot-minder is not.
With only two or three robots, the firm is likely to
contract out for robot maintenance, increasing em-
ployment in the contracting firm by considerably less
than one skilled worker. The worker hired by the firm
using o ly two or three robots is more likely to be a
relativ
the ro
this a

y unskilled adjunct to the robot, By making
t overseer both robot-minder and robot-fixer,
roach manages to evade entirely the issues in-

II .

I IN

'See, example, Richard K Vedder, Robotics and the Economy," a staff
study p red for the Joint Economic Comen lttee, Congress of the United

States, a 26, 1932 (Washington, D C U S. Government Printing Office,
19/32)

volved in the fact that some skills will be downgraded
even as others are increased.

Moreover, the argument is logically incorrect. In
going from the first case to the second, an increase of
capital (two or three robots) as well as an increase of
labor (one robot-fixer) has been slipped into the ex-

'ample. Capital and labor have both increased, and
consequently it is not possible to speak of an increase
in the marginal product of labor. Nor can the firm af-
ford to use the total increase in productivity to increase
wages. What this, argument appears tolknore is that
with an increase in wages for the newly hired worker
from $80 to $200, the rate of profit on capital has
decreased. The amount of capital has increased by two
or three robots, but all the increase in output has gone
to pay the wages of the robot-fixer. Consequently,
gross profits are unchanged. As a result, the ratio of
net profits to capital (the rate of profit on capital) has

,decreased. An even more serious consequence is that,
With gross profits unchanged, the firm will be unable
to amortize the new ,robots. How will it replace them
as they wear out?

Economists somertmes use oligopolistic industries
like auto and steel as illustrative examples in consider-_
ing what will happen to the price of, and demand for,
output. In these examples, price and quantity sold of
steel and cars are determined by impersonal market
forces. Auto and steel firms exercise no control over
market price and, in particular, they do not view price
as a strategic variable which they can manipulate to
restore profitability after the introduction of robots.
Nor are steel or auto workers capable of bargaining
for higher money wages as their productivity increases.
Thus, the introduction of robots reduces production
costs, increases supply, and ultimately causes prices
to decline and the quantity demanded to increase. The
problems with this analysis when applied to industries
like steel and aiitos are myriad. If firms exercise market
power to increase profit, or workers bargain for wage
increases, or the new technology requires greater in-
vestment, or the new technology is likely to become
obsolete in a short time as robots become more sophis-
ticated and hence has higher amortization costs, then
the decline in production costs will be damped, sup-
ply need not shift very much, prices need not fall very
much, and the quantity demanded need not be much
affected. Real wages and/or profits will increase and
demand may very well be affected, but simple text-
book models of supply and demand are not sufficient
for analyzing industries that are highly unionized,
capital intensive, and in which firms are able to exer-
cise market power. An alternative analysis which poses
very different questions and possibilities, is a prereq- ,

uisite to research.
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On one point standard economic analysis is correct.
there is no stopping the introduction of robots. Even
if it should turn out that employment is adversely af-
fected and the rate of profit on capital is approximately
the same after the introduction of robots as it was
before, firms cannot avoid trouble by never adopting
the new technology So long as some firms (in this
case, Japanese or European firms) are going to in-
troduce the new technique, U.S. firms will have to do
likewise or find they are unable to compete in world
markets In the absence of competition, firms have
sometimes delayed the introduction of cost saving
techniques to protect the value of existing capital. In
the presence of competition, delay risks loss of sales
and, hence, of jobs. U.S. firms will ultimately have
to adopt robotics and related tehnologies. If they do
so later rather than sooner, they will lose whatever
advantages accrue to having been among the leaders.

The Economics of Technical Progress:
Labor Issues Arising From the Spread of
Programmable Automation Technologies2

Programmable automation technologies are intro-
duced in order to reduce manufacturing cost per unit
of revenue That is, as a result of robotics, firms ex-
pect their net receipts from a given outlay to be higher
than they would have been otherwise. A successful in-
novation reduces costssaving labor cost, or saving
capital cost, or expanding the resource base and thus
saving resource cost. An innovation may be worth
making even if it raises one element of cost provided
that it reduces other elements more. Thus, program-
mable automation technologies will be introduced
because they reduce labor costs by increasing output
per -man-hour or by allowing the substitution of
cheaper for higher paid labor, or because they reduce
amortization charges by embodying major advances
in technique in new plant and equipment, thus reduc-
ing the risk that the capital stock will become pre-
maturely obsolete and extending its probable useful
life Such changes in technique may be cost saving even
if they increase capital costs. The effect of the new
technologies on wages and employment will vary,
however, depending on whether they are capital sav-
ing or capital using. Capital costs are increased, and
the new technique may be characterized as capital
using, if the,firm requires higher levels of investment
in order to achieve a given increase in capacity. It may

A rg urnent owes much tu Joan Robinson, Notes on the Economics
of Technical Progress," The Generahsahon of the General Theory and Other
Essays (New York St Martin's Press, 1979 (1952)) The Importance of capital
saving technology in economic development was suggested to me by Pro-
fessor Thomas Hughes of the University of Pennsylvania

1

be characterized as capital saving if less investment will
achieve a given increase in capacity, and it may be
characterized as neutral if the amount of investment
required to achieve a given increase in capacity is the
sarhe with the old and new techniques.

Whether 4,hey are capital using or capital saving,
programmable automation technologies are labor sav-
ing. A saving in labor cost may be due to an increase
in output per man-hour with the type of labor (i.e.,
the distribution of skill levels) unchanged, or it may
be due to the substitution of less skilled labor for more
skilled. It will, thus, be necessary to consider several
cases.

Wage and Employment Effects

Programmable automation technologies are likely
to spread throughout the manufacturing sector, though
they may have fewer applications in some industries
than in others. Consider first what will happen if these
technologies are capital saving (or neutral) and, in ad-
dition, are labor saving due to an increase,in output
per man-hour and not due to the deskillirig of work.
If money wage rates are unchanged following the in-
troducfion of robots and related technologies, then the
effect of these innovations depends on what happens
to the price of manufactured goods. If the price of these
products is unchanged, the net profit per unit of out-
put and net profit per unit of capital will be increased.
Real wages will be unchanged. If the prices of these
products decline, as a result perhaps of the strength
of foreign competition for the domestic market, then
real wage rates will rise. The increase in real wages
will be greatest when competition is strong enough to
force prices down to the point at which net profit per
unit of capital is the same after the change in technol-
ogy as it was before the change. Lesser price decreases
imply an increase in the rate of profit and smaller in-
creases in real wages. An alternative scenario is one
in which money wage rates increase in line with pro-
ductivity advances so that unit labor costs are con-
stant while prices are constant or increase. Again, so
long as competition is sufficient to assure that prices
increase by less than wages, real wages will increase.
The extent of the increase in real wages will depend
on the strength of competition in product markets,
which limits the increase in the rate of net profit on
capital following the introduction of the new tech-
nique. Provided that competition in product markets
is not entirely absent, real wages of manufacturing
workers will increase following the spread of program-
mable automation techniques if the proportion of
skilled manufacturing jobs does not decline.

The effect on employment in manufacturing de-
pends, in the first instance, on what happens to effec-
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tive demand for manufactured commodities and cap-
ital goods. To maintain a given level of manufactur-
ing employment, demand for manufactured goods (in-
cluding robots) must increase in the same proportion
as output per worker. If the new technology is capital
saving (or neutral), then_the increase in capital goods
required to maintain a given level of employment will
be less than proportionate (just proportionate) to the
increase in output forthcoming from that employment.
Then the increase in demand (including export de-
mand) for manufactu,red commodities will have to in-
crease more rapidly than (at the same rate as) output
per head in order to maintain employment constant.
If effective demand for manufactured products does
not grow apace, technological unemployment in man-
ufacturing will result. Keynesian demand management
policies may or may not be capable of increasing ef-
fective demand sufficiently to prevent unemployment
in individual industriesit depends on the extent to
which the new technology increases output per
worker. Given worldwide excess capacity in steel pro-
duction, for example, reliance on demand management
alone is insufficient to restore the U.S. steel industry's
employment to its 1979 level, even after cost saving
robots are introduced.

A reduction in the workwe with no reduction in
weekly income is an alternati maintain-
ing employment in manufacturi . The q estion that
arises is whether this can be done without raising unit
labor costs or reducing real weekly wages. If the new
technology is capital saving or neutral and doesn't
reduce the proportion of skilled jobs, the answer is
"yes." With output per worker increasing and the ratio
of investment to output constant or declining, it is
always feasible to reduce the workweek without a re-
duction in weekly income or an increase in price. The
increase in labor productivity in an industry may be
shared between a slower increase in weekly income
and a reduction in the workweek for workers in that
industry.* A reduction in the workweek under these

*The following example may clarify this point Consider a firm that
employs 10 workers at 40 hours a week and produces 100 widgets a week.
The workers are paid 51.00 an hour and the widgets are pnced at $5.00 each
Each worker earns $40 per week The total wage bill is S400 and total profits
are 5100. Now suppose a capital saving advance in technology is introduced
that increases output per worker by 50 percent, and that wages also rise by
50percent to SI 50 an hour Suppose that demand for widgets Increases, but
not enough tu maintain employment of al110 workers Suppose that demand
for widgets increases to 120 a week Following the advance in technology,
this output can be produced with only eight workers. The total wage bin
is now $450 leight workers working 40 hours al $1 50 an hour) The wage
bill has increas420 percent With no increase in price, total profits will in-
'crease to 5120, ilso a 20-percent Increase The eight workers are employed
a tutal ot 320 hours a week lt a decision is made to maintain employment
by reducing the wurkweek, the 10 wurkers will eaih wurk a 32 hour week
At SI .50 an hour, each worker will earn $48 a week The workweek has
decreased, labor costs have not increased, real weekly wages have increased
ithough more slowly than they otherwise would have), and the increase in
profits I's unaffected

circumstances is always possible. There are at least two
reasons, however, why it may not be practical. First,
a shorter workweek is only possible if prices of the in-
dustry's products do not decline. In the face of inter-
national competition for domestic markets, it may not
be possible to, meet this condition. Second, consider
what happens when some manufacturing industries are
better able than others to utilize the new technologies,
and thus achieve much greater ^increases in produ6ivi-
ty. If the standard workweek in manufacturing is re-
duced, the reduction is likely to apply to all manufac-
turing industries, including those with slower produc-
tivity gains. Labor costs and prices in industries wbere
productivity improves less must rise as a result of the
reduction in the workweek. If the products of such in-
dustries are capital goods, they will raise the final price
of the outputs of the technically progressive industries
in which they are used, possibly making them less
competitive in World markets. In any event, the in-
crease in the price of output of industries where the
new automation tehnologies are less aPplicable retards
the rise in real wages of workers. Thus, a reduction
in the weekly hours of manufacturing workers with
no duction in weekly income can most easily be un-

rtaken if: 1) programmable automation technologies
prove to be capital saving or neutral 2) real wages of
workers rise because money wages increase in line with
productivity increases while prices remain constant
(and not because money wages remain constant while
prices decline), and 3) the technologies are widely
spread among manufacturing firms and not much
more highly concentrated in some than in others.

If programmable automation technologies are cap-
ital using rather than capital saving or neutral, the
discussion of the effect on real wages has to be
modified somewhat. Again, if money wages and prices
are both unchanged, net profit per unit of output will
increase. Whether any increase in the rate of profit on
capital and/or real wages is possible depends on
whether the increase in the amount of capital required
per unit of output and in net profit per un4 of output
are proportionate. That is, it depends on whether the
saving in labor cost is completely offset by the increase
in capital costs. If it is not entirely offset, then pro-
vided competition in product markets is not entirely
absent, real wages of labor will rise. The increase,
however, will be more moderate than if the technol-
ogy were capital saving or neutral. The reason for this
is straightforward. If the new technologies are capital
using, a larger share of gross output will be required
for amortization. The increase in net output available
to be divided between increases in real wages and in
the rate of profit is consequently smaller. For the same
reason, the possibilities for trading off increases in real
wages for a shorter workweek are more limited.
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Even when demand for manufactured goods grows
m line with the growth of output per worker, a capital
saving technology will not directly increase employ-
ment in the capital goods industries. A capital using
technology, however, may have this effect. With in-
vestment requirements higher, whiff* employment
will increase in the'capital goods industries depends
on whether these industries have also introduced labor
saving technologies as they shifted from the produc-
tion of ordinary to programmable automation technol-
ogies.

An important motive for the decision of firms to in-
troduce capital using techniques is that such techniques
may substitute machinery for skill, reducing the skill
component of the task, and making possible the sub-
stitution of lesser skilled machine-tenders for more
highly skilled craftsmen.* Such developments in tech-
nology save labor costs by allowing firms to substitute
cheap labor for more expensive, and bring us to the
third case which must be considered. This type of tech-
nical change is, perhaps, more Invidious than a change
which saves labor by increasing output per worker
without reducing skill requirements. One reason is that
even if aggregate demand policies could be devised to
maintain reasonable full aggregate employment levels,
skilled manufacturing workers would be displaced by
less skilled workers. If the wages of skilled workers
do not then decline substantially, the new technique
will diffuse through the industry, effectively displac-
ing the skilled workers. A substantial decline in wages
of skilled workers might check the spread of the new
technique, allowing both techniques to operate side by
side. This outcome, however, would probably require
a decline in die wages of skilled workers sufficient to
nearly eliminate the wage differential between skilled
and unskilled workers. Unlike changes in technology
that save labor costs by increasing output per worker,
changes in technology that save labor costs by enabling
firms to substitute cheap, unskilled labor for more
highly skilled workers do not increase real wages.
Whether the rate of profit on capital increases or not,
net profit as a share of output and amortization will
both increase as a result of the introduction of a more
capital using technique. Given the overabundance of
workers available for less skilled jobs in the U.S. econ-
omy, and their lack of union organization and bargain-
ing strength, it is unlikely that real wage rates of less
skilled workers will increase. Union organization of

'Such a development has occurred in the last decade in the baked goods
industry Bakers continued to be classified among craft workers although,
increasingly, the baker's task has become one of minding, measunng, 2nd
mixing machines. Cheap labor, otten female, has been substituted tor Mghly
skilled craft labor as mechanization increased and the Job was deskilled

these workers could change this, of course, by cap-
turing for the less skilled employees some part of the
cost saving associated with the elimination of more
highly skilled jobs. Otherwise, average wage rate in
manufacturing will be reduced and the rate of profit
increased. In any event, high wage jobs will have been
el ithinited. _ _

This raises a related issue. As we have just seen,
firms in an industry can improve their cash flow posi-
tion (net profit plus amortization) by adopting a tech-
nique that is capital using but saves labor cost by
allowing the substitution of less skilled labor for more
skilled. For this reason, they may choose such a tech-
nique in preference to an alternative available tech-
nology that saves labor cost by increasing output per
worker without reducing skill levels since such tech-
niques, in general, increase real wages. Such a choice,
however, may have serious negative ramifications for
further technological change 10 or 20 years in the
future. These negative impacts may affect the com-
petitive position of such firms vis-a-vis foreign com-
petitors who have chosen not to reduce the propor-
tion of skilled workers employed. A hypothetical ex-
ample, which Peter Albin of CUNY suggests may not
be so fat from the truth, may serve to illustrate this
point. Suppose that when a U.S. firm puts in a robotic
installation, it replaces as many as six master
machinists with one programmer plus three entry-level
people whose function is to "load and unload," keep-
ing things lined up for the robots. In Japan, on the
other hand, let us suppose that master machinists are
retrained and prepared for positions as machinist/pro-
gramers. The machinist's job is transformed but not
downgraded, and the machinist is ready for future
changeovers. The initial cash flow advantage is gained
by the American firms which have a less skilled and
lower paid labor force. However, the man/machine
configuration in U.S. firms is more permanent, less
fl xible. In the absence of skilled master machinists,
th opportunities for learning by doing are severely
cu tailed. The Japanese in this example, because they
re ain their master machinists, need to build less into
the machine, can design less immutable man/machine
configurations, have enhanced opportunities for learn-
ing by doing, and have increased opportunities for
continuous technological change. Longrun competitive
advantage would rest with the Japanese. This exam-
ple suggests that the substitution of less skilled workers
for Craft and highly skilled Workers, as a means of
holding down costs and increasing profits in the near
futUre, may be myopic. In the longer period, it could
have serious implications for international competi-
Aliveness and manufacturing employment.
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Changes in Aggregate Employment
Outside Manufacturing

Changes in technology that involve the deskilling
of tasks have a deleterious effect on the employment
possibilities of skilled manufacturing workers, while
those that increase output per worker raise the specter
of technological unemployment. Such unemployment
will materialize if growth in demand lags behind pro-
ductivity growth. In ,an open economy, in which im-
ports supply some part of the domestic market, growth
in demand at home and abroad for domestically pro-
duced manufactured products will have to outstrip the
productivity gains just to maintain employment con-
stant. Otherwise, as seems -likely, employment in U.S.
manufacturing will decline. The question, then, is
whether employment in nonmanufacturing sectors of
the economy will eApand and absorb displaced work-
ers as well as new labor force entrants who would
previously have found skilled and semiskilled manu-
facturing jobs.

Economists are used to thinking of increases in pro-
ductivity as increasing real income and spending, thus
increasing demand for services and other products, as
well as employment in the industries prbducing them.
It happens, however, that it matters whether the in-
crease in real income is an increase in real wage rates
or an increase in net brofit. An increase in net profit
results in an increase in business saving, and sets up
the conditions for a cyclical decline in employment.
Moreover, the marginal propensity to save and to con-
sume imports is higher among those income groups
receiving dividends than among wage earners, again
with negative implications for U.S. employment. Some
part of the increase in net profits will increase demand
for producer services (e.g., advertising, financial, ar-
chitectural, trcomputer services), so that output of
this sector will increase.

An increase in real wages, on the other hand, is like-
ly to generate an increase in demand for the full range
of consumer goods and services. Output will increase,
but the effect on aggregate employment is more uncer-
tain. Two cases need to be considered. the case in
which technology in nonmanufacturing firms is essen-
tially unchanged, and that in which labor saving pro-
grammable automation technologies spread through
the nonmanufacturing sectors as well.

Suppose that the application of programmable auto-
mation technologies is confined to the manufacturing
sector and does not spread to the two other brOad sec-
tors of the economyother goods producing industries
(agriculture, construction, and mining) and nongoods
producing industries broadly construed as the service
sector. Price declines for some manufactured goods,
as a result of the increase, in oiltput per worker, are

likelyin clocks, calculators, home computers, ete.
Typically, however, real wages of manufacturing
workers and profits of manufacturing firms will in-
crease as a result of increases in money wages in line
with productivity and prices that remain largely un-
changed, perhaps, creeping upward slightly.* With
prices largely unchanged, real wages of nonmanufac-
turing workers are also unchanged. As manufactur-
ing workers spend their higher real incomes, demand
.for nonmanufactured goods will increase. The higher
incomes (gross profits and total wage bill, though not
wage rates) generated in these sectors again increase
demand for manufactured goods, other goods, and
services. Since existing technologies in the service sec-
tor have a much higher ratio of labor, to,t'output,"
growth in services and consequently in service sector
employment could possibly maintain aggregate em-
ployment, increasing the share of service jobs.

The employment outcome is far less optimistic if
unionized workers in conskruction, mining, transpor-
tation, and the public sector, concerned over the
decline in their relative real wage position, bargain for
hier money wages. The resulting rise in prices, es-
pecially of housing, will slow the increase in real wage
rates due to. the advance in technology in manufac-
turing, and hence will retard the increase in employ-
ment generated by expenditures out of increased wage
income. Moreover, with prices rising the already low
real wages of nonunionized workers in retail trade and
health services, and of many of the clerical workers
found in the service sector, will decline. Thaesulting
change in relative output prices may stimulate demand
for these services, resulting in a disproportionate in-
crease in such low paying jobs.

It is not realistic, of course, to assume that program-
mable automation technologies will be limited to the
manufacturing sector. In particular, the spread of
distributed data processing in ofAces has alpeady begjm
and should be well under way' by 1990. Automation
in manufacturing had ,progressed far even before the
introduction of robots and related technologies, Reli-
able estimates of productivity growth as a result of
these new techniques are not available, though the
guess that is bandied around is that between 4 and 9
percent of the work in manufacturing is suited to such
automation.** The effect on employment will be less
than 4 to 9 percent since robot support staffmain-
tenance and repair personnel, programers, and ma-
chine-tenderswill be required. Productivity might in-,
crease by as much as 6 percent. These are only guesses,

'Such was approximately the case in the United States from 1950 to 1964
If there are price shocks froin increases in resource prices (oil, food, etc ),
a wage-price spiral will upset this pattern of real wage gains.

"In the Carnegie-Mellon survey, responding firms placed it at 8 percent
Like most of our informition on the subject, this is little more than a guess
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of course, but that future productivity gains in
manufacturiniWill approximate current gains in a
technologically progressive sector like communica-
tions, does not seem entirely unreasonable. Unlike
manufacturing, automation in offices is a qualitative-
ly new experience. Mechanization, in which machines
supplement the input of workers, has occurred steadily
with the introduction of typewriters, electric type-
writers, and word processors as well as other business
machines. But office automation, in which machines
take over entire worker functions and drastically alter
job content for the remaining workers is a recent
phenomenon, Gradual gains in clerical productivity
since 1948 may, within the decade, be replaced by
rapid advances in output per worker. Again no reliable
estimates of the potential spread of office automation
have been made for the United States. European ob-
servors suggest that 39 to 40 percent of clerical work
may be suitable fon automation, with the impact on
employment in the 20- to 30-percent range. These
guesses (and I emphasize thAt they are onlit guesses)
suggest an increase in labor productivity in the office
of about 25 percent. Even if these guesses are too high
by a factor of 2 or 3, they suggest the severity of the
technologiEal unemployment problem that may
emerge if programmable automation technologies
spread through both manufacturing and nonmanufac-
turing sectbrs. With so small a fraction of clerical
workers unionized an.d so large a percentage of them
women, clerical workers are likely to reap but few of
the gains of their higher productivity directly. Major
employers of clerical workersinsurance companies,
accounting firms, advertising agencies, computer serv:
ice firms, law firmsmay lower their rates, raising real
incomes generally and stimulating demand for their
services. Alternatively, net profits will increase if rates
are unchanged. In either case, the rapid growth that
has characterized clerical employment in the last dec-
ade is likely to slow, further compounding the prob-

km of providing lobs for new labor force entrants.

Rapid Technological Change and Investment

One other aspect of the relationship between im-
plementation of new technology and employment
should be briefly noted. Older plant in manufactur-
ing industries, auto and 'steel perhaps, may have been
rendered obsolete more quickly than anticipated. Cer-
tainly the step up in the pace of automatioraaelen-
erated a major increase in demand for office equip-
ment During the period of the changeover to pro-
grammable automation and microprocessor-bas
technologies, a period which may last 10 to 20 yea

'"The Job-Killers of Germany," New Scientst, lune 8, 1978

while more versatile robots and software for office and
other applications are developed, investment in the
capital goods required to replate manufactunng plant
that has had to be prematurely scrapped or to increase.
capital-to-labor ratios in offices will generate employ-
ment. High capital requireirients as offices switch to
electronic equipment and, manufacturers use com-
puterized machinery implies employment growth ovgr
the next two decades in industries supplying advanced
capitalgoods. If these goods are produced in U.S.
plants, growth in manufacturing jobs in' these indus-
tries will, during this period, partially offset the loss
of manufacturing jobs in industries where the new
technologies are implemented. The full impact of
technojogical unemploymenit will not be felt until 2000.
The uiTknown here is the extent to which this market,
both domestic and intemational p. will be supplied by
firms located in the United States. The Japanese lead
in computerized manufacturing is substantial and its
greater experience in successfully producing and using
robots gives it an advantage in future sales of these
machines. The Yamazaki Machinery Works reports
more than 300 serious inquiries from U.S. companies
alone.' Arderican firms are better situated in the
markets for electronic office equipment, home com-
puters, electronic toys, but competition from Japan,
West Germany, the Netherlands, and France is in-
tense.' The growth of U.S. multinational corporations
(MNCs) is a further threat to the future of U.S.
manufacturing jobs in these industries. The widely
scattered manufacturing operations of semiconductor
firms are a case in point,

Multinational Corporations and Employment

The existence of MNCs further complicates the anal-
ysis of job loss due to changing technology. When
firms were national entities and not multinational con-
cerns, it was increasing wages of skilled workers wain
a country that motivated firms to seek new techniques
that save labor cost by substituting less skilled for more
skilled workers. The existenceof MNCs with affiliates

in low wage areas means that such firms have an in-
centive to invest in techniques that substitute less
skilled Third World workers for American workers so
,Iong as the wage differential between the two groups
of workers exceeds some minimum. When transpor-
tation costs for bulky products manufactured in the
That World were high, even a substantial wage dif-
ferential might not have induced U.S. firms to move
their fabricating operations abroad. Progressive ad-
vances in microminiaturization, lightweight materials,
and transportation technology have changed that.

'New Yoik Times, Dec. 13, 1981, sec 3
'Business Week, Dec 14, 1981, pp 39-120 and Dec 21, 1981, pp 52-54.
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The ability of the developing countries to compete, in the production and sale of manufactured prodncts
to the United States is only partially the result of in-
digenous economic.development. It results as well
from the growth of U.3. multinationals. The unique
advantage,of the MNC in comparison with national
firms is its transnational ability to combine labor and
matenal resources in the host country with technol-
ogy and administrative capabilities developed in the
home country. Because labor costs in less developed
countnes ore soanuch loWer than laboi t'osts in the
United States the possibility exists that increasing
North-South trade wilt result in pereasing specializa-
tion in production within countries wi,th the develop-
ing countries spebalizing in the production of an in-,

creasing number of manufactured products. The de-
bate over whether steel production, like black and
white televisions, should be phased out in favor of im-
ports emphasizes the immediacy of this concern. Leav,-
ing aside the issue of whether the United States should
view industrial structure as an object of policy, for-
mulatmg economic policies designed to achieve some
structural outcome, let us consider the implications for
employment as technology advances. The export of
mantifacturing jobs outside the United States means
that productivity gains will be realized elsewhere. How

.."*---oreticlasei-the increase in productivity will go to increase
the real wages of local workers in American-owned
plants overseas is uncertain. Even, if the MNC captures
the entire productivity increasp, it may or 'nay note
reduce the pnce of the product in U.S. markets. A price
reduction would, of course, mean an increase,in real

, income in the United States, which would raise de-
4

mand for output and increase employment in this way.

IV magnitude of the effect would depend on how
much of the increase in productivity the MNC keeps,

. in the form of retained earnings (to finance expansion
. of its foreign subsidiaries as well as, or in place of, its

Amencan operations) and how much it passed along
in the form of lower prices.

,Service SeCtor Jobs and the Quality of
Employment Opportunities

The analysis of the previous section focused on the
effects of programmable automation technologies on
real wage rates and on aggregate employment.,,To
discuss the qualitative aspects of service sector employ-
ment growth requires that we turn our attention to
how labor markets are currently structured. To begin,
I want to consider the faniiliar thesis that investment
in human capital will enable the service sector to con-
tinue expanding, so much so that it will easily absorb

. .

_

the workers displaced from manufacturing.' This hy-
pothesis, relating economic growth to human capital
formation, is a simple extrapolation of the findings of .
"growth accounting." In growth accounting, past eco-
nomic growth is broken down into its component 'N
sArcesquantity and quality of labor inputs, quan-
tity and quality of capital_inputs The great_ accom-\.-
plishment of growth accounting has been the iden-
tification of the increasing educational attainments of
the labor force as one of the quantitatively most signifi-
cant squrces of growth in output per worker between
1929 and 1969.7 However, growth accounting provides
no theory to explain the nature of the relationship be-
tween the quality of labor inputs and economic
growth. All that can be said on the basis of growth
accounting is that investment in human tapital and
economic growth both proceeded at an impressive rate
during the period following 1948. It is incorrect to in-
fer that increased schooling caused economic growth
from the association between educational attainment
and the growth in gross national product (GNP). Serv-
ice sector einployment has also grown substantially
during this period, though again cause cannot be in-
ferred from correlation. Io considering the ease with
which displaced manufacturing workers can be ab;
sorbed by a growing service sector, two points need
to be addressed. The first relates to the sex-labeling
of jobs in the U.S. economy, and the seconsi to the
quality of service sector jobs.

Much of the expansion in service sector employment
in the 1970's was in jobs for Which women are the pre-
ferred labor forceretail sales including restaurants
and fast food establishments, and health services.
These are jobs that typically employ women at ivages
below the average in manufacturing, and that provide
short hours, few fringe benefits, and little opportuni-
ty for adyancement. Clerical employment was another
important area of job growth. Here, again, women are
the preferred labor force. Though the jobs are more
varied in terms of responsibilities, bpportunities, and-
wages paid, they are nevertheless among the poor
paid and least prestigious of the white-collar occupa-
tions. The shift to service sector jobs has largely been
a shift away from jobs employing male workers and
toward jobs employing females. Despye the growth

..... ,
_

'Eli Ginzberg and George J. Viva, 'The Service Sector of the U.S. Econ-
Omy," Scientific American 244, March 1981 )

'The development of growth accounting is best exemplified in the work
of Edward F Denison, The Sources of Economic Growth in the United States
and the Alternatives Before Us (New York. Committee for Economic Develop-
ment, 1962), Why Growth Rates Differ Postwar Experience in Nthe Western

Countries (Washington, D C The Brookings Institution, 196); ACcounting
for United States Economic Growth, 1929-69 (Washington, D.C. The Brook-
ings Institution, 1974), Accounting for Slower Economk Grdwth. 771e United
States m the 1980's (Washington, D C The Brookings Institution, 1979)
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in employment, high unemployment rates for women
persisted throughout the'decade, suggesting there was
no shortage of female workers available to take such
jobs, Had manufacturing employment decreased by

" nearly a million jobs during the last decade.instead Of
having increased by that amount (measured from its
peak in 1969 to its peak in 1979), with most of the
displaced workers men, it is unclear for which service
sector jobs they might have been retrained.

i'vfY. second point is that the growth of service sec-
tor jobs has meant 'an increase in both good and poor
jobs It is evident that the U.S. labor market is
segmented Into a primary labor market segment in
which most of the "good" or "acceptable" jobs are
located, and a secondary segment in which most of
the .:!poor" jobs are to be found. A further distinction
can be made between autonomous primary segment
jobs (professionals,1 like doctors, lawyers, and pro-
fesSors, or craftsmen like plumbers, electricians,
carpenters) and subordinate primary sector jobs (mail
carriers, city transit drivers, steel workers, etc.). The
difference between a subordinate primary sector job
ond a'secondary sector job is sometimes based on
worker skills and sometimes on nonskill-related job
characteristics The better jobs are those in which the
employer values steadiness and low turnover and is
willing to reward tenure on the job with promotions
and higher pay, or in which the employee is repre-
sented by a union that has won decent wages, a Pay
scale that rewards seniority, and protection against ar-
bitrary treatment. Many of the subordinSte primary
sector jobs available for male workers are to be found
in'the goods producing sector of the economy', where
workers have more union representation than in the
servtte sector This is probably the basis for the casual
observation that changes in technology and the shift
to service sector employment/is eroding the middle of
the job"distribution, making the labor market more
staykly two tiered with good jobs at thelop, poor jobs
at the bottom, *and shrinking opportunity in the
middle.

The groWth of thp service sector has provided both'
good* jobs and poor ones. Producer services (adver-
tising, architecture, law, management consulting, com-
puter, financial) now account for 19 percent of GNP,
and firms in this industry havisbeen a major -source
of good,jobs ' This observatiofl is confirmed by a
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) study of the computer
and data prpcesging services indlikry (SIC 7372 and
SIC 7374) " This'industry currently employs nearly

'See Richard C Edwards, Contested Terrain (New York Bask Books,
OM, 4nd David Gordon, The Workmg Poor (Washington, D,C Council
on:Suite Planning, 1980) , t
.,:tinzberg and Vojta, 9P cit

"Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Industry Wage Survey
Computers and Data Processing Servkes," Bulletin 2028, March 1978

/'
350,000 workers and is one of the rapidly growing
business services." The BLS survey found that approx-
imately 37 percent of the nonsupervisory employees
in this industry are highly paid professional or
technical workers, many of them computer systems
analysts, computer operators, and computer pro-
gramers. At the same time, however, the survey found
that office clerical employees account for another 32
percent of employmerit in this industry. Two-fifths of
the office clerical employees are key entry operators
earning$135 to $175 (Class B) or3150 to $265 (Class
A) in 1978; If we, calculate their hourly ,wage on the
basis of a 35-hour week,they earned between $3.86
and $5.86 an hour.-By comparison, average wages in
manufacturing in 1978 were $6.17 an hour. The point
is that service sector employment, like employment in
the U.S. economy generally, is two-tiered. The growth
of this sector has meant an increase in professional,
technical, and managerial jobs at the top; but it has
also meant an increase in clerical, sales, and nonprofes-
sional service jobs at the bottom. In particular, poor-
ly paying jobs in health services have been a major
source of employment growth in the 1970's.

The number of good jobs has grown but, since 1970,
it has failed to keep pace with the supply of college
graduates. Employment, jirospects have deteriorated
substantially since the 1950s and 1960's.14 The result
has been a credentials inflation in which a college
deme is dow a prerequisite for many jobs which could
be aone or previously were done by workers with a
high school education. It would be incorrect, therefore,
to conclude that providing an educated work force
would be sufficient to guarantee the growth of jobs
requiring such workers. With good jobs in Ahe service
sector growing more slowly than the supply of col-
lege educated labor, what are the prospects for workers
with less schooling who in earlier years would have
found employment, in the manufacturing sector? Re-
cent growth in employment opportunities in the bot-
tom tier of the service sector suggests thit, unless
clerical and service workers are displaced by technol-
ogy, aggregate employment will continue to grow. The
available jos, however, may not provide viable alter-
natives for workers accustomed to decent wages and
due prOcessunion benefits and protections charac-
teristic of much subordinate primary sector employ-
ment in manufacturing. Moreover, sex stereotyping
of clerital and retail sales occupations operate to deny
jobs to displaced male workers even were they to ac-
cept the low wages and authority relations typical in
sUch jobs. Can we specify the jobs for which these

"Employment and Earnings, November 1981, table B-2
"Richard Freeman (ed.), The Overeducated American (New York.

Academic Press, Inc , 1970
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young workers should be trained? The future to which
they should aspire?

Research Needs

It should be evident from the foregoing analysis that
we need detailed,disaggregated data by industry on:

1. the kinds of w k suitable for automation, with
currently e robots and programmable
technolog d with future generations of
fobots;'

2. the number vorkers likely to be displaced, and
the slowdown in gtowth or decline in growth of
the labor force;

3. the demographic and educational characteristics
of the displaced workers;

4. estimates of the average increase in average labor
productivity, derived from 1. and 2.;

5. an estimate of the cost saving to be realized as
a result of introducing the new technology; and

6. estimates of average labor requirements by oc-
cupation, capital requirements by type of plant
and equipment, and energy requirements per unit
of output at a baseline point prior to the introduc-
tion of the new technology, and at discrete in-
tervals,in the next 10 to 20 years.

Some of this information already exists in engineer-
ing cost studies of technical improvements and in other
technical studies done by businesses or consulting
firms, in repOrts of private research firms, and in case
studiesoof individual firms. Access to these studies is
sometimes limited and even the published material is
not always easy to obtain. A chief difficulty is that
it has not been organized into a coherent picture that
would enable us to say with confidence what is known
and what remains to be learned about the impact of
programmable technologies. A survey and synthesis
of the existing literature that identifies the gaps in what

, is known mill is followed up with Case studies and sur-
veys taken to fill the spaces seems essential. If such
a study is undertaken, it should address not only em-
ployment issues but' changes in.the nature of work as

.well. Changes in work process, manageinent functions,
and social relations within firms should all be studied/7
for insights info changes in .the-quality of woiling
hfe." In addition, we need fo kndw how widely used-"

in manufacturing the programmable automation tech-
nologies will bejor firms that do not directlyemploy
robots and related technologies, we need to know
whether they will utilize capital goods produced using
such techiologies since this will have the effect of
reducingtilpital costs in such industries even without
a change in technique (provided, of course, that the
price of the" capital goods declines).

Information obtained from such case studies can
usefullY be incorporated into an input-output frame-
work in order to obtain estimates of the size of the
labor force, its demographic composition, and its oc-
cupational distribution under alternative assuinptions
about how the technology develops." Final demand
might be treated exogenously so that the percentage
increase in various detailed input requirements per
dollar of aggregate GNP could be calculated. Demand
structures that hold constant, respectively, the physical
and value composition of output might reasonably
provide orders of magnitud\e for demand effects. Since
the assumptions about the new technologies, or "sce-
narios," are necessarily subject to substantial uncer-
tainty, ranges of plausible technology changes ought
to be tested using the input-output framework to assess
the sensitiyity to. changes in the scenarios of the qual-
itative shifts in demand for energy, labor, and capital
inputs.

Input-output analysis refers to changes in physical
quantities of required inputs per unit of output. The
definitions of capital using and capital saving utilized
in this paper depend on the dollar value of invesrtnent
per unit of capacity. I arniamiliar with one study that
examines that concept empirically for the Canadian
economy.i.-That study, which is concerned with un-
employment and only touches on the technology
issues, uses measures that are aggregated for the
economy as a whole. The results are not very useful
for the purpose of studying t ethnology, but the
methodology is very straightfOrward. I have put my
research assistant to work using this techniqut to look
at particular industries and time periods to d termine
whether technology has been capital saving r capital

. using.

"For ? detailed exposition of the'work process issues divolved see Eileen
Appelbaum, Kenneth Flirnm, and Leonard Rapping, ''A Proposed State of
the Art SurVey of thi Literatut.e n the Microelectronic Revolution," mimeo,
June 19$1

'4A detailed description of this methodology can be found in Eileen
Appelbaum, Robert Costrell, Kenneth Flamm, and Leonard A, RaPping, "The-

Impact of High Technology on the Structure a Faetor Demands ancl on the

Process of Economic Growth," mimeo,.March 1981.
"Paul Davenport, "Capital-Using Technical Change anti Long-Penal

lliiemployment in Canada, 1947-1981," Journal of Post Keynesian Economics,

forthcommg, September 1982,

1
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ASSESSING THE FUTURE IMPACTS ON EMPLOYMENT OF
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE: AN INPUT-OUTPUT APPROACH

by Faye Duch in
institute for Economic Analysis
New York University

July 27, 1982

The OTA project proposal on Information Technol-
ogy, Automation, and the Workplace is an attempt
to anticipate now the likely situation with respect to
employment of the U S working-age populatiorliin
one or two decades This paper describes a methid-
ology for quantifying the size and occupational mix
of the employed labor force that will be required as
a result of the progressive introduction into the various
sectors of the economy of new technologies, in par-.
ticular production and office automation. It makes fre-
quent reference to a modei currently being developed
for this purpose at the Institute for Economic Analysis
(IEA) with support from the National Science Foun-
dation, called the IEA model.

The input-output (I-0) approach is now used in, or
rather as a coinpenent of, virtually all the well-known,
large-scale models of the -U.S. economy like that of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Office of ,Eco-
nomic Growth and the proprietary forecasting modeli
of DRI, Chase Econometrics, Wharton, and many
others I-0 is valued in these applications for its abili-
ty to disaggregate overall economic agivity into sec-
toral detail and to ensure the consistency of different
assumptions made about separate parts of the econ-
omy In'this paper I will concentrate on other aspects
of I-0 that are generally not exploited, and I will try
to address the many detailed questions about meth-
odology, assumptions, and data that have been put
to me since I agreed to participate in this workshop.

_ I will focus on the issues that can be most readily
analyzed at the present time for policy purposes but
I. will also indicate the research areas into which the
I-0 framework can and should be extended to inte-
grate issues related, for example, to education and
training into tN' analysis of employment and techno-
logical change.

Representing Technology 'and
Teohnological- Change ,

The technology ubed in a partictilar sector can be
characterized by the mix and amount of each input
required to prodpce one unit of that sector's output. ' .
Inputs include raw materials, various types of proc-
essed, goods and of services, different categories of ,

machines, tools, and other capital goods, and an
sortrnent of labor skills. A technology is most concr e-
ly associated with a single production process, f ex-
ample use of the open hearth v. the basic ogI fur-
nace for gteelmaking, each requiring a differ t mix
of inputs. Since one technology displaces others only
gradually, there are generally several distinct processes
in use in a given sector at any particular time and also
sevezal stages of production, the sector's "teclmology"
is the weighted average input structure of the various
processes in use. The technological structure-of an
ft or economy in a given year can be described by
three matrices of coefficients. the A matrix (nxn) of
intermediate iriputs (or interindustry transactions), the
B matrix (nxn) of capital sto.ck requirements, and the
L matrix (mxn) of labor requirements, assuming m oc-
cupational categories. All coefficients are expressed per
unit of output: -

.This description is not of course assumed to be an
adequate basis for actual production:. it is like the list
of ingredients for a recipe which does not include the
directions to the cook. Rather, technology is being
described in terms of the demands placed by a sector
on the fest of the economy.
Technology defined in this way also reflects Other

inputs not customarily associated with the choice of
production process. -overhead" in the form of legal
or personnel services pr the purchase of an executive
jet. The discussion of scenarios below indicates how
one proceeds to isolate thaphenomena,of interest with-
in this broad interpretatibn of technology.

A change in the input structure of a given sector
(where inputs afFineasured in constant physical or
value units) may reflect any number of underlying fac-
tors. In a comparison of statistically compiled, his-
torical 1-0 tables, it will oftin be ridcessary to attempt
to distinguish the impacts of diffe,rent factors. On the
oilier hand, ohe purpoke of designing experiments
qr scenarios as fhey are genefally calledis to isolate
the changes of interest to asiess their seParate impacts.

Choice of Classification Scheik-
the A, B, ana L matriceg dte§cribe the, state of the

economy at a given time as cfassified into n produc-
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" irtg sectors and m occupations. The number and choice
of categories will depend on the purposes of a par-
4ticular investigation. (In many practical applications,
the abilities to collect the required information and to
handle large matrices will also constrain the choice.)

ectors can be described in terms of industries or
commodities:* if each industry produces one com-
modity or service and no two industries produce the

, same commodity or service, the two schemes are the
same. The confounding factors are the presence of:

1. secondary outputs that are marketed; and
2. in-house operations (essentially "captive" produc-

tion and producer services) that may, or maynot,
be the primary output of some other sector. These

are not reported as outputs.
The commodity scheme has the advantage that the

corresponding input structures are more readily inter-

preted in term's of engineering technology although in

the presence of secondary pioducts the "overhead"
operations may be difficult to allocate to individual
commodities. The IEA modd uses essentially an in-
dustry classification for practical reasons: the labor

. and capital data and price deflators are much more
readily available in that form (for historical reasons).
At the level Of sectoral detail of the IEA model (the
85 sectors are identified in Annex I along with the 54
occupational categories), industry and commodity
largely coincide; the divergence between the two
'necessarily increases with progressive product disag-
grefillion. Practically speaking, any scheme is a com-
promise between the two," and it presents no par-

' ticular conceptual problem to disaggregate some part
of the economy more than others.

For present purposes, let us consider the case of
robots which may be produced for an establishment's
own use, for sale, or some combination of the two.

In a commodity scheme, robots would constitute a sec-

tor which is the sole source of (domestically produced)
robots for all other s9ctors even, say, the automobile
sector, although the automobile industry might pro-
duce most of its own robots. In an industry scheme,
the input structure of every s,ector that produces some
robotS would need to be modified to reflect the pro-
duction of robots in addition to the creation of a
separate robotics industry. The former is easier to inv..
plement (and is the approach chosen for this sector in
the IEA model even though most other sectors are clas-

sified by industry). Both representations will leacho
the same conclusions as to the effects of the use of
robots Q11 the economy as a whole and as to the total
(direct plus indirect) labor requirements of each sec-

tor. They will differ in a well-defined way in the com-
puted allocation between direct and indirect require-
ments of individual sectors.

If the automobile sector produces all of its-own
robots, the labor used in producing these robots (the
vector L) is charged directly to the automobile sector
(still L) will be counted as indirect. The vector L itself

can easily be computed given either representation and

allocated in any desired proportions between what are
reported as the direct and indirect labor requirements

of the automobile sector. Eventually it may be impor-

tant to distinguish between the average input struc-
ture of General Motors robots and say, those produced
by Unimation for other users. In this case the single
producing sector would have to be disaggregated into
several, producing different types of robots.

Data
The principal sources of data for the IEA model have

been offidal,govern-ment series produced by the Bu-

reau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the U.SrDepart-
ment of Commerge (input-output tables and capital
flout tables for 1W3-; 1967, apd 1972) and by BLS (in-
dusiry-occupatiork.matrices for 1960, 1970, and 1978 1).

anaindustry pricedeflators). The soUrces of these data

are given in Annex 2.* We have relied also on manual'
and automated search of the open business and tech:
nical literatures, reports of private research organita-
tions, and some interYiews and informal surveys.

There is' no substitute in terms of scope and com-
prehensiveness for the official data. At the same time

many of their limitations are well knovin and have
been described in various places. Tor example, a great
deal of:effort Cias been expended at ow Institute to
render the dita tables compg,tible with respect to
assumptias and classifications.

Th4e official I-0 and dpital flor tables can be con-
sidered accounting type data in terms bothIff 'their
basic sources and the methods used incoMpiling them.

,
Relatively little use is made of technical sector experts

in evaluating the input structures (i.e., tablitolumns);
this is one objective of the LEA case studies destribed

below.
e f

'An industry in this usage is the set of establishments that produce a gwen

pnncipal output they may in addition produce Itht same or different) second-

ary outputs
The sector mcluding nulls producing two slightly different grades of paPer

could be considered an industry with a secondary product. Alternatively,

it could be considered a single commodity.

7 2

There is no coticrete-Zoncept in the offiCial data-of

output units for the so-calledsegyice sectors; conse-
quently many of the associated price deflators are
largely arbitrary.ThiS situation make it hazardous
to analyze the changing position Of the nbn-goods-Aor

'Historical data have been assemblid because the model will also be used

to examine the period from about 1960 to the present they are not used to

extrapolate the structure of the economy in. the future from A time SerieS

description'of the past.
'It might be pointed out m a discussion of pnce deflators that for other

reasons the official deflator for computers implies no changein real pnce over

the past two decades We have instead assumede average annual decrease

of 10 percent whkh more accurately reflects the aliiady steep Mcrease in their

use.
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producing, sectors, which' broadly defined already
employ about two-thirds of the labor force, based on
these tables. In attempting to mike some progress in
this area, we have concentrated first on the education
sector. it is a large employer, it is the source of train-
ing and retraining, and it is easier to improve than
most of the other service sectors. We have redefined
the unit of output and disaggregated public education
from health care and nonprofit organizations in the
capital flow tables using fragmentary information from
government studies and the other types of sources in-
dicated above. '

The capital flow tables compiled by BEA would be
even more useful if sector experts brought more in-
formation to bear on the present methods of allocating
a particular capital good among using industries. The
official data on capital stock requirements by using in-
dustry distinguish only between plant and equipment.
A detailed breakdown by type of capital based not
onlyxm deduction from flow data, but including direct
survey, should be a high priority objective. We have
constructed very tentative stock matrices for ,the MA_
model based on the capital flow tables.

The IEA model Will make use, through its case stud-
ies, of the Available business and technical literature
and the data and ,reports of private organizations,
which contain a wealth of information but require a
great deal of effort to piece together into a coherent
picture. An example of this source of information is
the "composite forecast" prepared in electronic apd
hard-Cbpy form by Predicasts, Inc.: an illustrative
table describing robots in the U.S. market is shown
in Annex 2. Not surprisingly a number of vendors of,-
detailed economic information either use or have, ex-
pressed active interest in using 1-0 both as an organiz-
ing device and to improve the consistency of a great
quantity ,of numbers taken from diverse sources.

Information for describing, for example, a robot sec-
tor, which had little economic significance in the year
of the most recent official tables (1972), was pieced .

together from other sources including the items refer-
enced in the Predicasts forecast mentioned earlier and
informal interviews and written surveys by our own
staff of knowledgeable individuals willing to coop-
erate, for example the president and the manager of
personnel of a major producer of robots. This type of
survey is also the basis of the so-called ex-ante, I-0
tables compiled by the Battelle Memorial Institute in
a more formal and standardized fashion.*

'The Battelle tables are based mainly on surveys of engineers We have
fur various reasons nut been able to make use of these tables for ongoing
Institute work hut rnnsider them a valuable source of information and, more
important a valuable Thethodology for use in future work

Case Studies
Any mOdel thatli'ses an I-0 module has A least in-

directly to be concerned with the representation' of
technology and technological changes, but typically
this concern is indeed indirect. The historical data are
usually accepted as given in the official sources. The.
coefficients describing the structure of the economy in
the future are genetally estimated by a formal statis-
tital procedure with,little effort at interpreting the
technical structure implied by it. In most cases where
an I-0 module is used to disaggregate the projections
which have been made by an aggregate econometric
model, technological change is not at the center-of
attention. _

The case studies being carried out at MA vary in
scope and depth but have a common purpose. to eval-
uate and improve the corresponding portions of the
available historical 1-0 type data (i.e., A, B, and L
matrices) and to project thise data to the future on the
basis of alternative assumptions aboat structural
change in the sector under study.

Twc of the case studies carried out at 1EA on ro-
botics and education have already been mentioned;
others include the chemical, iron and steel, automobile,
textile, and health care sectors, and telecommunica-
tions, office equipment, and computers are in progress.
The robotics study, for example, includes a compila-
tion of current, capital, and labor input vectors for
the U S robotics producing sector circa 1990. In ad-
dition, it projects the level of robot purchases for 45
likely using sectors. In each using sector, seven occupa-
tions in which workers are likely to be displaced by
robots and two which will be required in greater num-
«ter because of robots, are identified" The percentage
change in labor input requirements (for each occupa-
tirin'in each using sector) is projected under alternative

'Assumptions. The quantitative output of the case study
is the direct input to the computer programs.

the Dynamic Model

The basic objective of an 1-0 analysis of the impacts
of technological change on employment is, in opera-
tional terms, to quantify the levels of detailed labor
inputs which will be required in a given year to satisfy
an'y given level and composition of final demand, mak-
ing alternative assumptions about production technol-
ogies (i.e using alternative A matrices). In an open
static model, the level and composition of final de-
mand, which includes private and public consumption
and investment and net exports, are exogenous; they
are implicitly assumed to be relatively independent of
the technologies in use. Almost all enipirical 1-0
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analyses have been carried out within an open static
framework.

In a fully closed dynamic model, at the other ex-
treme, the different components of final demand are
explained endogenously. For example, trade flows in
the IEA World I-0 Model are parameterized by means
of region- and commodity-specific import coefficients
and export shares, and the levels of imports and ex-
ports are thus computed erldogenously. (In the open
model one canat least m principleusing alternative
assumptions concerning the exogenously determined
exports and imports, approximate changes in the struc-
ture of foreign track that are taken care of automatical-
ly (i.e., endogenously) in the closed modeL)

The present version of the IEA model represents a
significant advance in the endogenous determination
of investment.* In experiments carried out with this
model, investment will be governed by a B matrix as-
sociated (in terms of technological considerations) with
each A matrix. Exogenous final demand will exclude
pnvate fixed capital formation which will instead be
computed endogenously to satisfy in level and com-
position the production of a particular final bill of
goods. This means of course that the labor required
to produce these investment goods will also be ap-
propriately computed.

Scenarios

A scenario is an experiment carried out within the
framework of the model to address a specific question.
The starting point is a description of the 1-0 structure
of the economy (i.e., A, B, and L matrices) for each
year in the time horizon under examination, and each
scenario consists of specific alternative assumptions
about how that structure (i.e., the individual coeffi-
cients in the A, B, and L matrices) might evolve. The
size of the labor force and its composition by occupa-
tion as implied by each scenario are then computed
(along with many other variables) and can be com-
pared across scenarios. It is standard practice to define
a baseline scenario for purposes of comparison. In the
IEA model the baseline scenano assumes that the pres-
ent 1-0 structure of the economy remains unchanged
in the future.**

Scenanos may differ in their assumptions about vir-
tually any aspect of the economic structure. I will brief-

modd in which investment is endogenous can be orisidered a dynamic
model Many models have been called dynamic, in the dynamic 1-0 model,
capital tiows arid stocks are disaggregated by producing and by using sec
tors, and the frimework requires not only interseetoral but also intertem-
poral consistency in the production and disposition of the/uglily chsaggregated
capital stock

Present here means the most recent year for which official accounting
data are available, 19 and capital flow tables for 1977 should be available
in the near future- ,/ ,

ly discuss soirié possible scenarios about the rate of
adoption of automation, the identification of the oc-
cupations affected and quantification of the impact on
individual labor coefficients, and the level and com-
position of final demand. These are the types of sce-
narios that can be most readily computed at the pres-
ent time. As the_model is progressively "closed4 with
respect to other- components of final demand, a sce-
nario approach will also be used to represent alter-
native asSumptions about the constraihts under which
the economy operates.

In order to represent the use of programmable auto-
mation, it is first necessary to distinguish in physical
terms the types of automation equipment in question,
by what combination of existing and new sectors it
will be produced, and the input structure for produc-
tion. Then, depending on the case, it is necessary to
identify the sectors and/or the operations in which this
equipment may be used and the likely level of use The
occupafions of workers that may use both the auto-
mated equipment and that which it complements ot
supersedes must be specified, along with other affected
current and capital inputs of the using sector, on a per
unit of output basis. All the assumptions must of
course be quantified. A standard set of assumptions
for 1990 is produced by the associated case study and
"spliced" into the A, B, and L matrices for ,that year
and for prior years as required: the actual splicing con-
sists of course of replacing equipment and the cor-
responding input flows, including" labor inputs, per
unit of output of a particular sector by new equipment
(e.g., robots) and input flows, including labor, re-
quired (also per unit of output) by the new technol-
ogy. (Note that the incremental outputand labor
required in prior years to produce the capital in place
in May 1990 will automatically be computed.)

The "standard" assumptions referred to in the pre-
'ceding paragraph reflect the combination of what we
consider to be the moderate projections of experts deal-
ing with different aspects of, say, robotics. Alternative
scenarios incorporate more extreme views, either
hypothetical or actually expressed by other analysts.
(In later stages of our research, the portions of the case
studies dealing with the future will rely increasingly
on technical factfinding; this work will make possible
the elaboration of more detailed, technical scenarios.)

Sample robotics scenanos 'for which preliminary
computations have been made include:

What will be the level and occupational composi-
tion of-employment in 1990 implied by the stand-
ard assumptions of the robotics case study com-
pared to the baseline scenario (assuming in both
cases the same projected 1990 final demand bill
of goods and the same state of the economy in
1980)7
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What if one additional mechanic is required for
every three robots instead of every six roli.ots in
each using sector? .

What if each using sector acquires twice as many
robots as under the standard assumptions?

Scenarios will also be developed for office automa-
tion involving changes in the use of telecommunica-
tions equipment, computers, and office equipment by
clerical and certain categories of managerial and pro-
fessional employees in all sectors. Production automa-
tion, involving essentially computers and sensors (as
well as robots), includes process control, computer-
aided design and manufacturing, inventory control,
and scheduling. While the latter case, study is more
complicated, the investigation will follow the same ap-
proach. Scenarios will specify values for the amount
of use and the impacts op individual I-0 coefficients
of different forms of automation, singly and in com-
bination.

The following type of scenario is included to give ,
a concrete idea of the range of questions that- can be
addressed in the near future with the present model
and expanded effort on the case studies:

The different case studies deal with the introduc-
tion of specific types of automation equipment
into specific operations. Assume that all aspects
(that have been identified) of production and
office automation proceed at a "moderate" pace
over the next 10 or 20 years. How will the size
of the employed labor force evolve? Which oc-
cupations will experience the slowest growth (or
greatest decline)? What will be the demand for
computer programers?

Policy and Research Issues
for policy purposes it is necessary to have a model/

that can produce results quickly and inexpensivel .

This can be achieved if:
1 there is a methodology for preparing at leas) cer-

tain types of scenarios quickly by human ana-
lysts, and

I

/

,2. the computer software is designed (among other
considerations) to process an entire scenario as
a single input.

The section on scenarios describes the types of sce-
narios for which these two considerations can be met
most readily. The software design issues are well un-
derstood.

The case study approach has been developed to pro-
vide the required format for enarios, and improv,
ing the scope and depth of t e case studies should be
a high priority.in fact, "rni o" studies now sponsored
by the policy communitif r more general factfinding
purposes could be guided to include a section struc-
turing the information Content into a format that
would permit its being ,nsed directly by a model such
as the one described./

In subsequent woyk on technological change, the
IEA model can and/should be "closed" with respect
to trade, accomplis ed by integrating it into the World
Model. This will ake it possible to analyze a con-
siderably expan ed range of policy scenarios where
LES. productio/t is directlY linked td jts trading part-
ners' economi activities. In the open system, these im-
pacts, are i stead approximated by hypothesizing
changes in .S. imports and exports.

From a search point of view, there are many ave-
nues of ork that would improve the accuracy of the
projecti ins of the basic model (without even touching
for pr sent purposes on the important area of com-
puta onal research).

dditional basic research is required to make fur-
r conceptual advances toward a fully dynamic I-0

odel in addition to the critical need for better data
/ on capital flows and especially capital stocks, on a
disaggregated basis.

The other important area for further work is the, in- .

corporation of a clFmographic model into the dynamic .

I-0 model. This would provide the basis for improv-
ing and rendering consistent the projected demand for
education and health care as well as other components
of household consumption.
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THE EFFECT OF TECHNICAL CHANGE.0

by Louis Jacobson_and Robert Levy
The-Public Research Institute of
'the Center for Naval Analyses

.July 27, 19132

Sumary
Technical change, which makes possible the produc-

tion of more output from a given amount of resources,
is a major contributor to increases in society's well-
being. The very process of change may, however, im-
pose hardships on those who uSe old and no longer
efficient methods or produce products that are no
longer wanted. The net effect of technical change on
labor is hard to predict. Workers, as consumers, gain
from increases in productivity; they are able to buy
things at loyrer prices. If they cannot adapt to new pro-
duction methods (and lose their jobs as a result), they
can end up as net losers.

Not only is the effect of technical change on labor
hard to predict, but technical change itself is hard to
define and measure. It cannot be measured simply as
the installation of new (and different) equipment. Nor
can it be measured solely as the growth of productivi-
ty. A.11 threetechnical change, new equipment, and
productivity growthare related. A goal of this paper
is to clarify the relationship.

It is Important, at the start, to distinguish technical
change resulting in the appearance of new products
from a change in production processes. To some
degree, this distinction is artificial; programmable
automation equipment is a new product of industries
producing capital goods, but its use represents a new
process in other industries. Both new products and new
processes can affect labor. The development of a new
productpassenger aircraftand new processesas-
sembly-line methods of production of automobiles
led,to increases in employment in those and a host of
related industrieshome construction, leisure prod-
ucts, etc. At the same time, workers in other indus-
trieshorse-breeding, saddle-making, the rail pas-
senger industrywere being squeezed out into other
jobs. Now, changes in production technology, here
and abroad, are leading to a reduction in employment
in auto production and autoworkers are having to
adjust.

We analyzed the effects of technical change on
workers in two steps. The first step is to estimate the
effect of technical change on an industry's employ-
ment. We concentrate on the effectof new process in-
novations since these are likely to have more concen-

LABOR

trated impacts on employment. The next .step is to
estimate the effect on individual workers: How many
workers are displaced during the adjustment process?
How long does it take them to find neW employment?
How much does displacement affect their earnings?

the Industry Cost Model
To determine industry effects, we use an econo-

metric model of cost in which cost is assumed to de-
pend on the prices of factor inputs, the level of industry
output, and the level of technology. This is the stand-
ard analytic approach in economic studies of technical
change. The rate of growth of total cost is composed
of the weighted average of the rates of growth of in-
put prices, a weighted rate of growth of industry out-
put, and the rate of cost reduction due to technical
change. Technical change is therefore only one deter-
minant affecting industry cost; input price changes, for
example, may be more important.

We included five factor inputsproduction labor,
nonproduction labor, capital, energy, and materials
in the cost function and imposed no restrictions on
how they can substitute for each other. We assumed

cost minimization and estimated how technical change
has affected the steel, auto, and aluminum industries.
The model was estimated at the four-digit Standard
Industrial Classification (SIC) category, a -finer level
of disaggregation than that used in most industry

studies.
One of the advantages of using this kind of model

is that with relatively few variables, much can be
learned about faCtor substitution, input adjustment,
and the effects of technical change. Data on input
quantities and prices, industry cost and real output,
and the level of technology are almost all that is
needed. Data needed to measure capital and technol-
ogy is often difficult to find, but the model clearly
specifies what is ne ed for estimation.

Equations in the' t onometric system illustrate im-

portant relationshi IFor example, equations that ex-
press the dependen each input's share in total costs
on all input priees, ut and technology may be used

to describe how i -output coefficients, which are
measured similarl input shares, move over time.
More important, t quation also describes why they
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move It explains changes in input-output coefficient
in terms of. 1) adoption of new techniques, 2) changes
in input prices, and 3) changes in scale.

For labor, the equation describes how changes in
labor's share (i e., the ratio of payroll to total cost)
depend on changes in the wage, other input prices, out-
put, and the level of technology. The effect of any
variable on labor's share is obtained from the regres-
sion estimates. For example, the effects of tecHnical
change, holding prices and output constant, is de-
scribed as labor saving, using, or neutral if the
parameter on technology is negative, positive, or zero.
Labor-saving technical change means that as technol-
ogy increases, the share of payroll in total costs goes
down The estimated equation can then be used to
derive the effect of technicai change on the demand
for the quantity of labor.

Another equation in the system may be used to ex-
plain the relationship between the rates of technical
change and productivity growth. Productivity growth
is nieasured in terms of total factor productivity rather
than labor productivity, which is only a partial meas-
ure of input use.

The rate of productivity growth has two Compo-
nents The first is the rate of technical change. The sec-
ond depends on the relationship between changes in
Industry cost and output changes. Most researchers
assume that, in longrun equilibrium, industry cost and
output change proportionately. This assumption,
called -constant returns to scale,- is often imposed on
the equations If this assumption is correct, then this
second component of productivity growth becomes
equal to zero, making the rates of productivity growth
and technical change equivalent. Thus, low rates of
technical change would imply low rates of productivity
growth.

We feel, however, that constant returns to.scale
too strong an assumption. Certain factor inputs, like
capital and nonproduction labor, may be "fixed," they
cannot be adjusted quickly without incurring ,large
cost Becatise df these fixed inputs, costs do no.t cliange
as much as output. This means that studies tha sim-
ply impose constant returns to scale, thereby isre-
garding the second component of productivity gr wth,
will overstate the effects of technical change.

The Measurement of Industry Technology

Thus far, we have Illustrated that technical char ge
is only one determinant of industry t ost changes nd
one component of productivity growth. We have iot
yet related technical change to the introduction of n w
technologies.

To cis in an .econometric model required meas-
uremen'tf the level of industry-technology. The stand-

ard approach is to represent the level by a time trend.
This is satisfactory if changes in technology unfold
regularly and gradually. It is unsatisfactory if new
processes are introduced rapidly, that is, within a rel-
atively short period of time. This distinction is impor-
tant since sudden or unexpected shifts in production
processes and labor demand may make adjustment dif-
ficult for the industry's work force.

To be as precise as ossible, we therefore con-,
structed direct measures of steel and auto technology.
(A measure for aluminum could not be constructed.)
For steel, the measure was based on the use of the basic
oxygen furnace, which is important in the steelmak-
ing process. Technological innovation in the auto in-
dustry since World War II has proceeded under the
term "Detroit" automation. The term refers generally
to the substitution of machines for workers in actual
production processes, such as welding. To quantify the
concept of automation, vve measure the stock of trans-
fer machines, the basic unit of Detroit automation.

Empiirical Results of the Cost Model

In our empirical work on steel and autos, we corn-,

pared the precise ':direct" measure with the simpler
time trend. The findings were about the same; the use
o the direct measure added little precision to the
e timates of the effect of technical change beyond what
v4.re estim'ated using the time trend. Regardless of how
technology was measured in steel and autos, estimates
Of the rate of technical change_in the industry_were -
similar. We found the average rate Of technical change
to be villtally 0 percent in steel. It was just under 1
iercent in aluminum, where little new process innova-
tion has been observed, and 1.50 and 2 percent in autos
cthe higher figure was for the time trend version).

hese findings illustrate the tenuous connection be-
ween new process innovation and technical change.
The effects on input demand are similar across in-

ustries when the time trend is used to represent tech-
ology We found that technical cliange was labor sav-

ng and capital using. This meant that, holding input
rices ond output constant, labor's share was decreas-

ing over time while capital's share was increasing by
!about the same amount. In autos, in the 1970's, labor

/demand decreased by about-4 to 5 percent a lyear.
When direct measure was used, the results foAteel

were about the same as when *the time trend was used.
For autos, there were some differences from the time
trend regression. There were smaller negative effects
on labor and smaller positive effects on capital. One
tentative interpretation -of this is that advances in
technology meant that newer capital was more pro-
ductive than the capital it replaced and that it used
only slightly less labor. ,
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In summary, we founa that the effects on em-ploy-
ment of introducing new technologies, whether meas-
ured directly or by a time trend, were indeed negative
4ut occurred gradually. We did not find evidence of
abrupt changes in the demand for labor. Some of the
empirical estimates differed according to how technol-
ogy was measured, but the implications for employ-
ment adjustment were essentially similar. Given5ese
similarities, the time and expense of creating direct
measures seem unnecessary. The exploration of other
issues may prove more fruitful in determining how
new tethnologies affect employment.

As an example, our findings point to an interesting
implication of the generally labor-saving and capital-
using effects of technical change. When the price of
labor increases relative to capital, little short-term
substitution of capital for labor takes place. Over the
long term, however, the use of advanced technologies
allows capital to be less labor intensive and so the
quantity of labor decreases relative to the quantity of
capital. This possible "induced innovation" has been
difficult to identify empirically. Generalizations of our
model may help quantify the link between new tech-

t nologies and their determinants.

The Effect of Employment Reductions
on Workers

We have taken our analysis further than simply ex-
amining the effects of technical change on aggregate
employment. We have also examined:

the extent to which employment reductions can
be accommodated through attrition rather than
displacement, and
the earnings losses of displaced workers.

Displacement Findings

Our results are that attrition varies widely across
industnes, from about 5 percent per year in high-wage
industries (steel) to about 65 percent in low-wage in-
dustries. If high-wage-low-turnover industries, such
as steel and autos, had to reduce employment by 5 per-
cent in a given year, about two-thirds of the reduc-
tion could be accommodat,ed by attrition under aver-
age conditions. If employment had been increasing
prior to the reduction, attrition would be higher, that
is, more than two-thirds would be attrition. If employ-
ment had been falling, attrition would be a Tower pro-
portion. This is because attrition is primarily deter-
mined by the tenure structure of the industry. Attri-
tion, which is extremely high among recently hired
workers, falls dramatically after a year or two, and

is extremely low thereafter until workers near retine-
ment age. Recent hiring and layoff patterns cause large
swings in the proportion of the work force that is most
likely to leave voluntarily, and this, in turn, causes
swings in the attrition rate by as much as 2 percent.

Aside from their effect on the tenure distribution,
general business conditions (the business cycle) have
little effest on attrition. Although other studies show
that the quit rate is sensitive to changes in business con-
ditions (and quits are the major element of attrition),
those studies generally ignore the changes in the tenure
distribution over the business cycle (use imperfect
measures of tenure structure). Instead, they rely on ag-
gregate turnover statistics that show a fall in quits dur-
ing recession simply because workers who would other-
wise quit are laid off.

A 5 percent employment decline cannot be fully offset
by a 5 percent attrition rate. There will be some dis-
placements because the employment change across firms
is not u iform. Even while total employment in the in-
dustry i declining some firms will be expanding. Attri-
tion in t e firms that are expanding must be replaced by
hiring a4d obviously cannot count against the net decline.

The dis ersion of firms around the mean employment
change is Substantial, so that even where employment in
the indu4ry is constant, about 1 percent of the employ-
ment ind stry's labor force will be undergoing displace-

ment.
The existence of a more-or-less constant background

level of displacement is important. Displacements are
most costly when they are entirely unexpected. If workers
anticipate a nonz'ero probability of displacement, they
can prepare for that eventuality and reduce its conse-
quences. This appears to be the case in some high-wage
industries such as aerospace, which have major boom and
bust cycles as a result of military and civilian aviation
procurement polides. ,

Plant closings are a major source of displacementsbe-
cause attrition can do little to offset employment declines
when plants close. Closings are particularly likely when

a firm expenences a sharp decline in demand. below a
certain level of production, it is simply uneconomic to
stay in business.

Earnings Loss Findings

Earnings losses due to displacement are highly cor-
related with attrition rateshigh losses go with low
attrition. This makes good economic sense; if few
workers are leaving voluntarily, this is strong evidence
that there are few good alternative jobs, and a worker
who is forced to leave will have large losses. Displaced
workers experience a transitional period of earnings
losses due to lengthy unemployment (a good part of
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which may be simply waiting until all hope of recall
Vanishes `).

When workers begin to search for work, they often
will try out several jobs until they find suitable
employment Workers' earnings then begin to rebound
but usually, in cases where initial losses are high, they
never fully catch up with what they would have earned
had they not been displaced. The "permanent" loss, is
generally between 7 and 15 percent of annual earn-
ings and amounts to about SO percent of the total earn-
ings loss (The total loss in industries such as steel and
autos is generally equal to about 2 year's earnings.)
The transitional loss is about equal to the permanent
loss, but it lasts only a year or two. The t'emporary
loss, however, is more likely to be offset by unemploy-
ment insurance, SUB, and severance pay.

In analyzing eirnings losses, we measured how they
vary with respect to age, tenure, labor market char-
acteristics, and the size of the employment decline.
Again, tenure was a key determinant of the size of the
loss. New hires and workers close to retirement ex-
perience small losses, while other workers tend to have
large losses The largest losses occui apg workers
with about 5 years experience. This is bec e they
have many years over which,to accumulate the per-
manent part of the loss, and because they may be in
a position to assume more responsible positions but
do not yet have the experience needed to convince
another employer that they are ready for such a job.

Labor market characteristic4 are also important.
Loss in the transitional period can be doubled if
displacement occurs when area unemployment is high
(one standard deviation over average about 1.3 per-
centage points). Losses are substantially larger if the
displacement has occurred in a small labor market and
marginally greater if a large number of similar workers
are searching for work. Workers who have been dis-
placed because of a plant shutdown do not have much
larger losses than similar workers displaced under
other circumstances. A shutdown will, however, dis-- place higher tenure workers who have larger than
average losses.

Methodology

This section discusses, in general terms, the meth-
odology used to obtain the above results. The details
are discussed in the reports referenced at the end of
this paper. The basic estimating equations used to ex-
amineattrition and earnings loss are quite simple. At-
trition is assumed to be a function of worker charac-

'A large fraction of workers laid off eventually are recalled In fact, tem-
porary unemployment is the largest component in the cost of an employ-
ment reduction, but the cost is low per i-apita,aind industrial workers generally
anticipate several episodes of substantial temporary unemployment

teristicsage, race, sex, tenure, earnings level, and the
,rate of change of earnings; plant characteristicsem-
ployment level (size), employment trends, whether
part of a multiplant firm, average wage rate, and trend
of wages, and labor market conditionsstage of them
business cycle (current unemployment rate divided by
the rate at the previous trough), size of the labor mar-
ket, recent growth rate, average wage rate, and meas-
ures of industrial diversity.

Earnings are estimated as a function of many of the
same variables used to measure attntion. Prior earn-
ings, however, is the key determinant, since it captures
the way in which a host of determinants, which re-
main more or less constant over time (such as educa-
tion, health, and marital status) affect a worker's earn-
ings potential. The earnings equations are designed to
compare the earnings of displaced workers to those
of similar workers why:* are not displaced but are ini-
tially employed in the same industry. Econometric tests
are applied to ensure that the equation matches the
earnings of the two groups exactly.

The procedure for estimating how e oyment
changes are distributed across firms in an in ustry is
more complex. We assume that units use a sti ct LIFO
(last-in-first-out) displacement rule. Given this ssump-
tion, the seniority distribution of displaced orkers
's also the cumulative distribution of empl.yment
hanges across all the individual units. tual
eniority distribution is calculated by o, mg t
enure of displaced workers and relating tenure to
eniority. This procedure is used to examine displate
ent under a range of circumstances and then econo-
etric techniques are applied to generalize the results.

ata

, All three estimating procedures are carried out with
esame data setSocial Security's Longitudinal Em-

- .
er-Employee Data (LEED). These data contain the
race, and sex of a continuing 1 percent sainple

the work force; each individual worker's quarterly
tarnings rromreach employer, and the employer's in-
dkry, location, and firm size. The da4 cover the

is, 1957 through 1975. Job changes are noted by a
ge in the employer who files a quarterly earnings

r ori for the worker.
A key problem is that ihere is no expliCit indicator

of the reason for separation in the data. :Thus, we must
infer; whether a worker who changed jobs was dis-
pladd cir left voluntarily (attrition). To .measure at-
trition, we isolated a sample of workers who changed
jobs when eniployment in their plant (or' soMetimes
area) was increasing 9r stable. We assume that under
such drcumstances, no displacements were taking
place. Fhe earnings loss due to displacement is esti-
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mated using a simultaneous equation approach that
compares the earnings loss of leavers in firms where
employment is growing or stable to the loss of leavers
in firms where employment is falling. It is thiis possi-
ble to net out the effect of attrition from the effect of
displacement. In practice, it turns out that holding con-
stant the other factors mentioned earlier, earnings, re-
ductions are relatively insensitive to whether displace-
ment or attntion was the reason for the job change,
boih the displaced and voluntary leavers have similar
earnings reductions.

The LEED file is not the only data base suitable for
estimating earnings losses. We have also used data
from State employmentocurity agencies (ULoffices).
These data include wage records that closely resem-
ble those in the LEED file, but they also include infor-
mation on the worker's receipt of unemployment com-
pensation, last day worked, occupation (in some
cases), and the reason for separation (if file worker
claims UI). Thus, .these data contain a richer set' of
variables. A major value of these data is examining
the extent to which transitional losses are offset by the
receipt of UI. For example, we,recently used data of
the type to study TAA (Trade Adjustment Assistance)
recipients in Pennsylvania and concluded that more
than 50 percent of the transitional loss in earnings is
replaced by UI benefits.

Summary and Conclusion

Our research on the effects of technical change on
employment has been aimed at measuring technical
change and its effects on labor in the steel, auto, and
related industnes. State-of-the-art econometric models
were used to determine the effect of technical change
on employment and fo measure how displaced workers
adjust.

Our basic conclusion about the effect of technical
change on employment is that, while technical change
was labor saving, it occurred at a steacrY and relative-
ly sloW pace. It appears that new technologies were
adopted principally to avoid increases in labor costs.

Detaileddescription and measurement of the instal-
lation of new technologies, such as transfer machines
in autos and the basic oxygen furnaCe in steel, seems
no better than the time trend in measuring how tech-
nical change affects employment. This reinforces our
conclusion that technical change in established in-
dustries (process innovation) is slow and steady.

We also linked technical change in one industry to
its effect through factor prices on tbeolher industries.
This allows comprehensive measurement of the net
employment effect of innovation. Although technical
change in steelreduced employment in the steel in-

,

dustiy, the change in steel increased employment in
autos by reducing the price of a key input.

Our models hav,e been carefully checked and tested
for sensitivity to key assumptions. They represent a
good way to measure the effect of technical change;tthe same,methodology can successfully be u d in
future research. In particular, we believe tracin the
effects of individual technologies is not worth the high
cost. The effects of changes in consumer preferences,
factor prices, and foreign competition on labor de-
mand are likely to be far more important and can
change far more swiftly than production technology,
as we learned in the 1973 oil embargo. One fruitful

. extension of this approach would be to investigate the
determinants of technical change itself, such as the ex-
tent changes in factor prices induce factor-saving tech-
nical change.

We have also analyzed how employment reductions
affect workers employed in a given industry. Employ-
ment reductions are costly to labor primarily when
workers are displaced from established jobs, but reduc-
tions that do not result in displacing workers are
almost costless. The work, therefore, addressed hov,
employment reductions are distributed across plants
and how much of the reductions can be accommodated
by attrition. The cost to displaced workers was also
assessed.

Our basic conclusion is that employment reductiOns
can be handled largely through attrition. The main
threat of dislocation is from plant closings. Although
major plant closings occur rarely, we calculated that
they are responsible for half the displacements in the
steel industry. Our work on earning losses showed ihat
when potential losses are large, the attrition rate is low.
Thus, in industries where few workers leave volun-
tang', such as steel and autos, major employment
reductions are likely to be very costly and can involve
substantial displacement. On the other hand, employ-
ment reduction in high turnover induitries, such as tex-
tiles and apparel, have minimal adverse effects on
workers.

In terms of future research, further WOrk on attri-
tiOn is called for. We fund that attrition is largely a
function of the tenure structure in an industry, but
other research suggests that ciclical conditions are a
key determinant of attrition. Although these two ex-
planations are not necessarily contradictory (the tenure
structure changes as a result of cyclical hiring and
layoffs), it is important to determine whether bad
business conditions reduce attrition holding tenure
structure constant. If, contrary to our evidence, attri-
tion falls in a recession because general business con-
ditions worsen, we will have overestimated an indus-
try's ability to adjust to employment reduction without
displacing many workers. fl
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A second objective of futu e rssearch is to explain
why workers. in industries suci as steel and autos, suf-
fer such large losses and wh t government can do
about it There is a widespread feeling that these losses
are an indication of a failure in the functioning of the
labor market..In the extreme f rm, it is assumed that
displaced workers "fall off the 'end of the earth" and
never adjust. Competing explanations are that the
earning reductions represent normal job search costs
plus loss of high wages attributable to unionization or
specific human capital.

If market failure is responsible, an effort should be
made to determine its cause. If specific failures can be
isolated, there is a reasonable chance that government
action can help eliminate them at low cost. If loss of
union protection or human capital are involved, pol-
icymakers should recognize the constraints this
implies.

Our evidence isihat where losses are large, displaced
workers adapt t6 new jobs but never regain the earn-
ings level they would have attained had they not lost
their jobs. The adjustment is painful, often 50 percent
of the loss occurs in the first 2 years. The "permanent"
kiss is about 7 to 15 percent, aEiout that estimated for
union 'nonunion wage differentials. This evidence is
consistent- with the hypothesis that losses are due to
loss of union protection or specific human capital. If
this view is correct, a'policy that will fully eliminate

the loss must raise the income of an experienced work-
er about $2,500 a year or about $40,000 in present
value terms. Thus, any government actions to elimi-
nate losses such as training or enhancing unemploy-
ment insurance will be expensive.
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Adjusting to Technological
Advancement

Introduction: An Analytical Framework

Technological change and innovation play a pre-
dominant role in productivity and general economic
growth. They also create shifts aQd movements in the
supply and demand for labor. In particular, they are
presumed td require the labor force to adjust or re-
spond to demands for altemative knowledge and skills.
Generally, the theoretical construct for determining the
supply and demand forlabor (or the impact of tech-
nologital change on shifts in supply and dein,and of
labor) is the production function (6). This function

(whether Cobb-Douglas or C.E.S.) expresses how the
final product (output) is a function of inputs (for
simplicity, capital, and labor) and how the inputs are
related. For example, the marginal product produced
bY capital or labor is derived by differentiating the pro-,
duction function by either input. As either increases
its marginal product (ceteris paribus), the demand for
its services increases over the other.

The relationship of inputs to outputs, and inputs to
inputs are influenced heaVily, however, by the existing
technokigy. Technological change, in turn, alters these
relationships in several important ways,-including
changes in. 1) the efficiency of technology, 2) econ-
omies of scale, 3) capitalintensity, and 4) elasticity
of substitution. Moreover, technology change either,
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'is neutral or nonneutral. Neutral changes, in technol-
ogy affect technological efficiency and technologically
determine-decoirormes-of-scaleThese alter the rela-
tionship of inputs to outputs. Nonnetitral changes, on
the other hand, affect the intensity of technology be-
tween inputs. An increase in capital intensity is labor
saving when capital is a more rapidly powing factor
ot production than labor. "Many economists have the
feeling that technological change has* been quite labor-
saving, but they generally acknowledge that the evi-
dence is indirect and too weak to permit a clear-cut
judgment" (12).

A further dimension to thecproduction function
analysis 8 found in what has been termed embodied
and disembodied technological change (17). The
former generally refers to attual physical changes in
the capital equipment being operated and assumes that
it becomes more productive. The latter concept is

usually characterizedby managerial or organizational.
changes which cause the interaction of capital and
labor to be more productive. Generally speaking the
analysis of programmable automation can be treated
as embodied technological change'. In summary, the
production function framework suggests that em-
bodied technological change raises the marginal pro-
ductlyity of capital relative to labor. It does this
through increasing the intensity of technology and the
elasticity of substitution. Thus, everything else con-
stant, the demand for labor shifts. For them-lost part,
such shifts cause the.substitution of capital forlabor,
and/or one type of labor for another.

Postschool Education, On-the-Job Training,
and:Turnover "

Although the production *function offers a useful
framework for conceptualizing the impacts of tech-
nological change on theliemand for labor, our pres-
ent mterests require us tu go beyond Ehis framework.
We seek a framework that explains the type and lewl
of human,capital adjustments niade by labor as the
demand curve fur specific skills is shifted bY embodied
technological advances. The widely applied theory of
investment in tiuman capital lends itself well to eco-
nomic choice modeling and to an analysis of earnings.
The theory takes,a labor supply perspective. Workers
mal(e decisions about ttieir labor force behavior in
response to the derived demand for altrnative skills
ur knowledge. Thus, demand conditions are given and
the supply uf workers resperids. Human capital theory
maintains that worker 'response is in the form of in-
come maximization over the working lift. Since de-
rived demand is dynamic, labor supply js dynamic.
What may have been a good cledision previously may
become poor One later if the worker does not adjust

to changes in demand. According to,human capital
theory the incentive to adjust (or not adjustprimari-
ly is pecuniary. In effect, the theory holds that a per-
son makes an investment of resources in upgrading his,
or her productivity. Couched in the marginal produc-
tivity thesis, workers get paid the value of their pro-
ductivity. Consequently, increases in productivity are
assumed to lead to increases in income. Since the in-
vestment of resources (primarily foregone earnings) Is
costly, individuals weigh the present value of the in-
creased flow of future income against the present value
of the cost of the investment. Income maximizing in-
dividuals will make investments in those a4ernatives
with the highest rates of return.

The theory is an exact interpretation of very'inexact
reasoning on the part of individuals. The theory has
received much criticism, especially for its simplicity
of the "economic man" concept (ignoring the non-
pecuniary incentives of selecting occupations or fur-
thering educationat least in empirical wärk), How-
ever, the concept of maximizing utility readily fits into
the investment framework. It is the measurement of
nonpecuniary returns that eludes the researcher. The
theoretical framework is a useful one for the present
analysis because it explains behavior as a function of
price (cost and earnings) and it encompasses formal
educational training (both early and later in the
career), on-the-job training (OJT),* quit behavior, and
'occupational changes.

Although not fully developed at this pdint (nor
widely embraced by economistg) "implicit contract"
theory promises to improve our understanding of labor

e;Market adjustments (1,2,3,8,9,11). The implicit con-
tract framework addresses better the employer's part
in the human capiral investment decjkionmaking. In
particular, it addresses the decision of the firm to pro-
vide OJT and to influence turnover. Succinctly, be-

, cause workers are more risk averse vis a vis employers,
employers are willing to provide more stable employ-
ment and less risky OJT investments in exChange for
lower wages. Without developing the theory,more
fully here, let ,me emphasize that an examination of
labor market adjustments to technological change
should consider employer as well as worker-decision-
making.

'What kind of alternative choices do workers and
employers make when rapid advancements in technical
knowledge and sicillsiead to obsolescence? Por scien-
tists and engineers (S/Es), these choices include reading
professional and trade literature, participating in work-
shops and conferences, returning to school (part- or
full-time) (19), investing in formal ancl/or informal

'Editor s note OJT is more broadly defined in this paper than in ch 3
of the text where it reft:rs only to Informal skill acquisition
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'OJT, arid changing jobs Changing jobs includes both
changing employers and 'or changing occupations
(either within or out of S 'E occupations). Employers,
likewise, have alternatives for retooling their work
forces experiencing obsolescence. Rrirnarily, these op-
tions include providing informal and formal OJT, re-
assignment of job tasks, and laying off workers with
obsolete human capital (and, in turn, recruiting neW
talent).

Investmeht decisions made to replace obsolete
.human capital probablz are influenced most strongly
by age, which affects investment behavior in several
ways. In its simp1es1 form the relationship between age
and investments is considerecniependent on the time
horizon for receivrarreturns. Older persons simply in-
vest-less because they have fewer years to receive in-
vestment returns. For the same reason, employers re-
strict opportunities for older workers. Secondly, in-
vestments will decrease .at an increasing rate with age
if older workers become less, efficient in producing
human capital. Ben-Porath addresses this possibifity
in'testing his "neutrality _hypothesis." The neutrality
hypothesis assumes that the efficiency, of human cap-
ital production and market pro.duction remains con-,
stant throughout, the career. Any shift in efficiency
owards the production of goods and services in the

product market reduces the likelihood of producing
further human capital.

A third dimension to the rglationship between age
and investment probabilities is deterioration. _Like
physical capital, human caPital can deteriorate over
time as a result of obsolescence and, or depreciation.
According to Rosen (16), obsolescence indicates that
more vintaged knowledge has becorne outdated by
more recent knowledge. This can be caused by ad-
vancements in the sciences, production innovations
which render existing skills useless, and the "increas-
ing abilities of sucsessive generations." Depreciation,
on the other hand, indicates a loss o4 ability *by in-
dividuals to apply their existing knowledge and skills.
This presumably gpes hand in hand with age as physi-
cal and mental capacities diminish.

Although most modeling treats obsolescence and de-
precialion as one (usually a depreciation (-actor), the
distinction between the two is especially important to
the study of S 'Es where technological and scientific
advances make relatively specialized skills obsolete
more quickly To keep abreast of these advancements
and to at least protect themselves in the labor Market,
saentists make further investments in their human
capital: stock In contrast, depreciation reduces the
capacity to apply one's stock of human capital"to pro-
duction, which reduces the rates of return to further
investments, and, thus reduces' investments.

Other important determinants ot investment behav-
ior for S/Es include education level, labor market con-
ditions, years of experience, tenure with present
employer, sex, and government contracting. When'the
determinants of investment behaviör cause disincen-
tives to retooling obsolete skills, S, Es are more likely
to change employers, eccupations, industries, and in-
cur spells of involuntary unemployment.

Adjustments by Occupation and Industry

Beiow are several tables providing frequencies on
the incidence of various adjustments. The figures
presented in these tables are based on the National
Science Foundation's (NSF) Longitudinal Survey of
Scientists and Engineers (NLSSE). There is, no attempt
here to tie these adjustments to technological change.
(See ref. 7 for a more in-depth descnption and analysis
of these adjustments.)

Table C-1 provides observations on the frequenCy
of investments in postschool education and OJT by
S 'Es. Occupational classifications are based on the
respondent's self-concept.

Roughly 6 percent of the scientists and 4 percent of
the engineers made formal educational investments in
the same field, whereas about 10 percent of both
samples irtvest d in other fields. ConsiderablY more
investments werNnade in OJT and in course work pro-
vided at the empl yer's training school. 19 percent of
the scientists and 18 percent of the engineers invested
in OJT and 16 percent of the scientists and 20 percent
of the engineers took courses at the employer's train-
ing faciliti/.

-

Table C-2 provides figures on the percent of S/Es
undertaking OJT by selected manufacturing industry.
The incidence of formal OJT ranges irbm a low of 15
percent of the S/E work force in the faIpricated metals-
induStry to a higKof 36 percent in file electroniC com-
puter industry. The incidence of reported informal OJT
ranges from a low of approxirdately 16 percent.in the
aircraft industry to a high of 36 percent in the elec-
tronics computer industry.

TIble C-3 provides observations on the frequencies
of voluntary and involuntary turnover by S/Es over
the 1969-72 period. Quit frequencies indicate that.agn-
cultural scientists were fhe least likely to quit during
this period (7 percerit) and that physicists had the high-
test quit percentage(15 percent). Among engineers,
aeronautical, astronautical engineers had the higheqo
frequency (5 percent) and agricultural scientists had
the lowest frequency (0.4 percentr Amoniengineers,
aeronautical/astronautical engineemhad-the highest
permanent layoff incidence (8 percent) and minint/
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Table C-1.-Frequencies of Postschool ducation and On-theJob Training by
Scientlfic-and tngineering Occupation, 1972-74

,

Postschobi education , On-the-job training

Occupation Same fieta Other field Formal informal

Scientists:
Agricultural 0.045 0.055 0.242 0.315

Biological 0.048 0.123 0.055 0.141

Chemist 0.064 . 0.070 - 0.130 0.158

Earth/marine 0.052 0.054- 0.212

Physicist .0.088 0.075 0.076

Engineers:
Aeronautical/astronautical ..... 0.052 0.133 0.217 0.156

Agricultural 0.055 , 0.055 0.273 0.164

Chemical 0.049 0.090 0.184 0.210

Civil/archileCtural 0.043 0.084 0.153 0.186

Electrical/electronic 0.063 0.106 0.240 0.176

Industrial 0.012 0.129 0.226 0.219

Mechanical 0.032 0.095 0.189 0.163

Metallurgical/materials 0.041 0.090 0.178 0.134

Mining/petroleum 0.023 0.062 0.229 0.209

Table C3.-Formal and Informal-On-the-Job Training
Frequencies by Selected Major Industries, 1972-73

(working fullflme year round In same Job)

IndUStry
Percent of
formal OJT

Percent of
informal OJT

Aircraft° .. -.- ... .... ..... 25.4% 15,50/y

-Chemicalsh ... 22.2, 23.6
Electrical machineryc . 30.1 19.7
Electronic apperatue 28.0 17.6

Electronic computer6° 46 .3 3,5.5.
Fabricated metalsf 15.3 17.3
Machinery (excep,t electric4 18.6 17.4

.... Motor vehiclesh ...... ...,. 31.2 21.8

..--Y _ Ordinance' , 31.2 19.3

*Aircraft, aircraft engines, and parts.
bChemicals and allied products
CElectncal maCMnery, equipment and WI) lies for the generation, storage. trans
formalion, transmission. and utilization ô1.lectdcal energy

dEleMronic apparatus. radiO, teletrition, an&cofnmunlcatiøn equiriment and parts
°Electronic computers, accounting, calculatin and office machinery and equip

ment
r

.

FabrIcOjed meta) products rtoroatet ordda,c. nchIne,y and transpOrtation

equipment,
gMachinery (except electricarfrinqluding engines ad turbines, farming and con

ruction machinery, mining, men/working, and ojhemanufturIn g and seMce
indu machines

..hMotor v cies and motor vehicie equipment cluchnit trucks, buses, automo-
biles, railroad engines and cars

'ordnance, -IncludMg manufacture of arms, mmunitionr tanks. and complete
guided missois. spice vehicies and" equip t

/

petroleum _engineers had the lowest incidence (2

percent).
Table C-4 reports the percentag94 engineeri chang-

ing occupations.during the 1969 2 period, Within the
selected sample, 3.6 percen,L.óf engineers changed oc-
cupations, and about 54_percent of them shifted into
other engineering occupations. The greatest exodus
was out of aerorOutical, astronautical engineering ,(6.7
percent) and the greatest entrance was into mechanical

Table C-3.-Frequencies by Và1untcy and involuntary
Mobility by Scientific and*Engineering

Occupations, 1969-72

Occupation Percent quit
Percent
laidoff

Scientists:
Agricultural 0.068% 0.004%
Biological 0.124 0.018
Chemist 0.095 0.042
Earth/marine 0.122 0.044
Physicist 0.147 0.053

'Engineers:
Aeronautical/astronautical 0.075 0.081

Chemical 0.093' 0.049
Civil/architectural 0.179 0.034
Electrical/electronic 0.143 0.074
Industrial 0.157 0.066
Mechanical 0.130 0.068
Metallurgical/materials 0.083 0.057
Mining/petroleum 0.158 0.022

1

engineering (9-.6 percent of those changing occupa-
tions). Of all occupation leavers, 73 percent moved
into what appears to be equivalent engineePing or
scientific occupations. Another .6 percent shifted
downward to techniciah jobs, and the remainder
shifted into a wide mix of,occupations ranging from
secondary teachers to laborers.

An examination of the incidence of Various labor
market adjustments indicates that OJT (both f rmal
..ind informal) is more widely experienced across S/E
Occupations than any other type of market adjuStment.
Although to some degree I am sonvaring apples to
otanges, the above figures are consistent with the no-

.
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Table C-4.Frequencles of Occupationil Change
by Engineering Occupation, 196942

Occupation .
Percent

changed owupations
Aeronautical/astronautical. 0.067%
Chemical .... 0.027
Civd/Architecturaf 0.018
Electrical /electronic .., 0.039
Industrial .. ... .... 0.052
Mechanical 0.032
Metalldrgical/wterfals 0 036
Mining/petroliknit--' 0.015

_

tion Olat OJT plays a predominate role in adjusting
o technological Change.

The Case of the Cotrip ter Industry

The following section is a brief silmmary of my re-
cent analysis of human capital adjustments by SiEs
in computer manufacturing (9). The summary begins
with a cursory overview of the structure and growth
of the computer industry in the United States. Subse-

: quently, I present some empirical evidence on the rela-
tionship between technological change and OJT.

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE IN THE
COMPUTER INDUSTRY

Soma describes the computer industry structure as
4t has evolved from the early 1950's. During the 1950s
there were three distinct segrnents: the electrical com-
ponent manufacturers, the computer manufacturers
(mainffame assemblers, sales, and maintenance), and
the end ukrs. bythe 1970s this structure became much
more complex. For example, some mainframe assem
blers integrated vertically i electrcrnic component
manufaCturing, and indepen nt leasing and mainte-

-
n,

nance firms were establishe along with software
firms, computer utilities, 4 used computer market, and
peripheral manufacturers. A stedy Cif ,tle computer in-
dustry, therefore, requires the examinatio4 of electrical
component manufacturers, the various types of hard-
warsmanufaeturers, and software firnp. Of course the
users of computer technologies include nearly evtry ..-'
type of enterprise.

Technological change (as defined for present pur-
poses) primarily has been contingent on major im-
provements in electrical comirionents. The transition ...
from vacuum tube technology (used in the ea'rly 1950's)
to transistor based proact lines marked a substantial
advance in computer tedhnology -.This adoption in
electrical components appears to have underpinned the
second generation of computets from 1959 to 1964.
The third generation of coibputers wAs founded on the

s

development of integrated circurts which became eco-
nokcally competitive in the mid-1960's. If a fourth
generation exists, it is not 'as well defined as the
previous generations. "Most companies have intro-
duced new lines of equipment with improved technol-
ogy since 1965, but there is no single technical advance
to be used in specifying a new generation. In terms of
circuits, "theprimary change has been a movement

- from integrated circuits to large scale integration .

(5).
Based on these technologies, technological changes

in computer hardware have varied widely and grown
sub4tantially. Phister plots annually many of these
changes over the 19*75 period. For exaMple, he.
shows that the average internal nielliory bytes per
general practice system remained rotighly constant
from 1955 to 1965 but steadily increased from 1968
to 1974._ Other types of measurable -innovations *in-
clude increases in the: storage density of magnetic-cOre
memories and moving-head files, off-line storage
capacity of magnetic tape and disk pack media, aver-
age number of moving-head files, magnetic tape
-drives, and termjnals per system (among many others).

'

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

Exploratory interviews with personnel managers of
a convenien sample of firms in the computer and elec-
tronics indtory`yieldecitwo important 'general obser-
vations:Fir "t, formal OTT playsThe predominate role
in human ca ital adjustments for employed S/Es. For-
mal OJT typ cally takes the form of training sessions
ranging in du ation from 2 to 3 daysto 2 to 3 months,
sometimes onriintensive full-time schedule but usual-
ly on a less intensive part-time schedule. The second
major observation from the open-ended interviews is
that employers 'decide who, When, anà how much
training is required to meerplanned'production 'and
service goals. According to the sample of personnel
managers, employees who survive the industry take
the training as required"its just part of the job."

,. It is hypothesized that rapid technological advance-
"rnent.in the computer industry requires considerable
OJT to.keep abreas$ of.rapid obsolescence in human
capital. The probability of OJT in any given year,
therefore, is a direct function of technological change.
As a general index of technological change, the charige
in the rate that new cornputers (including minicom-
puters) are introduced annually is employed in the
probability model 'below. By using an index of the
'change in the rate of technological advancement, I am..
&ping that employers respond to noticeable shifts in
deciding to provide OJT. The larger *e shift upward
in the introduction of pew technology, the larger the
probability that OJT is provided. Conversely, the
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larger the shift downward, the larger the reduction in
OJT requirefnents. -

Annual observations on S/Es in the computer in-
dustry are,drawn from the NLSSE. OPservations are
pooled for the 1972-75 period for which the incidence
of formal OJT is reported in the survey.

Restricting the sample to S/Es working full-time year
round for the entire 1972-75 period, let P (OJT)11 be
the probability of receiving formal OJT in year i by
individual j. The cumulative logistic function:

P (OM, = 141 + e (Bn X + 11,1)

is estimaed by maximunc likelihood. P (OJT)11 = 1,
if OJT was made in year i by individual j, 0 otherwise;

is the error term, and
B X . + I31 (NMODELSY + B

211
(CTOTREV)

+ B39 (AGE) + 134,1 (BS) + Bsu (MS! + B6n (PHD) +

(OCCUP) /3,1 (TENURE)

where: .
NMODELS. =

CROTREI.b

AGE
BS

rate of change in number of new computer
models introduced in year 1-3
percentage, change in annual tutal 1ndListry
revenue in year 1-1

= age in year i for individual ;
1 ifitad bachelors degree in year i for in-
dividual j

Mt, = 1 if had masters degree in year 1 for in-
dividual ;

PHD = 1 if had Ph ID in year i foiOndividual ;
OCCUP = zero-one dummy variables lor engineers,

computer specialists, and managers (scientists
and others in benchmark)

TENURE = years employed in lob in year 1 for in-
dividual ;

Once a new innovation is introduced to the market,
there is a delay before it ?comes widely adopted
Thus, obsolescence and the need for retraining' be-
comes a function of that atption delay Knowing the
appropriate lag of the change in the rate of introduc-
tion of new computers is problematic, Unfortunately
there is little empirical evidence about tho-rate of dif-
fusion of, other technological advancements on which
to base a judgment. Work by Mansfield, et.al. (13),
however shows that the introduction of numerically
controlled machine tols has taken anywhere from 6
to 15 years to become widely adopted by major user
industries. Since technological advamement in the
computer industry has been particularly rapid, -one
would infir that the lag is considerably shorter in the
computer industry than in other industries. In order
to estimate the most "appropriate looking" lag, the
modd is tested against 1- to 5-year lags' on, the
NMODELS variable.

RESULTS 'a

The results of the eshmated probability model are
reported in table C-5. The partial derivatives of P

Table C5.Estimation of the On.the-Job Training
Probability Model, 197275

yri51e Mean Coefficient' t.valne

NMODELS . 2 75 0004 1 811

CTOTREV . 6.50 0 007 0.979
AGE 39.25 0 015 3.555
BS . ..... . , . . . r. 0.59 0.157 1.291

MS ii- 0 30 0.128 0.996

PHD 0.03 0 667 3 226

Computer specialist 0.35 0.266 3.965
Manager 0.12 0 179 L951
Other.... 0.04 0.442 2.810

TENURE . .. 6.63 0010 1.333

Intercept (0 173 0.885

Chi square . 45.55 (10 d.f )
N .. 324 00

ame coefficients reported above are (3 05)(1 15), where 8 Is the logd estimate
and 13 is the man probabdity of on the.job training 1 0 386)

(PJT)1i with respect to each variable are given, eval-
uated at the mean P (OJT) ( = 0.386). Using a 3-yea*
lag on the rate of change in the number of new models
introduced annually (NMODELS), a significant
positive relationship with the probability of OJT is
found. The increased probability in OJT in 1972
(where the rate of change between 1968 and 1971 =
25), is estimated to be as much as 15 percentage
points. Given that the mean probability of investing
during the 4-year period under consideration (1972 to
1975) is 0.39, the impact of technological change is ap-
parently- considerable.

No significant relationship is found between the per-
centage change in total revenue and the probability
of OJT. This holds regardless of the lag employed.

Age shows the expected negative relationship, where
the partial derivative is 0.015 per yeai of age; signifi-
cant at the 0.01 level. Asa point estimate, this indicates
that a 40 year old SIE would be less likely to receive
OJT thin an identical 30 year old by as much as 15
percentage points. Further tests to examine the linearity
of the relationship (i.e.. using age in log anclquadratic
forms) support the inference that the-training-age pro-
file is downwardly linear. ,

Only for Ph.D.s does the probability of OJT differ
by level of education. But here the estimate is peculiar-
ly ra-i-g- albeit, highly significant. Given the size of
the estimate (0.667) and the fact that only 0.03 of the
sample are Ph.D.s, I find it difficult to place much faith
in the estimate. On the oth4r hand, the results suggests
that Plic .s are especiatly prone to receiving formal
OJT,- rhaps because their functions are so closely
tied to generating technological change.

The set of occupational dummy variables shows that
there are Substantial differences among occupations.
Since any occupational- classification must be 'com-
pared to all others (i.e., all others, including engineers,
are in the benchmark), it is impossible to estimate the

8 6
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'differences between any two occupations. Yet it can
be inferred that computer specialists and managers re-
train more frequently than engineers. ,

a Tina Ily, TENURE obtains an unexpected powive
sign but it is insignificant at conventional levels of con-
fidence The positive sign does suggest, however, 'that
OJT IS more likely receiyed later than earlier in one's
tenure.

CONCLUSIONS

Using a pooled cross-section time series logitprob-
abdity it was found that technological change
has a substantial impact on the probability of receiv-
ing OJTduring any gwen year. The results are limited,
however, and must be treated as first approximations.
First, the time period under study is limited to 1972
to 1975 because of data limitationsboth with respect
to individual data and available indices of technologi-
cal change. Second, the pooling technique suffers from
a Potential violation of the assumption of independ-
ence. That is, if an important variable correlated with
the dependent variable is omitted at the cross-sectiorr,
pooling that omitted variable (in effect) over time.re-
sults in autocorrtjated error. Although the estimates
would be unbias4L the standard errors would be un-
derstated.

As a f irst approximation, (and bearing in mind the
above limitations) the results support. the consensus
of a sample of personnel managers in the computer
industry that formal OJT plays in a crucial role in
adapting the S, E labor force to changing production
functions. Furthermore, the model estimates that the
lag between the introduction of neVt computer models
and subsequent training is approximately 3 years on
average.

A similar empirical analysis oi the linkage between
postschool educational investments and technological
change yielded no significant relationship. Because
technological change in the computer industry is so
rapid and universities cannot afford to provide train-
ing based on expensive technologies, continuing educa-
tion programs do not provide a viable alternative of
adjustment to technological changeat least for Si Es
in the computer industry.

Programmable Automation and
. Labor Saving Adjustments

What. Can We Expect?
.

The above anatysis of OJT indicates that the acquisi-
tion of new skills and knowledge is widespread for the
S 'F labor force My impression is that the professional
S 'E labor force is probably the most highly adaptable

segment of our labor force. By the very na re of S, E
educcitional training, workers are well eq d to
make adjustments to outdated skills and knowledge.
Indeed one of the primary roles of the S,E labor force
is to advance our knowledge and pursue the goal of
technological and innovative improvements.

Consequently, growth in programmable automation
in manufacturing is unlikely to cause considerable
disruption for the experienced S/E labor force-. Adap-
tation to technological and innovative advance caused
by programmable automation will come in the form
of formal and informal OJT. The more rapid the de-
velopments in programmable automation, the greater
will be the extent of OJT and the less likely formal
edetion will play an important role in providing ex-
perienced B/Es with new skills and knowledge. This
latter conclusion is based on what has been observed
in the computer intlustry. tifirtersities in general sim-
ply db,not have thee resource5, for aticumulating and
deVeloping the necessary physical capital to train S/Es
in the latest technologies. Because of limited resources, .

research and developnient (R&D) in Programmable
automation unfortunately will greatly limit universities
from providing students with adyanced training,
which in turn will slow the reindustrialization of U.S.
manufacturing.

Therefore, the potential fly in the ointment is the
lack of resources available tauniversities to play lead
roles in R&D and the education of new S/Es. The
problem is that newly trained S/E,graduates will not
provide the manufacturing industry with cutting-edge
talent. Instead, the industry will need to provide
substantial training to new S/E entrants. Consequent-
ly, instead of recruiting S/Es with skills capable of
satisfying immediate technical needs, manufacturing
firms will experience a lag in'recruiting S/Es to imple-
ment and improve nevi programmable automation op-
el-Ming objectives.

To aggravate the problem, private industry appears
to be recruiting some of the best talent in S/E Ph.D.s,
not only newly minted Ph.D.s but also experienced
educators. The heart of this problem lies in the
substantial differences between current rlaries of
Ph.D.s in universities vis a vis private enterprise. This
brain drain from the universities implies that oppor-

tunities for more widespread and advanced educa-
tional training will be retarded.

The above scenario suggests that although program-
mable automation will be ready technically for diffu-
sion throughout manufacturing, the S/E labor market
will nothave the requisite skills to implement the tech-.
nologyat least in the short run. This will hamper dif-
fusion of programmable automation and any imme-,
diate expected improyements in productivity attribut-
able to programmaBle automation.
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If best guess about what to expect is reasonably
accurate, then appropriate social policy should focus
on providing universities withithe noessary resources
to establish educational curricula in programmable
aUtomation. Additional resources can come from gov-
ernment and/or private industry. The primary re-
search need is to examine the current and planned
R&D and educational activities of higher education.
The basic questions to investigate are:

1. What programs focusing on programmable auto-
mation have been established? We know, for ex-
ample, that several maja universitiee have estab-
lished researcbcenters inprogrammable automa-
tion; including Stanford, Purdue, Carnegie-Mel-
lon: Massachusetts institute'of TeclthOlogy, and
'the University. ;of.. New Hampshire (among
Others).

2. Where heve universities .received resources for
. _these .programs?, The abcive-mentioned unn;er-

- -sines liaye relied primarily, on NSF grants, dona-
.. tions..from corporations, and university budgets:,
3. Are universities gearing up- for rk4p, and' educa-.

tional programs programmable automation?
- 4, What ;resource limitations are the..i.m- iversities

,. facing? .

.5. To What.extent Is private industry attracting.fop_
Ph.D. talent?..15,this recruitmentausingshortrun
bottlenecks m developing programmable !al/tome-.
Bon curricula and R&D activitie0HoW
versities maintairt their S, of low
relative salaries?

Answers illiese questions "are.imP\o\t-Wnt
to government policyrnakers bui also to higher educe-,
Bon administrators' ;Ind-manufacturing executives.
Thus, I wodld recommend that OTA'investigate the
answers to the above set of questions. survey of
major educational institutions cOttld proOde QTA,
with reliable inforMation to evaluate theabove ste-.
nario. If siich-an assessment warrants considerable

. terest by the U.S. Government then ataskforte conk-
posed of administrators from higher education, ex;
ecutives from manufacturing, and officials from gov-
ernment should be established. ThepurpoSe of the task
force would be to design and coordinate éducitional
efforts to train f ture S/Es in progammable auto-
mation.

In the next se on I briefly overvieW several data
collection eff rts by NSF (Divivon of Science Re-
sources Studies). Ongoing efforts by NSF in collecting
and analyzing data about S, E' labor markets are ex.,-
tensive and in depth. They are potentially very suitable
fur collecting the type of Information I have suggested
above. Although I am not recommending at this:point

any additional researX data collection efforts by NSF
also provide the most useful data source for monitor-
ing how well the 5, E labor force adjusts during an era
df programmable automationboth in ternis of new
entrants and experienced S/Es.

National Science Foundation Data Bases (see NSF)

SURVEY OF SCIENTk AND ENGINEERING
EXPENDITURES AT UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES

----...ThtTinhis survey is conducted biennially to provide in-
o ation on three areas of academic spending for

scientific activities: 1) R&D budgets, 2) expenditures
for departmental research and instruction, and 3) cap-
ital expenditures.

SPECIAL SURVEYS

NSF also conducts special surveys. Prominent
among these is the Higher Education Panel Survey
Whicti is conthicted by the American Council of Educa-
tion. The survey is conducted several times a year with
theprimary objective of providing quick responses to
&trent policY questions relevant to S/E labor markets.
(Thissurvey may be especially well suited for the type

"Of quick evaluation suggested in "Research Needs"
:above.)
: A second exampk is the survey of Scientific equip-.

nient in Academic Institutions. Its purpose is to meas-
ure the adequacy and utility' of available equipment

PF ..-CIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
PERSONNEL SEty1PLOYED- AT UNIVERSITIES
AND:C_OI:LP.EA

,

This...sttrvey.t4ects dat4 aboitt ac,;clemic S/Es by
fio-d of employment and primal), function.

SURVEY-OF GRA IKIAIE SCIENCE STUDENTS

4A1-4P, foSPA.15COOZ:'

`ITI;i\Ol*tlye_ of this soyey,is to obtain data on the
thatacrefts0 of -igr,-adttate, science ,ind .engineering

-; .elfrolltrientat-thi deAartmentatievei. bata'from this
surverproyide-a::hase kr,assosing`tfierelationshili be-
twgeri_finaricial:sruyportd Shifts ittsgraduate enroll-

in-erit. , -

ThE-114, TIPN P.11.1-MINAL SURVEY OF
SRENTISTS A Er IN s' .

This bettaI stirvey-..t,s a ntxg Jongituchnal ef- '
fori to maMiain:a otnprehensre pictqg or ihe de-
v'elopmetit,a4(.011.xation oI fu.diyiduals WhO were -part

, of the-S/'413ot,loice,iri..1969, 'pteSurvq-,elicits-in-
formation ah'oxIt.frurii: 4n 4apftial*TstlytOnts, earnings,
and' emploni4kreem0Oritglit ertenceS.
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THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF .RECENT SCIENCE AND
ENGINEERING GRADUATES

This survey is conducted 'biennially, furnishing in-
formation on graduates in science and engineering
fields, including Iata en employment, earnings, and
other ket experiences.

THE NATIONAL SURVEY OF
DOCTORATE RECIPIENTS

This is a biennial survey' with the primary objective
of estimating the national supply and utilization of
doctoral S/ Es.
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Therefore, workers and their unions have a direct and
vital interest in how technology is introduced in the
workpla e -,7to make sore people get priority over
techno o , to make liumart,Values prevail.
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.Technology often involves labor-saving opera-
tionsincreased production with the same number o
fewer workers. This may wipe out many existing job
It may raise new dangers to workers' safety and healt
Of course, new jobs may also be created. New p o-
tections may be achieved for workers' safety nd
health. But the Impact of new technology is oft n to
eliminate some jobs, change the job content of $hers,
change skill requirements, and change the 1ow of
work.

Technology often c;uses changes in ind try loca-
tionshutdowns of departments and entir plants and
shifts to new locations in suburban or o lying areas
and sometimes overseas. Np industry i. immune to
such changes, which are constantly shif ing the struc-
ture of skills, occupations, jobs, an earnings of
American workers.

Collective Bargaining
.

Collective bargaining holds a vital y important role .
in meeting the challenges, opportun ties, and dangers
of new technology: There is tniich
past experience in collective birgai
ty of this institution, the America
management bargaining at the pl
industry level, helps workers nes
employers on reasonable and hu
workers against the potentially a
destroying technological irtriovat
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help democratize labor-
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the:Rh-pace of 'new technol-
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employment econ-
eqpte etrIployrnent set-vices, em-

n progranp,,and'ulemployment
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ment resulting from% tiOnological
" 7minirnlieck

0104-baY'e reSPOnded in a nuniber
trodUctiOn of new teChnology. In 1960,

hter, lathes J Healy, and Rober4iver-
rted that major detertninants.of Union pol-

ard technologtcAi Oa* are:2.

'Sum er Shghfrr.` lames'T Hey. and Bobt:rt fdvernash, T'hettMp"act of
Col ie Bargaining on IvranageniontlWashuigton. D C The Brodkings
1rst tion. 'OWL ch. 12, "Union rohcitslowar4 Technological ghaRgi.'

. ,
.

1. the nature of tilt u nion, =anti* spedifitilly
whether it is a craft or industriaNnion

2. the econoMic condition of the industry 6i,, the en-
terprise, or occupations whether ft is-exhanding'

. or contracting, whether the industry is highly
competitive or not;

3. the nature of the technologica) change, the ffe4,
on jobs and on the bargaining unit; the effect oh
workers' skills pnd job responsibilities; and

4. the stage of dElvelopment.of the technOlogkal
change and th stage of cleveloprhent of union
Micy toward 4he technological chahge,

Slichter, Healy, an Livernash distinguieh five prin.,'
cipal policies that uni ns adopt when fated with tech-
nological change. 1) willing acceptance, 2) opposition,
3) competition, 4) encouragement, and 5) adjustnient
with art effort to control use of the new technology.

They note:
The most usual policy of uni4ns toward technologi-

cal change is willing acceptance., This happens in the
numerous cases in which the technolbgical -change
,makes little difference in the kind and degree of skill,
required and has !lute immediate effect on the number
of jobs. But the gain in productivity from the change
may make it attractive by giving labor improved op-
portunity to bargain for wage increases. Unions may
be led by favorable bargaining opportunities to accept
willingly technological changes that involve a mixture
of advantages and disadvantages. Thus, the bargain-
ing advantages that accqmpany a change requiring
greater skill may lead to willing acceptance even.tbough
it greatly reduces the number of jobs, .
Slichter, Healy, and Livernash go on to point out

that no nationpl union in recentyears has destroyed
itself by fighting technological change.'

Nor is there record of any union in recent yeari being
able to prevent technological change by opposing it--
though many unions have retarded recent changes tem>
poranly and locally. Union wage policie appear to have
been partly responsible for stimulating. technological
change under some circumstantes and may, have affr
fected the distribution of gains. Three principal effects
have been produced by union policiu,toward team:I--
logical changes: 2

,

(1) They have tended to give to the holders of jobs
on the new machines or new processes some-
what h'igher wages relative to othei workers ur
the same plantin other wads; theYitave-,
tended to introduce distortions in the Wage
structure of the plant:

(2) They have tended to A sfightextetifio cau4 the"
new teehniques to be Operated with extessive
crews and under rnake-,wdrk rules.

(31 They haye considerably, eoqd the hardShip of
displacement, partly bir jórdng,thanagernents
to do advance planning'in:thd ititioduttion of
technological chinges and partlY by giVing dis-
placed workmen ag oppoftunity tp, qualify fOr
other jobs,
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Using the approach developed by Sh hter, Healy,
and Livernash to distingaish the five principal attitudes
that unions take toward technological change, Doris
McLaughlin of the University of Michfgan made a sur-
vey of union officials, management, and mediators and
arbitrators on the impact of labor unions on the rate
and direction of technological innovation.

The McLaughlin report2 found that willing accept-
ance was the most common response American labor
unions make to the introduction of new technology.
The next most common response was initial opposi-
tion, but this was followed by adjustment, so that, in
the long run, willing acceptance or adjustment were,
by far, most cominon.

A negative uniOn response to the introduction of
technological change was invariably the result of belief
that acceptance wciuld have an adverse effect on a large
on important segnient of the union's membership. If
the employer conyinced the union's leaders thatltiqeir
members woul not be adversely affected, or that
those who were crversely affected would receive some
off-setting bene it, union opposition disappeared.

The three xno4 important variables in determining
union reactions in order of importance, were:

1. the state o the economy,4

2. union lead perception of the inevitability or
necessity f the change, and

3. the nature the industry.
McLaughlin ntI that, depending on union percep-

tion of these thre riables, a fourth variablewhere
decisionmaking wer lay became crucial. If the in-
ternational unio tield the decisionmaking power, a
decision on how fr react to the new technology would
be made only n consideration of the first three
variables. Howe enrif decisionmaking power lay with
local union leaders, three more variables became rel-
evant:

'4 how local urion leaders perceive the impact of
the new technology on the bargaining unit,

5. how local unibn leaders perceive the "quid pro
quo' offered by the employer to the affected
union members, and if

6, how local union leaders perceive the impact-on -40

those union members left in the'unit after the new
technology is introduced.

Third-patty action by mediators, arbitrators, or
judges did not seem to affect the outcome, according
to the report, but did appear to affect the process by
which unions and management reached accommoda-
tion to the effects of the new technology. These third-
party agents, as outsiders, serve ,a useful function -in

'Dons B McLaughhn, The Impact of Unions im Rate and Directiion
((f Technological Innovation (Detroit, Mich Institute of Labor and Industnal.
Relations University of.Mit higan Wayne State University, February 1979),
report to the National Science Poundatio-n, grant PRA 77-15268

taking the heat off local union leaders "when other-
wise politically delicate decisions need to be made with
regard to the introduction of new technology," the
report states.

Surprisingly, labor unions are not the major stum-
bling block to new technology and higher productivi-
ty, McLaughlin concludes, but "employer representa-
tives, particularly'at the middle management level,
were often cited as constituting the real barrier to the
introduction and effective use of technological
innovation."

In 1964, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported2 that
some of the major labor-management efforts to pro-
tecr against the effects of new technology have
included:

1. guarantees against job or inCome loss and, in
some cases, against loss of supplementary benefits
for varying periods,

2. comptrisation for employees who lose their jobs,
3. guaranteed income for workers required, to take

loWer paying jobs,
4. provisions for retraining,
5. provisions for transfer to other plants and pay-

ment of relocation expenses, and
6. agreements to provide workers with notice of

plant closings or other major changes.
Some agreements have established joint labor-

management committees to recommend rhethods of
providing for workers affected by automation. The
report concluded that:

These arrangements typically are combined with pro-
visions for retention of workers with greatest seniori-
ty, but in a limited number of cases, efforts are made
to spread work among larger numbers of employees or
to encourage early retirement of workers with relative-
ly high seniority.
In 1966,. the Automation Commission' called atten-

tion to the need for private sector efforts to facilitate
adjustment to technological change including reliance
on attrition, an advance notice early warning system,
job counseling and lob-finding assistance, training and
retraining. The Conimission noted the rationality of
using the seniority principle in the case of layoffs and
the seriousness of the need for pension and health ben-
efits to continue during periods of unemployment.
They also pointed out that technological, improve-
ments can bring more flexibility to work schedules and
more leisure.to employees through reduced hours of
work per day.; per week and per year.

'Colkctived3argaming and Technological Change (Washington, D C U.S
Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics, March 1964), BLS report
No 266

'Technology and the American Economy, vol 1 (Washington, D.0 Na-
tional Commission ort Technology, Automation, and Economic rrogress,
February 1966)
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The record of collectwe bargammg response to tech-
nological chann offers many examples of both suc-
cess and failure, the Commission noted:

Collective bargaining has proved to be an excellent
vehicle tor the effective management to change, it per-
mits those directly affected by the change to deal with
it firsthand and with a familianty that takes into ac-
count peculiarities and problems peculiar to an enter-
prise. Especially in recent years, some managenients and
unions, occasionally but not usually with the help of
outsiders, have developed, with varying degrees'of in-
genuity and success, plans to facilitate change."

But the Commission warned:
Despite its many successes, collective bargaining Was

often failed, and sometimes has failed spectacularly,
to deal effectively or even responsibly with the manage-
ment of change. It has been argued, not unreasonably,
that the failures are the fault of the parties, not of the
system.

Procedurally, the process of collective bargaining on
basic issues has tended to st are-during the life of
the agreement and to azfrate frantically in an atmos-
phere of crisis immediately preceding contract renewal
Happily, employers and unions in a number of Indus-
tries are abandoning this pattern infavor of more or
less continuous discussion. Basic issdes such as adjust-
ment to technological change cannot be resolved, how-
ever, by a small teamsof negotiators working themselves
into a state ot physical and mental exhaustion for a few
months every 2 or 3 years. These issues must be dealt
with patiently, carefully, and above all, continuously,
until satisfactory solutions emerge. This kind of bar-
gaining calls for ability of the highest caliber on the patt
or leaders of both labor and management .

In the 15 years since the Automation Commission's
report, with generally slow economic growth and re-
cessions in 1969-70, 1973-75, 1980, and 1981-82, eco-
nomic conditions have not been conducive to easy ad-..
justments to technological change, Thefimpact of new
technology has become much more pervasive in the
1980's than it was in the 1960's.

It must be emphasized that it is easier to deal with
adverse effects of technological change in a general
economic climate of' full employment. National eco-
nomic policies must aim at full employrrient for a vari-
ety of economic, social, and moral reasons. Among
those reasons we must recognize the need to facilitate
successful and humane adjustments to job-destroying
technology in both the private and public sectors.

Much progress has already been achieved through
collective bargaining. For example, a 1981 Bureau of
Labor Statistics study,s updating a similar 1966-67

11 '5 Department ot Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. Major Collective
Bargaining Agreements Plant Movement, Interplant Transfer and Reloca-
tion Allowances, Bulletin 2425-20, July 1981, The 1966-67 study was reperted

inU 5 Department oLLabor, Burram,ot Labor Statistics, Major Collective
Bargaining Agreements Plant Movement, Transfer, and Relocation
Allowances, Bulletin 1425, July 1969

Ci)
9 2

study, presents a wide range of contract language and
statistical summaries of contract language on plant
movement, plant transfer, and relocation allowances,
'many of which relate to the effects of technological
change. Agreements limiting plant movement rose
from 22 percent., in the 1966-67 survey to 36 percent
in the 1980-81 survey of some 1,600 contracts, while
worker coverage rose from 38 to 49 percent. Interplant
transfer provisions increased from 32 to 35 percent and
worker coverage went from 46 to 49 percent. Agree-
ments dealing with relocation allowances increased
from 34 to 41 percent while worker coverage went up
from 60 to 65 percent.

On the iSsues of t ajor technological change,
work transfer, or p closings, some major contracts
have a variety of p visions.' For example, the United
Auto Workers (UAW)-General Motors contract pro-
vides for advance notice to the union in cases of tech-
nology-related permanent layoffs, and negotiation of
rights related to plant closing, department closing, and
companyoransfer of work. Workers have the right to
training for a new job in cases of technology-related
permanent layoff. In the case of plant closings, depart-
ment closings and transfer of work, workers have the
right to bump to another job in the same plant, transfer
to a replacement facility, or transfer to a new plant.*
They will receive preferential hiring at another plant,
keep seniority with respect to fringe benefits, get Mov-
ing expenses up to $1,355, take layoff with recall
rights, and get severance pay.

The United Steel Workers' contract with Kennecott
Copper includes a no-layoff clause and attrition pro-
tection for workers affected by technology changes
which will permanently eliminate their jobs. Under this
contract, workers have the right to bump to another
job in the same plant or in another plant. The Transit
Workers' contract with the New York City transit sysc
tem and th4lowspaper Guird's contract with the New
York Times also have no-layoff contract protection'.

The Steel Workers' contract with American Can Co.
calls for a 12-month advance notice of permanent lay-
offs related to technological change. The United Food
and Commercial Workers' contract with Armour calls
for 6-month notice, and the Guild-New York Times
agreement calls for 4 months. There ale contracts with
advance notice requirements as short as 7 days and
contracts with advance 'notice requirements, but no
specified time period.

A broad range of labor-management cooperation is
already included in many other labor-management
agreements with negotiated specific procedures for ad-
justing to technological change.

`The followmg contract provilons are listed in Industrial Union Depart-
ment, AFL-d0, Comparative Survey of Major Collective Bargaining Agree-
ments, Manufacturing and Non-Manufacturing. March 1979, December 1979
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One method to ease the human costs of new tech-
nology is to assure advance information to workers
and their uruons about management plans for future
innoyation which will affect workers with job loss or
other serious problems Major technology changes
result from management decisions taken long before
the new technology is actually introduced, often years
earlier. Certainly there should be long advance notice
before any_technological change which results in lay-
offs or plant shutdown. The failure of management
to institute worker safety-health and environmentaL
protections should not be the way workers learn about
intended plant shutdowns or major layoffs.

An 'early warning system- of,advance notice helps
make it possible to ease the problems of affected work-
ers. Such "early warning" provisions have long been
standard in many union contracts. With advance no-
tice and labor-management cooperation, workers can
look for or train for a new job, perhaps with the same
employer in the same plant or at another location.
Employer-paid retraining is an important part of any
adjustment-to-innovation program. ,

There are other methods and techniques for labor-
management cooperation to cushion adverse effects
from .changing technology. These include incOme
maintenance with work and/or pay guarantees. One
way is through "no-layoff' attrition to reduce the work
force by natural turnover, deaths, retirements, and
voluntary quits, thus protecting the jobs and earnings
of those workers who remain with the compan . Of
course, attrition alone is not an adequate sol tion.
"Red circle" earnings protection for workers l own-
graded through no fault of their own attaches wage
rate to an individual instead of to the job it elf and
thus protects workers against lgss of incon which
might result from-innovation-induced dow grading.

Seniority is a key principle in protecting workers
against layoffs and downgradings. This rewards long
service: but does much Moreproperly reflecting the
worker's inyestment in the job and the ompany's in-
vestment in the worker. Early netirem t is an option
that older workers, should have avail le when major
technological change wipes out theirlobs. But the op-
tion should be ayailable as a.g.ee choice, not as a re-
quirement. Many older workers cannot afford to retire
early and others prefer to continue working.

Transfer td relocation rights and mobility assist-
ance to'workers,are other ways to provide job and in-
come protection. Within-plant and interplant transfers,
relocation assistance, severance pay, pension rights
and seniority protections and s ppIemental unemploy-
ment benefits can all help Cu ion adverse effects on
workers and their families w en industrial innovation
Occurs.

...

or"

Shorter workweeks and reduced time per year on
the job, including longer paid vacations and sabbatical
leaves, also Can ease the negative employment effects.
of technology.

Electrical machinery manufacturing is an industry
where extensive use of robots is expected in the future.
The June 1982 General Electric agreement with the In-
ternational Union of Electrical Workers includes these
protections for workers who lose jobs to robots and
automation:7

.

A production employee whose job is directly elimi-
nated by a transfer of work, the introduction of a robot
or of an automated manufacturing machine and who
is entitled to transfer or displace to another job shall
basically retain the rate of the eliminated job for a peri-
od of up to 26 weeks.

The company shall give the union advance notice of
a minimum of six months of plant closing Dr transfer
of work and of a minimum of 60 days of the mstalla-
tion of robots or automated manufactunng machine
for production.

An employee who is terminated because of a plant
closing will be assisted to find new jobs and learn new
skills under an employment assistance program Which
will include job counseling as well as job information
seyvicet.

An employee with two or more years of service who
is terminated as a result of a plant closing will be en-
titled to receive education and retraining assistance, in-
cluding reimbursement of $1,800 for authorized educa-
tion expenses.
Obviously these provisions do not constitute total

protection but they offer some protection and some
help to displaced workers.

Public Policy

More information is needed on the effects of chang-
ing technology on workers. Federal action is needed
to set up a clearinghouse to gather information on a
continuing .basis on innovation and technological
change and its effects on the welfare of the American
people, on jobs, skills, training needs, and industry
location. Few economic studies of the impact of tech-
nological change exist because there is no systematic
data-gathering relating to the changing technology of
American production. With more and better informa-
tion, public and private adjustment programs can bet-
ter avoid needless human hardship and suffering which
too often result from the disruptive impact of chang-
ing technology.

. Through this clearinghouse, the Federal Govern-
ment could provide unions and employers with com-
prehensive information andiservice, upon request, to

'Bureau of National Affairs, Daily Labor Report, Nile 29, 1982
.../
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help develop labor-mana ement solutions for thecom-
plex problems related to the impact of technological
change at the workplace.

Technology-caused economic dislocation and other
kinds of dislocationincluding plant shutdowns
caused ,by corporate merger mania and by recession,
job loss from trade/policies and production shifts away
from defense-related indusiryrequire cooperative
labor-management efforts and also,national Programs
to deal with theselcomplex problems. Further explora-
tion is needed of variety of such programs, including
proposals dealin "with plant shutdowns and plant relo-

cation and with econversion of defense-related indus-

try.
Occupation I training and retraining may perhaps

help displace1 workers acquire new skills and new
jobs-111.a su h new jobs Ma y. be at lower skill levels
and at lower pay. Furthermore, the loss of an industry
and the skil and know-how that go with that industry
diminish t e essential diversity and pluralism required
for 'a hea thy economy and healthy society.

In-mi 4982 Congress was moving to ariprove new

federal supported job training legislation," but the
scope f the program is too small to help the millions
of w kers who have lost their jobs to technological
cha e and economy shifts. The recession hassharp-
ene union pressures to get retraining commitments
fro employers.'

orkers who lose their jobs because of plant dos;
in:s may not be able to find new ones or may be forced

t work at reduced pay. Family life, is often disrupted.
he mental and physical health of displaced workers

Often declines at a rapid rate. Research over a 13-year
Period indicates that the suicide rate amongoworkers
displaced by plant closings is almost 30 times the na-
tional average." Such workers also suffer a far higher
than average incidence of heart disease, hypertension
and other ailments.

Bills to deal with this grave economic and sociaf
problem have been intioduced in Congress." Although
these bills differ in some retpects, they wbuld do much
to counteract the devastating effects of shurdowns and
relocations. Unfortunately, they do nor address the
problems caused by the relocation of governmental
facilities: Among other things; thete bills would;

tFor example, set Retraining Displaced Workers Too Little Too Later
Week July 19, 1982, pp 178-185

'Barry Bluestone and Bennett Harnson, Capital and Communities The
Causes and Consequences 01 Pnvate Disinvestment (Washington, D C Pro-
gressive Alliance. 1980) pp 78-82 The health-unemployment link is one of

the mOst clearly documented Social research concluskons, e.g , Harvey Bren-

rug' Estimatmg the Costs ot Nationalticonomu Pohcy Imphcations for Mental

and Physical Health, and Criminal Aggression, Joint Economic Committee

1.1 5 Congress Oct 26, 1976
oFor example, see 96th Cong bills H R 5040, introduced byCongressman

Ford of Michigan, 5 1608, introduced by Senator Riede of MKhigan., S 1609,

introduced by Senator Williams of New Jersty and S 2400 introduredliy
'Senator Metzenbatim of Ohio
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1. require firms 'to provide advance notice of their
intentions to dose or relocate a major facility;

2. advocate programs to suPport troubled busi-
nesses, including incentives to promote employee

ownership;
3. call for the 1ssuance oteconomic impact state-

ments and Federal investigation.of the circum-
stance; and

4. require employers, whenever existing jobs can-
not be saved, to provide minimal protections to
their workers in sych matters as transfer rights,

-relocation expenses, severance pay, pension prb-
tection, health care, and job training.

Three statesWisconsin, Maine, and Michigan
have laws relating to plant shutdowns, and some.15
other Statet have proPosals pe;cling with State labor
organizations pressing for action on protective plant
shutdown legislation at the State leveljlowi'ver, be-
cause of "competitive laxity" among the States in their
efforts to attract neW business and "runaway" business,
Federal legislation with national plant closings stand-

.. .
ards is essentiaL

Unfortunately, since reporting on plant closings is
voluntary, the U.S. Government does not have cen-
tralized, comprehensive information on this important
social and- economic issue. We don't even know
whether most plant closings are related tO technology
changes or tax,incentives, to ,short- or to long-term
economic pressures. . , .

For labor it is crucially important to require ernploy-

ers to recognize their responsibilities to their:employees
and their communities before they shut down a plant
and to provide economiC protections to workers and
their families who must suffer the consequence of too
hasty corporate action. 'There is nothing radical or
unusual about national legislation requiring advance_

notice _and other workerzCommunity protections. In
other nations,privatelpsiness Lihnsinclbding affili-

ates and subsidiaries of many American firms--find
they can live with laws requiring advance notice and
other protections for workers and communities against
the adverse effects Of economic dislocation and plant
shutdowns.

In terms of international comparisons, Sweden re-

quires 6 months notice where more than 100 workers
are invobied, 4 months notice where 26 to 100 workers
are involved, and 2 months notice where 5 to 25 Work-

ers are involved. Under Swedish law, no dismissals
may take place until the unions have been contacted
and granted an opportunity to negotiate concerning
the issues and consequences of the dismissals. In the
United Kingdom, 90-day notices must be given where
100 or more workers are involved and 30 days in
plants employing10 to 99 workers. Failure to commu-
nicate_ with the unions and to give the appropriate

/
t



notice can make the eMployer liable for continuing pay
of the workers during the required notice period. In
France, Greece,.and the Netherlands, prior to making
large-scale dismissals, the firm must have permissibn
of the government to lay off the workers and in actual
.practice the advance notice period is as long as half
a year to a year depending on e specific circum-
stances. .

These examples indicate that advatice notice is a
practice with which firms can live. It must 'also be
remembered that in most foreign'coi.mtries the benefits
paid workers are generally two-thirds of lost earnings
for up to 1 year after the layoff.

Unfortunatelyp.in the United States, there areanum-
ber of tax advantages provided for corporations which
clnse down even viable, moneymaking plants. Con-
gres's should look into these plant closings very careful-
ly to determine if there is indeed an array of tax incen-
tives encouraging businesses to close down plants. Leg-
islation must be created which will stop such incen-
tives and will prevent tax-related plant_ shutdowns.
Legislation must also be created which will establish
basic job and incomeprotections for workers and pro-
tection,of worIcers' pension and health care and other
benefits, to deal in an effective and humane way with
the economic and social dislocation resulting from
plant closings.

Industrial Demoaracy.

The potential for misusing technblogy is great, but
the po;sibility of human progress through the wise arid
humane use of technology is equally great. The oppor-
tunity for new technology to be introduced with mini-
rhal social disruption will be greatly enhanced if work;
ers and empl4ers have an equal opportunity for dis-
cussion and joint decisionmaking on the subjects of
changing technology and the-quality of working life.

Collective bargaining, an established institution in
our democratic society, has been a fair and workable
process for joint labor-management decisions on -

wages, working conditions, and other major issues.
It is therefore a logical mechanism for increasing the
involyement of workers in such areas of decisionmak-
ing as adjustment to new technology.

New technotbgy and rising expectations are forcing
transformations in the workplace. Application of new
technology should be humane for workers as well as
profitable to business Human and social values must
he more highly valued in Ole production process, not
nnly when the process is producing goods and services,
but also when it is producing cultural and social valties
and leisure and unemployment. The human desire for
greater autonomy and greater participation in deci-
sionmaking on the shop floor, in the corporate board-

room, and in national economic policymaking muSt
receive higher priority. Improvements in the "quality
of work life" (QWL) include a broad range of issues,
such as better occupational saiety and health, .as well
as work-organization, work environment, and longrun
investment, employment and training decisions, and
the introduction of new technology. These QWL issues
are logical subjectsior joint labor-management negoti-
ation and decision...But employers, must not use QWL
as a 'disguise.for union-busting.

Irving Bluestone, a former UAW vice president, has
been a strórig proponent of increased worker participa-
tion in Corporate decisions. He warns:11..

The joint union-management prdgrams that are in
existence have not yet proven themselves in any per-
manent sense. They must 'be subject constantly to re-
view and change as management, the union, and the
workers learn by doing. Although it is not possible tp
sei forth a Predse blueprint to ensure the successful par-
ticipation of workers in the decision-making process,
experience already indicates certain criteria that are
basic: .

The programs should be'voluntary. Workers must "
have the free opportunity to decide whether or not
to participate in the program. To order compul-
sion is to invite resistance and failure.
Workers should be assured that th,eir participation
in decision-making will not erode their job security
or that of their fellow workers, that they will not
ge subject to 'speed up' by reason of it; and that
the program will not violate their rights under ihe
collective bargaining agreement.
Workers should genuinely expenence that they are/ -
not simply adjuncts to the tool, but that they are
bent toward being creative, innovative, and inven-
tive plays a significant role in the productioni(or
service) process. /
Job functions should be engineered to fit the Work-
er; the current system is designed to make the work-
er fit the job on the theory that this is a mbre effi-
cient production system,and,that, in any event, eco-
nomic gain is the worker's only reason for working.
This theory is wrong on 6oth counts.
The worker should be asiured the widest possible
latitude of self-management, responsibility, and op-
portunitY for use of "brainpower.7Gimmickry
manipulatiqn of the worker must' not be employed.
The changes in job content an,d the alided"respon-
sibility and Involvement in d cisionmaking should'
be accompanied by an effe(ctive reward system.
Workersshould be able t foresee opportunities for
growth in their work, nd for pp:emotion.
The role of workers the busines Nould enable
them to relate to té products being produced or
,the s96ices bein rendered, and to.their meaning,
in society, in a toder sense, it should also enable
them to relate- onstructivel); to their role in society.

"Irving Bluestone, c 12, 'Emerging Trends in Collective Bargaining, in
Work m ilinertra JJIe Pecade Ahead Clark Keri' and Jerome M Rosow
(ed 1 (New York 79), Van Nostrand Remliold, pp 249750
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Quality of Work Life

The conflict theory of labor relations is the sound t

basis for worker representation, woiker participatio
- and worker gains. Conflict is institutionalized in ou

political system. Conflict is institutionalized in our
, legal system. Conflict is institutionalized in our eco-

nomic system. And we have institutionalized conflict
in labor-management relations through the American
Ostem of collective bargaining.

/ But the adversary role, which is appropriate tc4,th- e

, conflict of collective bargaining, sh.ould be limited to
the period of negotiationand during the life of the
contract, theAdversary relationship can very logical-
ly and aripropriately be replaced by cooperation aimed
at maximizing the potential success of the enterprise,
the-company, or the establishment. The labor relations
cycle should be one of periods of conflict during the
negotiating period fo)lowed by the longer contract pe-
riod of cooperation.

Collective bargaining i-Obasic and fundamental.tO
honest labor-managemercoopeiationand such cb-
operation can lie mutuaLself-helg supplement to col-
lec.tive bargaining. Committees. thit exist outside col-
lective bargaining or try to take over the prOcess of
collective bargaining are not to be trusted.

Labor unions today jointly participate with manage-.
ment in thousands of safety committees, appren-
ticeship committees, .communitywide labor-manage-
ment committees, quality of ,work life committees,
quality circles and-other joint labor-Tnanagement ef-

forts. As a-result/labor-management committees are
joining together to deal with matters of mUtual interest
such as foreign trade; Federal, State, and- local pro-'
grams; community philanthropic purposes, and revi-
talization and strengthening of their Industry and their
community as -well as those, comniittees which give
-workers a direct voice in the issues of the workplace,
including investment and innovation with new tech-

, .
nology.

,But, only thecollective bargaining stature of t en.
unions establishes workers as real, partners in those
labor-management committees. Any action that weak-
ens a union, digorts the balance in its relationship to
management, or its, ability to represent its member-
ship, Will damage that union's ability and desire to par-

- ticipate in committees of any kmd with-a particular
management.

Any program which strengthens the union's ability
to grapple with the new issues union members want
addressed, including technology Oc hange issues, any
program whiCh hopids out real promise for the expan-
Sion of workplaCe democracy, ought to be grasped,
niirutely examined for flaws, reshaped fis necessary,

*

polished, and put in placeand then watched very
carefullY.

QWL programs in the United States have taken
many different forms and appeared in many different
guisesparticipatory management, employee involve-
ment, shop-floor democracy, consultation schemes;
labor-management committees, quality icirdes
autonomous work groups, QWL teains, profit-sharing
incentive structures, etc.

As a tool used toward labor's basic goals, these
QWL programs can develop skill improvement pro-
grams, more flexible working schedules, greater job
security and proinotional opportunities, along with
many other matters of great importance to the mem-
bers we represent. So, other things being equal, unions
have every reason to encourage And coopefate in any
enterprise that/will work to those constructive ends.

- for the benefit of workers and manageMent alike.
But hard experience has taught us to look for pit-

falls. Too many employers are more interested in pro-
grams that offer cosmetic-changes that try to fool the
workers intb believing that management really cares
about them, in spite of low pay and bad working con-
ditions.

Too many union-busting "consultants" are pro-
moting these QWL programs as an alternative to
worker participation through" trade unionism.- That
way, without the protection Of a union contract, any
concessions to workers can be revoked as easily As they

were given. At best, the QWL group concept poses
a problem to the labor movement because of the poten-
tial that exists for manlgement to penetrate and in-
fluence small, informal work groups and bust unions.

For strong unions, able to insist on an equal and ac-
, tive voice in hoW the QWL program works and able,

ifneCessary, to veto actions that aim at sUbverting its
bargaining position, these are not iris-uperable prob-
lems. That accounts for the g'eneral acceptance of
QWL programs by (Lich dominant and secure unions
as the Auto Workers, Steel Workers, and CoMmunica-
tions Workers. Even they 'have sometimeshad tcrtake
strong action to prevent their employers from using
the programs for comPany propaganda in bargaining
situations.

Other unions are more difficult posture, They
have organized only a piece of the actiOn-r-the other
facilities of the same firm unorganized, under contract
with another-union, or a mixture of bothr Here man-
agetrient more often controls the introduction and im-
plementation of technology and QWL prOgrams.
Sometimes, in fact, they move ahead to new technol-
ogy with major layoffs or plant closings with barely
a nod to the union.

In doing So, they establish a carefully orchestrated
organizational and communication link with the em-
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The Office of TechnOlogy Asseskesent (OTA)) was creaticliTk 1472:as in
analytical dm of Congress. MA'S basic function isto help kilstativ4olicY-
malers anticipate and plan for ihe consequenceo of techriolegical changes
and to-examine themany ways, c(pected anduneXpected,, in which tea-mot;
ogy affeets people's lives. Th4 assessment of tealI.' Ology '
tion of the'physical, biological, economie, social4d-Politicaliopactt Which
can result from applications of scientific knOWTedge. OThiroViclesLeOn-
gress with independent and-timelyinformation about the pOtential effects'
both beneficial and harmfulof technological application's.

Requests for stuaies are made by 'chairmen of standindConunittees
thellouse otRepresentatives or-Senate; by the Technology 'Asseis
Board, the governing bedy of0Th; or.br the Director of OTA in cons

. ,
tation with. the Board.

_

The Technology Assessment Board is composed-of six membekeilhe
Hiuse, six niembers of the Senate, Ott!' the OTA Director, who is anbp,,
'young tnember.

OTA currently has:studies underway in nineprogrant areasfenergy, in-
ternational security and commerce; matelialsOlological aPplkati6n4 fOOd
and-renewable resourcese health; communiCation andinfarmation technol-

-ogles< oceans_and environment; andspace, trallsportation, and innoVatiortr

51:
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ployees that can
union. In part, t
response of unit)
different firms 4,
erage.

bypass or attempt to supplant the
s accounts for the more antagonistic
s which have only bits and parts of
d thus more hinted bargaining ler-

QWL progra s, under whatever name, can be ?f
tremendous help in facilitating the dealing with the
larger issues of .ollective bargaining, including wages
and working conditions and the job Impact of new
technology. At the same time, QWL programs can deal
with other less visible but basic issues that affect the
individual at the workplace.

Labor has no intention.of allowing management to
co-opt any of these basic issues. But dealing with QWL
programs will present our unions with immense prob-
lems of educating our memberstraining and retrain-
ing of shop stewards and busines's agents, giving at-
tention to the overall coordination of QWL firograms
plant by plant, employer by employer, and individual
by individual, and developing at national staff levels
the technical expertise to assist in the negotiation of
QWL programs and in their development and main-
tenance, and resolving problems relating to sharing
technology's benefits, and deciding what are necessary
agreements and conditions before entering into QWL
programs.

Every union must continue in every way possible
to assert its rights and the rights of its members to ac-
ceptance as legitimate equals in a partnership with
management, with collective bargaining as the essen-
tial foundation for labor-management cooperation.

We recognize the valuable contnbution that proper-
ly constituted and equally balanced labor-management
programs can make in fulfilling the American trade
union member's.desire for individual recognition, dig-
nity, safety, quality of work, life, and job security.

To that end, unions will cooperate with manage-
ments that recognize and support the right of workers
freely to join unions of 'their choice and who demon-,
strate willingness to work with unions as equal part-
ners in all areas that affect their members interests,
including the impact of technology.

,

t
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But unions will reject; as a dangerous fraud, all ef-
forts to use specious programs and rigged committees
to undermine unions, divert,attention from the real
needs of workers, and weaken enforcement of the Na-
tion's.labor laws.

Conclusion
.4,

..

Workers aria their unions have reasonable, under-
standable, and legitimate concerns about loss 'of jobs,
loss of Income, and loss of life and health. If these con-
Cerns are met adequately 4nd effectively, workers will
l5:4 much more willing to accept and adjust to chang-
ing technology.

There are no stmpIe solutions to the task of protect-
ing workers against the adverse Impacts of changing
technology.. In thousands of labor-management con-
tracts covering millions of workers in both the public
and private sectors, unions band management have
adopted a wide variety of provisions to cushion work-
ers against these adverse impacts. These provisions fall
Into a few general categoriesjob protection, income
protection, safety and hath protection, retraining,
and relbcation assistance. The specifics include attri-
tion or no4ayoff protection, early warning of techno-
logical change, seniority protections, early retirement
opportunities, "red circle" pay protection, shorter
workweeks or wbri;-years, rekkation rights to follow
transferred operations, severance pay, negotiated
safety-health protections suppleinenting safety-health
laws and regulations, and many other specific labor-
management collectively bargained responses to techf
nological change.

Without full collective bargainingno matter how
enlightened or benevolent -rliAnagement may be
working,men and women simply don't have a sense
of participation in the basic decisions which govern
their jobs, their income and their lives." Collective
bargaining is essential to help workers share the
benefits of technological progresg and help workers to .

meet the challenge .df technological change with a
minimum of social and human dislocation.,

%
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LABOR.MANAGEMENT_RELATIONS IN 'AN ERA OF
PROGRAMMABLE AUTOMAIION

by William N: Cooke _ ;
I,Crannert School of Management,-Purdue University

July 27, 1982

Introduction

Currently we know very little about the impact of
programmable automation on labor-management rela-
tions. One gets the kneral impression that the impact
to date has been relatively small, except on a handful
of occupations and industries. The potential for
dramatic growth in the utilization of programmable
automation, however, is generally acknOwledged, al-
beit, the timing of rapid diffusion zemains iffy. The
potential for growth raises a number of important
questions about labor-Management adjustments dur-
ing an era of programmable automation. First, we
must ask. What shapes the decisions of employers to
invest in programmable automation? Will unions im-
pede the diffusion of programmable automation and
to what degree .(if any)? What impact will unions have
on the lag between the introduction of commercially
available programmable automation and its diffusion
in manufacturing? Simultaneously, we must ask. What
will be the degree of displacement of workers? What
happens to displaced workers? What proportion will
be retrained by employers? How many will be laid off?
What kind of changes in work rules will unions seek?
What kind of changes will unions, gain? Will white-
collar workers seek union representations?

Answers to these questions require in-depth
research. Toward developing a research design, I begin
with an overview of the current utilization of robotics
in manufacturing and the extent of collective bargain-
ing. I then discuss several collective bargaining issues
relevant to an understanding of labor-management re-
lations and the utilization of robotics. Subsequently,
I lay out a research agenda, inclang a theoretical ex-
planation of collective bargaining, iinplicit . model
specifications, and data collection.

a

i

g

-...

Nogrammable #utomation and
Collective Bargaining in Manufacturing

Although prograMmable automation encompasses
, .1 more than robotics, it is this form of programmable

automation that most directly impacts on blue-collar
work forces and, thus, existing union-management
relations. From a research design perspective, worlZer
displacement caused by the introduction of robots can
be more precisely quantified than say, for example,
displacement caused bSr the implementation of com-
puter-aided design techniques. Furthermore, firms and
plants utilizing robots can be identified.

, Currently, robots are capable of performing tasks
associated with a handful of,occupations. According
to the,Robotics Institute of America (RIA), there Were
fewer than 5,000 robots in use in the United States in
1980. Table C-6 reports the estimated nuMber of
robots by broad occupational application (17),

The type of broad occupational categories most vul-
nerable to replacement by robop applications are heavi-
ly concentrated in the metabkorking industries (1)
Table C-7 lists the basic rnetalworking industries by
2-digit Standard IndustriatClassification (SIC) code,
the number of unions representing w.orkers within an
industry, end the estimated union Membership by per-
centage category.

It can be seen readily tilat metalworking manufac-
turn-1g is heavily unionized and by, a fairly large num-
ber of different unions. Table C-8 identifies some of
the national unions that have been active in organiz-
ing drives in metalworking industries during 1980

Time restraints in preparing this report have not
allowed me to investigate the scope of contractual
agreements pertaining to programmable automation
However, using the Bureau of Labor Statistics' (BLS)

,
-

Table C.O.Robot Usage and identification of Applications, 1980

Machine loading,
Welding . unloading

Number of robots 1,500. 850 *

Foundry

840

Painting/
'finishing

540

Assembly
100

,

Other
600

2,

96
-
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Table C-7.-Identification of Metalworking industries
and Extent of-Unionizdtion

Industry SIC

,
Number of

unions

Percent In
lindustry

unionized

Primary metals 33 , 14 50-75
Fabricated metals 34 28 50-7.5
Machinery (except

electrical) 35 16 25-50
Electdcalfelectronic -..

equipment 36 14 50-75
Transportation equipment 37 16 75-100
SOURCE. Bureau of Labor Statistics. Diroctoty oi Nations, unions and Emptoyee

Associations. 1974 Wutietin 1937
I

Table C-8.-Unions Representing Workers in
Mefalworking Manufacturing Industriesa

I. Allied industrial Workers of America (AIW)
2. Aluminum Workers International Union (AWU)
3. Automobile, Aerospace, and Agricultural Implement

Workers of America (UAW)
4: Boilermakers, Iron Shipbuilders, Blacksmiths, Forgers,

and Helpers, International Union (bBF) .
5. Carpenters and Joiners of America, United Brotherhood

of (CJA) -- ---

6. Chemical Workers Union; International (ICW) ,
7. Clothing and Textile Workers of America; Amalgamated

(ACTW). .
8. COmmunications Workers of America (CWA)
9. EleCtrical Workers; International Brotherhood of (IBEW)

, 10. Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers of America; United
(UE)

11. Electrical, Radio, and Machine Workers of America, In
ternational Union of (IUE)

12. Engineers; International Union of Operating (1U0E)
13. Furniture Workers of America; United (FW)

,

14. Iron Workers; International Association of Brid.ge Struc-
tural and Olnamental (BSOIW)

15. Laborers; International Union of (LIU)
16. Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union; Interna-

tional (ILWU) .,'
17. Machinists and Aerospace Workers; International

r Association of IIAM)
18. Marine and Shipbuilding Workers of America, Industrial

Union of (IUMSW)
19. Metal Polishers, Buffers, Platers, and Helperi, interna-

tional Union (MPBP)
20. Molders and Allied Workers Union; International (IMAW)
21. 011, Chemical, and Atomic Workers; International Union

of (OCAIAr)
22. Painters and Allied Trades, International Union of (IURAT)
23. Paperworkers, United International Union (UPI)
24.'Plumbirig and Pipe Fitting Industry; United Association

of Journeymen and Apprentices (PPF)
.

26. Service Employees; International Union (SE1U)
26. Sheet Metal Workers International Association (SMW)
27. Steelworkers of America, United (USA)
28. Teamsters, Chauffeurs, Warehousemen, and Helpers of

America; International Brotherhood (TCWH)
51hesbove list of unions was taken from NLRB union election files The unions
(and others) were Involved In union representation elctions In 1880 in the
metalworking Industries (SIC 33-38)

s-

. ..

data base on union contracts (Charactenstics of Major
Collective Bargaining Agreements), an examination of
rtcent contracts negotiated by unionsin manufactur-
ing would reveal how unions altef the scope of collec-
tive bargainingas programmable automation becomes

_

more widely applied.
A glimpse at contracts and various publications pf

the UAW, the USW, the IUE, and the IAM indicate
that joint union-management committees have been
established to' address the general issue of productivi-
ty and the specific issue of technological change. A cen-
tral purpose, of these' committees is to address in ad-
vance.unpending technological change: how to prepare
for changes in the production process and how to miti-
gate its impact on the work force. Below I discuss the
set of alternatives that unions and employers are like-
ly; to consider. One can only imasine that the scope
of contractual agreements will change as more work-
places apply progranunable automation to the produc-
tion process. I propose below that we examine these
contracts and the undertakings of joint union-manage-'
tnent tommittees in order to understand more fully
how labor-thnagement relatiOns cope with the ap-
plication of programmable automation.

^

Current Collective Bargaining:
Relevant Issues

In the following section I discuss several issues that
are especially relevant to understanding union-man-
agement.relations. My intention is to describe briefly
sdrne important parameters that help set the stage for
my subsequent discussion of collective bargaining in
an era of programmable automation. __----

Concession Bargaining
,

;The current mood and trend in collective bargain-
ing in manufacturing differs substantially from the
past. Due to a deep recession and growing interna-
tional competition, unions and employers haVe begun
making concessions in wages, benefits, and work rules.
Concessions-by unions have covered wage and benefit
packages and, fo some degree, restrictive work prac-
tices. Concession bargaining is being witnessed in
many places of employment-well beyond the highly
publicized automobile, agricultural implement, rub-
ber, electronic machinery, and ongoing steel negotia-
tions. A recent mid-May poll by Louis Harris & As-
sociates of 600 large corporations found that 26 per-
cent, of the unionized firms had obtained wage and
benefit concessions in recent negotiations (4).

Employers, likewise, have had to make conces-
sions-albeit types of concessions that do not lend

'
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themselves to easy pecuniary estimation. These con-
cessions have included more union and worker input
into management decisions and a variety of security
provisions (e.g., added SUBs and reversals or post-
ponement of plant closure decisions).

Several points can be made about the current con-
cession.bargaining. First, the recession itself would not
have precipitated these concessions. The recession
merely brought the longrun ills of some major in-
dustries to a head. The surge of foreign competitiott
is the cause. of the ongoing decline in much of_U.S'.
manufacturing. Consequently., collective bargaining is
beginning to address the long-term livelihood of many
industries.

Second, concessions are being made by both unions
and employers. This suggests that unions in these man-
ufactuking industries are not ipso facto in weaker
bargaining positions than employers. Instead, the in-
dustry is in a state of demise and, consequently, both
employers and unions need to change standard oper-
ating procedures.

Third, job security has become the major bargain-
ing chip. Rank and file have insisted on additional
forms of job security (or monetary cushions to dis-
placement) as the quid pro quo for concessions. Job
security issues will continue to hold,the limelighun
further bargainingprimarily due to the longrun im-
pact on existing employment in manufacturing; both
in the 'potential reduction of existing jobs and in re-
quiring major changes in the structure of work.

Programmable automation, therefore, will be
viewed, by. labor Much like foreign, competition is

viewedas a threat to longrun employment. Job
security, in turn, will be the bargaining chip for
cooperation with management in restructuring hard-
hit industries. In order to maximize the utilization of
programmable automation, unionized employers will
have to higgle and haggle over job security provisions.

Legal Requirements of Collective Bargaining and
the Issue of Programmable Automation

Union-management relations have been shaped sub-
stantially by,the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA)
and any departure from the legal duty tobargain in
good faith is highly unlikely. The National Labor Rela-
tions Board (NLRB) is the regulatory agency charged
with the interpretation (along with the courts) and ap-
plication of NLRA. It has laid down the ground rules
(albeit foggy ones at times) to protect both partiesfrom
unfair labor practices.

In particular, the NLRB has attempted to delineate
mandatory bargaining subjects (i.e., the subjects and
issues for which the parties must negotiate in good
faith). Good faith bargaining reqUires discussion but
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not necessarily concession to eith r party's demands.
However, the NLRB generally hasinterpreted the lack
of compromise as evidence of bad aith bargaining.
Mandatory subjects fall under the h ading of wages,
hours, and other terms and conditions -of employment.
Ever since the landmark Supreme Court case of Fibre-
board Paper Products v . NLRB (1964), the NLRB has ,

interpreted such issues as subcontracting and plant
closures as mandatory bargaining subjects. Until 1972

(Suminit Tool Co, Case), employers had the legal re-
sponsibility to negotiate in good faith about decisions
to subcontract (where such subcontracted work was
preyiously done by current employees) and close
plants. The Summit Tool Co. Case appears to allow
employers to make unilateral decisions toilose plants
but still requires employers to negotiate in good faith
about the displacement effects of plant closures.

The question to raise is, what will the NLRB require
in terms of good faith bargaining when workers face
displacement by programmable automation? It ap-
pears that if employers close plants and resort to sub-
contracting previous in-house production, they will be
obligated to negotiate with unionsat least about the
impact of these decisions on labor. It is difficult to
second-guess the NLRB since: 1) it is not °clear to what,
extent employers will close plantsand/or subcontract,
2) the complexity of cases leads to unclear precedent
and, thus, case-by-case,resolution, and 3) the chang-
ing make-np of the Board leads to inconsistency in the
interpretation of unfair labor practices (10).

Altliough it is unclear what impact the NLRB will
have in resolving disputes over pn..grammable auto-
mation, it is clear that NLRB governance of labor-man-
agement relations will help shape labor-management
relations affected by programmable automation. It is
also clear (given the enormous workloadof the NLRB)
that the typital long delay in -NLRB conflict resolu-
tion will add to the transitory problems we might an-
ticipae as we move into an era of programmable auto-
mation.

Union Organizing Activity

Table C-9 provides a description of union election
activity since 1950. Column 1 shows that the percent
of workers unionized in the nonagricultural labor force
has declined steadily since 1955from a high of 33
percent to the present low 6f approximately 24 per-
cent. Part of this decline is attributable to a long-term
drop in union success in representation elections; from
a high of winning 75 percent of elections in 1950 to
the current low of winning only 46 percent of elections.
Concurrent with increased election losses has been a
substantial drop in the average size of work units
holding elections; .from 519 workers in 1950 to only
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Table C-9.-Annual Observations on Selected Parameters of
Union Representation Elections

Year

(1)
Percent of the
nonagricultural

labor force
unionized'

.(2)

Percent of
elections wonb

(3)

Average
unit sizeb

(4)

Percent
manufacturing'

(5)

Percent
consentb

1950 31.5 Art.5 158.5 39.0 (c)
1955 33.0 65.3 122.4 38.6 42.6
1960 31.5 58.6 75.9 36.6 42.2
1965 28.5 60.2 70.0 35.6 46.9
1970 27.3 55.2 75.4 33.2 26.5
1971 27.0 53.2 70.1 31.8 23.1
1972 261.4 53.6 66.3 31.6 20.2
1973 25.9 51.1 57.8 31.8 16.3
1974 25.8 50.0 61.5 31.2 14.7
1975 25.3 48.2 66.3 29.4 11.6
1976 24.5 48.1 55.0 29.4 10.4
1977 24.1 46.0 60.2 29.2 8.9
1978 24.0 46.0 57.3 29.2 7.9
aData are for calendar years.
boats are for fiscal years
allo comparable figure available for 1950.

SOURCES Columns 2, 3, and 5 are taken from various annual reports of the NLRB. Column 4 is adopted from the 1979Hand.
book of Labor Statistics. Column 1 la adopted from the Dinctoty of National Unions and Employ*. Associations,
1979.

57 workers in 1978 Obviously, this has had a substan-
tial affect on total union membership. Column 4 pre-
sents the percent of workers employed in Manufactur-
ing The loss in manufacturing employment is widely
cited as a leading cause in the decline of union member-

, ship, primarily because manufacturing has been a his-
toric stronghold for the union movement. A recent
study of union elections over the 1970-781period shows
that roughly 28 percent of all private sector elections
were held in mAnufactyring industries and that, on
average, workers were more likely to; vote against
union representation (all other things held ,constant)
than their counterparts in nonmanufacturing industries
(19). ,

Stepped-up employer resistance, however, has per-
haps had the greatest impact on union representation
elections. Employers, for example, rarely consent to
union elections today. Instead, employers have been
campaigning actively against union representation. For
instance, using the per,cent of elections consented to
by employers, column 5 shows that consent elections
have dropped drainatically from a high of 47 percent
in 1965 to under 8 percent by 1978. Recent studies find
a large negative and highly significant relationship be-
tween not consenting to elections and those election
outcomes (9,19).

Another area of interest is white-collar unionization.
Chamberlain, et al. (7), report that as of 1976, roughly

18 percent of the membefship in national unions was
white-collar (professional-technical, clerical, and sales
workers). That figure represents an increase in white-
collar unionization in recent years. For instance, in
1960 only 12 percent of national union membership
was white-collar. This reflects an increase from
2,200,000 union members in 1960 to 3,850,040 in 1976.
If membership in employee.associations is added to
union membership, the proportion of members from
white-collar occupations becomes 27 percent. Cooke
(9) also finds in an analysis of private sector elections
in 1979 that both professional-technical and clerical-
sales work groups were much more likely to vote for
urtion representation than blue-collar workers voting
in representation elections. However, it should also be
noted that only 13 percent of 1979 elections involved
primarily white-collar work groups.

Several important points can be drawn from the
above discussion. First, the union movement in the
private sector has been experiencing a long-term
decline in its /relative power-at least as proxied by
membership figures. Second, the relative bargaining
power in manufacturing has experienced the greatest
slippage. Third, employer resistance to further union
organizing has increased dramatically over the last 15
years. Finally, white-collar unionization has been in-
creasing and remains a potential growth area for the
union movement.
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Collective Bargaining in an Era of
ProgramMable Automation:
A Research Agenda

Absent one of those funny little crystal balls, the
task of anticipating the impact of programmable auto-
mation on labor-management relations will require
more in-depth and sophisticated research than is cur-
rently available. In the following section I sketch out
a general theory of collective bargaining I then raise
a set of questions about the impact of union-manage-
ment relations. Subsequently, I develop a set of im-
plicit models to answer these questions Finally, I

discuss data collection issues and propose a research
plan.

A General- Theory of Collective Bargaining

Dunlop (11) advocates the use of a systems frame-
work in the general analysis of union-management
relationships. His framework encompasses three
broadly defined actors: 1)workers and their represent-
atives, 2) management, and 3), interested government
agencies (the NLRB for present purpose). These actors

' interact within a set of environmental constraints (tech-
nological, economic, and sociopolitical) to establish
the rules of the work relationship; both pecuniary and
nonpecuniary. Although Dunlop's framework is based
on a historically observed set of relationships, he fails
to breathe any life into the framework. A suitable ,
theory, however, requires some underlying moti-
vator(s) that helps explain anci predict behavior.
general intention here is to utilize Dunlop's set of ac-
tors, but make them dynamic and explain their interac-
tion within the environmental context.

Theoretical analyses of negotiations are based on the
conceptual idea that bargaining "power" determines
the outcome(s) of negotiations or, more generally,
union-management relations. Concerned primarily ,
with the ability of unions to raise wages, Pigou and
Hicks (16,13) define bargaining power as the ability
of unions to increase wages above competitive wage
levels. This concept of bargaining power has become
popularly known among economists as the union's
"monopoly power" to raise wages (20). Chamberlain
and Kuhn (8) suggest a broader definition of power
that encompasses more than wage gains: power is the
ability to secure some agreement that otherwise would
not be granted. This latter definition is more appro-
pnate for our present purpose. In the simplest context,
unions (employers) use power to force employees
(unions) to agx-etttc), sets of work rules.

Since,power is primarily the means of attaining some
underlying goal(s), one needs to examine more close-

.0
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fy the central goals of the parties. It would seem
reasonable to believe that unions, employers, and
government agencies act under some premise of utili-
ty. maximization. Although utility maximization of-

fers an underlying motivator (i.e., maximizing behav-
ior), it does not lead us to what actually motivates par-
ties; except whatever motivates the parties" (i.e., utili-
ty). Unless the researcher assumes what utility rep-
resents (e.g., profits, wages, etc.), the researcher can-
not model very well any cause-effect relationships.
Since the analysis of industrial relations issues encom-
passes economic, sociological, political, and psycho-
logical relationships, we need to establish a motivating
principle which is amenable to incorporating such a
complex array of factors.

I argue here that unions, employers, and the NLRB
attempt to "optimize controrrver employment rela-
tions. For unions (acting as the voice of workers), op-
timization of control over employment relations in-
dudes, for example; increasing job security and
minimizing.employer discretion with respect to wages
and benefits, work assignments, displacement, and
worker discipline. Optimization of control, however,
does not mean that unions want complete responsibili-
ty for managing employment relations. Instead, unions
want to maximize control up to the point where their
members' employment prospects are not jeopardized
through massive layoffs or business closures. In con-
trast to union optimization of control, employers want
near unilateral control of all decisions affecting -.
employment relations. Obviously, unionized employ-
ers have giVen up substantial control of the work rules.
The optimization thesis holds that unions and employ-
ers are ifnotivated to wrestle back as much control as
possibl which implies that any state of equilibrium
is short lived. Such an optimization principle., there-
fore, p aces unions and employers in a natural *ate
of co ict (although not necessarily in a destructive
one).

Du g negotiations both unions and employers
draw clri their respective bargaining power to wrestle
contro from one another. Under the thesis that bar-
gainin power determines negotiation outcomes, the

sourcs f bargaining power must be examined But

first, gaining power should be defined in relative
tenns s nce union and employer willingness to use
poten l power is a function of the perceived net gain
(i.e., t tal benefit minus total cost) associated with
usMg that potential power. For instance, aunion's will-
ingness to endure a strike to force an employer to agree
to a change in a contract is depende t on the perceived

!

net gairrto the union of such a strik
ployer's willingness to take a stri
the change in contraCt is dependen
net gain associated with taking a

. Likewise, an em-
to avert signing

on the perceived
rike. In defining
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relative power, Chamberlain, Cullen, and Lewis (7)
argue that:

Only ifthe cost to management of not agreeing to the
union's terms exceeds the cost of agreeing with them,
and if the cost to the union of not agreeing to manage-
ment's terms is less than the cost of agreeing to them,
aoes the union's bargaining power surpass that of the
manageritent.

Such a definition of relative power is dependent on
the size of the demand, however. For example, if a
union's demand is for a 30,percent increase in "costs"
to the employer, the union s relative power is less than
if the demand is only 10 percent. This implies that
unions and employers will be more successful in ne-
gotiating contract changes as the cost of change
becomes smaller.

The sources of relative power are determined by an
array of economic, technical, legal, organizational,
and sociopolitical factors. As ank factor changes (or
differs across firms), the relative bargaining power
changes (or differs across fidns). The set of implicit
models described below are derived by focusing on
parameters of the various sources of relative power.
This set of structural equations is designed to provide
answers to some basic questions about union-manage-
ment relationships in an era of programmable auto-
mation.

Model Specification: Implicit Models

At tHis stage of the analysis I formulate several im-
plicit models; models that begin to establish the con-
ceptual understanding of cause-effect relationships be-
tween the diffusion of programmable automation and
union-management relations. Explicit empirical speci-
fications detailing functional form and variable mths-
urement will require considerable additional effort.

Based On a theory of control optimization, any
change in the work rules attributable to programmable
automation will be a function of the employer's bar-

-gaining power vis a vis the union's bargaining power.
Stated algebraically,

Work Rules = r(POWni/POWu)
where POWm = power of management 'and POWu
= power of union. As discussed aboVe, the relative
pOwer of the parties depehds on the sources of power
and the perceived cost of the change in work rules,
Thus,

POWm/POWu f (sources of power + cost of change)

The utilization or diffusion of krogrammable automa-
tion (which can be viewed as a change in work rules),
therefore, becomes a function of relative power.

.Diffusion f (POW./POWu)

Similarly, a union's response to the utilization of pro-
grammable automation is a function of relative power:

Union Resp. = f (PON/POW.)
Several of the questions raised in the introduction

basically ask: how will unions influence the diffusion
of programmable automation? In effect, we want
test the hypothesis tOt a union's response influences.
diffusion. The dependent variable, therefore, is the dif-
fuSion of programmable automation. Diffusion can be
evaluated as: 1) the decision to invest, or 2) some
measure of the amount of utilization (e.g., number of
robots), and/or 3) the lag in diffusion. The depend-
ent variable can be evaluated at firm or industrywide
levels.

Our theory implies that the diffusion of program-
mable automation increases as the relative power of
management rises above the relative power of the
union, and conversely. Since relative power is a func-

. tion of the perceived cost of the change of work rules
plus sources of power, relative power varies as the cost
of the pending change varies and as the parameters
of the sources of power vary. Consequently, our anal-
ysis focuses on the cost of proposed changes in work
rules as well as the parameters of sourCes of power.

We can begin by postulating that the diffusion of
programmable automation is a function of: 1) the
union response to proposed or anticipated utilization
of programmable automation, plus 2) a vector (X) of
other variables.

Diffusion = f (union response, X)
Our theory says that the union response will be a func-
tion of the cost of proposed changes and its source of
power.

Union Resp. f (cost of changes + sources of-power)
Thus, everything else constant, as the cost to a union
of the application of programmable automation in-
creases, the more negative the response of the union.
As discussed in the section about concession bargain-
ing, job security becomes the central issue and the
primary bargaining chip in negotiations. At the ex-
treme, for example, if displaced workers are laid off
(and say without severance or relocation pay), the cost
to the union id membership and status is quite high.
Of course, the greater such layoffs, the greater the cost
to the union. Under these circumstances the union re-
sponse will be strongly negative to the diffusion of
programmable automation. At the other extreme,
where, for example, all displaced workers are retrained
or placed in alternative and equivalent jobs, the cost
to the union is negligible, causing no negative response
by the union (except perhaps to seek the establishment
of a joint union-management committee to prepare for
future diffusion).
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Under the negative response scenario, (and again,
everything else constant) the union will attempt to
negotiate work rules protecting its membership. Thus,
the union will attempt to increase the cost to the
employer of making changes in working rules. One
can imagine a wide range of proposals it the bargain-
ing table, including: 1) guarantees of employment (per-
haps tied to years of seniority); 2) restrictions on tim-
ing of the implementation of programmable automa-
tion (e.g., implementation would belied to normal
work force attrition or requirements of advanced
notice); 3) retraining requirements; 4) postponement
of plant closures and subcontracting; 5) cushions to
layoffs (e.g severance, relocation, or SUB payments,
and early retirement schemes); 6) reduction in work
hours; and 7) union shop requirements covering new-,
ly created jobs.

Holding constant the cost of Arianagement's pro-
posed changes in work rules, we can now consider the
sources of power that determine the union's ability to
negotiate protective work rules. It is hypothesized that
the greater the union's power, the more successful it
will be in negotiating protective work rules, and the
more costly it becomes for management to change
work. rules (i.e., utilize programmable automation).

Sources of power are gained or lost according to
variation in the economic and technological context
ohhe firm, union organizational strength, legal con-

.. straints, and the sociopolitical environment. With
respect to the economic context, the power of the
union varies with: 1) labor costs (e.g., wages, labor
cost per unit produced, wage bill/total cost, etc.);
2) thevroduct market (profits, sales, industry coneen-
tration, invitation from foreign competition, etc.); and
3) the labor market (employment growth in firm or
industry, layoffs, unemployment, etc.) As an illustra-
tion, in a firm or industry experiencing a loss in sales,
declining profits and employment, and a growing
threat from international competition, the union's
sources of power are diminished as well as its agility
to shift the cost of work rules to the employer.

With respect to the technological context, the more
the production process is amenable to the utilization
of programmable automation and/or the less strategic
the work force in..the production process, the less the
power ayailable to the union. This relationship is
analogoutin part,-to the study of union strike activi-
ty, whereby union ,ptrike activity is reductd as the pro-
duction process can be manned temporarily by non-
union supervisors and workers.

Everything else constant, organizational strength
plays a role in determining the union's strength.
Worker unity in supporting leadership initiatives, the
willingness, of workers to endure strikes, the financial

resources of the union, membership size and extent of
organization, and negotiation skills are all positively
related to union power.

The NLRB also plays a potential role in shaping the
union's power. The impact of plant closures and sub-
contracting on the w rk fo'rce; for example, are man-
da ton; bargaining issts, If the NLRB interprets its cur-
rent legal Precedent a out displacement to also include
displacement caused y the introduction of program-
mable automation, tln the union's power to negotiate
protective work rul4 is enhanced.

Finally, both empf dyers and unions are sensitive to
the sociopolitical climate. If public opinion supports
notions oyjob rights" and "employer responsibility"
for displacement, then unions will draw on this sup-
port in negotiating with firms. Sociopolitical support
for union initiativecwill depend in large part on the
impact of displacement on a given community. Com-
munities have played, for instance, an active role in
keeping some plants open.

In summary, the impact of unions on the diffusion
of programmable automation depends on the cost to
the union of its implementation and union sources of
power. Likewise, the diffusion of programmable auto-
mation depends on the power of the employer (which
is a function of the cost to the employer of changes
in the work rules and the employer's sources of power).
The cost to the employer of utilizing programmable
automation can be treated as a standard investment
decision. The rate of return is obviously reduced as
unions are able to .increase the cost of utilization (i.e.,
more expensive work rules). The ability of employers
to keep the investment cost down is a function of their
power sources. The sources Of power are determined
from the same set of economic, technological, orga-
nizational, legal, and sociopolitical parameters that
determines the power of the union. Parameters that
yield power to the union generally take power away
from the employer, and conversely. Through negotia-
tions over work rules, the parties will eventually sign
a contract that generally reflects compromises by both,
and which theoretically reflect the ielative power of

the parties.
The types of renegotiated work rules-Vill alsb reflect

the preferences of the parties. For exampk, unions and
employers may be willing to trade regular wages and
fringes for greater security provisions like retraining
and relocation pay, since job security becomes a pri-
mary concern. The types of outcomes, for labor,. there-
fore, are tied to relative bargaining power and pref-
erences of the parties. One can imagine a wide varia-
tion in outcomes among unionized firms.

It seems reasonably clear that as the capabilities of
programmable automation increase and as the price

Jji4
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per unit drops, there will be a substantial impact on
unionized Nvorkers in selected occupations, industries,
and localities. It would not be feasibk for employers
to retrain substantial portions of their work forces.
Consequently, unions will attempt to bargain work
rules that cushion the layoff experience of large
numbers of workers. It also seems reasonably evident

. that as the diffusion of programmable automation pro-
gresses rapidly in nonunionized establishments, the
longrun threat to unionized groups of losses in employ-
ment due to noncompetitive work rules will diminish
the sources of power for unions. As such, it becomes
less likely that unionized employers will agree to pro-
tective work rules.'

Finally, let me briefly address the issue of union
organizing activity of white-collar workers. First, the
diffusion of programmable automation (especially in
the form of computer-aided design and manufactur-
ing) also threatens existing white-collar jobs. The desire
for job security and dueyrocess are important factors
in work group decisions to unionize. As noted in the
section "Union Organizing Actiiiity,4 white-collar
unionization has been increasing and remains a poterr-
tial growth area for the union movement. Second,
unions which can organize both blueland white-ciqllar
workers, obviously increase their sources of bargain-
ing power to negotiate protective Work rules. Thus,
in firms and industries with the greatest potential for
whife-collar displacement by programmable automa-
tion, the likelihood that white-collar work groups will
unionize increases. One can note, for example, that
white-collar workers at General Motors irery recently
have shown considerable interest in attaining UAW
representation primarily, it appears, because of declin-
ing job security.

Iata Analysis and Research Plan

Our kn le e of the relationship between the dif-
fusion of progra mable automation and labor-man-
agement relations very limited. We simply have no
adequate empirical information to make reliable
judgments about the impact of unions on the diffu-
sion of programmable automation, nor the impact of
programmable automation on union-mAtagement re-
lationships and worker displacement. In part this can
be attributed to the modest and welcomed encroach-
ment of programmable automation to date. However,
if the type of projections of programmable automa-
tion utilization made by RIA are reasonably accurate
(a threefold increase for 1985 over 1980, and twenty-
fold increase by 1990), the need to increase our
knowledge on this subject is highly warranted.

I suggesethat we examine existing evidence in light
of the implicit models described above. The first step

would be to formulate a set of tentative explicit em-
pirical models derived from the above implicit model-
ing. Once the critical (and measurable) variables are
identified and the Models are written in appropriate
functional form, we can begin efforts to obtain the
neces5ary observations to test the models,

The information we seek covers. 1) the extent of
utilization and how employers weigh the reaction of
unions and, or workers in making investment deci-
sions, 2) the negotiation experience (I.e., the changes
in work rules-}r3)-the parameters of the raources Of
power for employers and unions, and 4) the impact-
on the work force (e.g., numbers of workers retrained,
relocated, or laid off, etc.) Toward this end we need
the cyoReration of employers and unions. Unfor-
tunately it is not clear at this point how much coopera-'
tion we will receive. The second step, therefore, calls
for a limited exploratory effort to test the waters. In
testing the water's, we can make a judgment of the Iike--.
lihood of successfully gathering the necessary data.
Furthermore, we will learn. 1) what data.orl the vari-
ables in the tentative explicit models can be collected,
and 2) what additional parameters 'should be consid-
ered in our hypothesis testing.

If the second step indicates that ftirther data collec-
tion is feasible, then as a third step we need to iden-
tify the users of programmable automation, and ideal-
ly, potential users. Given that in 1980 there were about -
5,000 robots Installed, we have a fairly large popula-
tion of programmable automation applications. RIA
is probably the best source of information on users and
potential users in manufacturing. After identifying the
population of users and potential users, we can t il en
begin the process of selecting a representative samn e.
A small population of Users, however, would allow
us to examine the entire population. .

Finally, once the data have been collected, the e>;-
plicit equations can be estimated. Only at that point
should inferences be drawn, projections made, and
policy scenarios evaluated.
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